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following written report was furnished to
SA ROBERT P= SAVAGE by SF 1604-S, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, on May 25, 1956, This report,
dated May 22, 1956, concerns Regional meeting of the
Northern California Valley outlying counties Communist
Party leaders held at San Francisco, California, on
May 20, 1956* The report is Sfiti nut verbatim and the
original is maintained in [ b7D
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June 15, 1956

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

May 22, 1956

"On Sunday, May 20, 1956, HOMED KEYLOR arrived at the
HOWARD TOMPSON home at about 7^5 AM and he and HOWARD
and LULU MAE THOMPSON left in the THOMPSON car for San
Francisco at 8sl5 AM, They arrived in San Francisco at
about lOsOO Am and went to Foster's restaurant at Mission
and First Sts.. Since they were not to meet the other
delegates until about 11s 00 AM, KEYLOR and the THOMPSONS
separated. The THOMPSONS went for a short walk and when
they returned to the restaurant they found that HOWARD
KEYLOR, RUDY LAMBERT, PHIL DAVIS and the alternate delegate
from Stanislaus County were already there, RUDY LAMBERT
asked HOWARD KEYLOR and the alternate delegate from
Stanislaus County to stay at the restaurant and wait for
the Sacramento delegation and then for all of them to
come to the California Labor School where the meeting was
to be held. PHIL DAVIS and RUDY LAMBERT went to the
Labor School in LAMBERT 1 S car and HOW.JtP and LULU MAE
THOMPSON went in their car. The others arrived about
lls3° AM and RUDY LAMBERT called the meeting to order.
Those persons present weres

"LILLIAN RANSOMS, Wheatland
BARNEY DEVETO ?, Marysville
MARIE GORIN, Sacramento
HOWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON, Stockton
HOWARD KEYLOR, Stockton
PHIL DAVIS, Modesto
Alternate, Merced C 9V 9 150 lbs, approximately

60 yrs, gray hair, almost
white, brown eyes, ruddy com-
plexion)
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"RUDY LAMBERT distributed the following literature: -

Envelopes for dues collection
'Why 'The Enemy Forgotten* is a Vital Book*
'Discussion . Guide on the 20th Congress of the CP SIT 1

'The Possibility of Peaceful Development of Socialist
Revolution in Separate Countries' (Speech by
Comrade A, J. MIKOYAN - Friday, March 2, 1956)
'Is War Inevitable' (Friday, March 2, 1956. 'For a
Lasting Peace, For a People's Democracy')
'Why is the Cult of the Individual Alien to the Spirit
of Marxism-LIninisra?' (Pravda, March 28, 1956)

"There was also an outline of information shich is desired
by the State Committee dealing with agriculture and
agricultural labor. (Copy enclosed)

"LAMBERT then announced that the People's World would like
each area to hold a meeting of PW readers which could be
attended by a PW staff member to discuss the 'make-up' of
the paper in an attempt to make it more appealing to the
public. He- stated that when the meeting adjourned for lunch
he would call up and try to get LEO BARROWAY or HARRY KRAMER
to come over and explain more fully what the paper has in
mind

.

"He then, announced that, because the State had agreed to
sell 2000 copies, the book 'The Enemy Forgotten' can be
gotten for $1.75. He stated that each Club should not
only get the book for each of its members, but should get
as many copies as possible to be given to community leaders
in unions, PTA, MAACP, etc. After some discussion RDDIE
said he would contact 'ELLIS 1 at the International Book
Store and they would formulate a form letter, then each
Club could send in the names of those leaders whom they
wanted to have a copy pf the book and it could be mailed

3 *
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"directly to them from the book store.

"Discussion then turned to the farm labor information
desired by the State Committee. RUDY LAMBERT asked
HOWARD KEYLOR to gather all the information available
in the Stockton area. He stated that the State Committee
will ^ call a meeting;, probably in San Francisco, to get
the information from each area. He remarked that the
Committee is getting some of their facts from the State
and Federal Departments of Agriculture. He stated that
the Committee was just gathering information to have
and over-all picture of the situation between agriculture
an(^ _agr jcultur eal labor, but from several remarks made
concerning which union would be most logical to organize
the field workers, the impression was that the data gathered
would be used as a basis for aiding in this area.

"The group adjourned for lunch at about 2s00 PM and resumed
the meeting at about 2;4J PM 0

"LAMBERT stated that there will be a National Convention
of the Party in December and a National Conference on
Elections in August. He then said he would give a resume
on the report of the National Committee. This report has
been summarized by National Chairman DENNIS and is being
printed in pamphlet form and will be off the presses on
May 25th.

"LAMBERT had started his, resume whe LEO BARROKAY arrived
to discuss the Peopled World with the delegates. He
gave a brief report on the conditions facing the paper
and what the staff considers can be done about them. He
stated that the staff wants each area to hold a meetin
T of our people only 1 (this remark was made several times
during the discussion) with a representative of the paper
present. Discussion at these meetings will be centered
around ways and means of changing the paper to give it a
broader appeal. BARROWAY stated that, at a meeting of

4 ,
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"the 'State Board (apparently on Saturday, May 19th) it was
agreed that some of the letters published in the FW on the
20th Congress, did not belong in the paper because they
were too obviously connecting the paper with the Party.
RUDY then stated that the State had agreed to publish
a Party Bulletin which will give the Comrades a chance
to express themselves and will also give them closer
contact with Party Policy.

"Those present then expressed themselves on how they
felt the paper could be changed to improve circulation.

"After BARRQWAY left, LAMBERT continued and concluded his
report on the National Committee report. At its conclusion
he said the State had approved the change in meeting
arrangements and he set a date to meet at the home of
LILLIAN BANSOME on Thursday evening, June 21, 1956, with
all those from Sacramento and north, and a meeting will
be held at the THOMPSON home on Thursday evening, June
l^fth for San Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties..

"During the meeting LILLIAN R4NS0ME stated that she Is
responsible for one Club, BARNEY is responsible for one,
and VIRGIL COLE for a third Club in their area.

"The meeting closed at about 6:Jb PM and KEYLOR returned
to THOMPSON 1 s with them where he transferred to his own
car for the drive home.

SF 16C&-S |advised SA
ROBERT F, SAVAGE on June 4, 1956, that MARIE GORIN who
has been maintaining the funds forthe outlying counties,
turned ov,

itraaiSflta

ACTION ; FILE
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LETTER Tu ALL GLUES OK NATIONAL COMMITTEE MSEI1HG DISCUSSIONS

Dear Member;
Cur National Secretary, Eugene Dennis , has 'called his report to

the National Board, "The Communists lake a New look*. This means that
every member — not ^ust the leadership -- should take a "new look"
at our Party;*

tffe should like to emphasize thatthis is not just another national
report, not just a review of our work in one or another field. It is
a searching reappraisal of our Party with particular attention to
some of the weaknesses in our oym work which contributed to our iso-
lation from the people in the post-war period.

It is also the beginning of a fundamental discussion of what we
can do to end thid isolation, of what changes are needed in our poli-
cies, tactics, methods of work and attitudes towards other groups and
forces.

The development of a* two-way street 1* -- the fullest exeia nge of
discussion, experiences and ideas between leadership and membership

—

is decisive today for our Party. THIS PLACES RESPONSIBILITY ON EVTRY
MEMBER XC ASSUME A. HOLE IN THE EVALUATION AND LAMING OF NATIONAL POL*
ICYas well as local and club policy.

We have two months -- June and duly -- to discuss and consider tthe
main reports presented at the National Committee meeting. These reports
are not being presented as the f anal word. They are being presented
as a basis for discussion. At theeNational CQMait£ge±-meetlngaJhea?edwas
vigorous debate and discussion*' We hope we will have vigorous debate
and discussion in California too. After the opinions, Judgements and
conclusions of all clubs have been assembled -- on the basis of this
collective judgement — resolutions will be drawn up by the National
Committee in preparation for the National Convention. Prior to the
convention, these resolutions will be submitted to the membership.
There will also be County and State Conventions.

Local and state experiences will, of epurse, enrich these discuss-
ions. There will be ample time at the end of this two month period
for a thorough review of state, county, section and club work during
the next few months leading up to conventions at all levels. It is
our hope that at this time the entire party membership will contribute
to reviewing and shaping our overall national policy.
We offer some suggestions for clubs to consider in planning these dis-
cussions :

1.) Clubs should make arrangements —
:

whether thru weekly of spec-
ial meetings— to guarantee ample time for discussion during this two-
month period. It is obviously impossible to do justice to a review of
ten years' work in three or four hours of discussion.

£*) Read the Dennis report, which is available to every- member, in
preparation for the discussions, and material in the national and state
discussion bulletins and in Political Affairs expressing individual
opinions

.



3.

) Make the fullest use of tne California Staxe Discussion Bul-
letin for expression and exchange of ideas.

4.

) While we have singled out the Dennis report, all members will
also have available the other reports presented at the National
Committee meeting. {

11 The Meaning of the XXth Congress of the CPSU" by

Max Weiss and "The Challenge of the *56 Elections" by Claude Lightfoot)

5.

) In an effort to provide some aid to the clubs on how to divide
up the -discussions ,

we are making some suggestions*

It is our opinion that there are two main areas for discussion;

1. Evaluation of our Estimates and '-Tactics in the Peart-W£r Period.

2. Inner-Fart^ Democracy and our Perspectives.

It is up to the clubs to work out their own flexible plans* Some clubs
mas* want to go into more details In one or another area or select en-
tirely different areas. The discussion should proceed at the speed
and in those areas on which tne club collectively decides*

6.

) At the conclusion of this two month discussion, ,we ask each
club to register its collective opinion — in written form, preferably

—

ao that the farty leadership and National Committee will have the bene-
fit of the membership's thinking. Let's really make it a two-way street!

We ^now that the membership shares with us our concern that at the
same time we are engaged in examining., exploring ana discussing the
wajis of improving our Party, we will keep In mini the responsibilities
we face in the '56 elections and in the support of the People's World.
Cur job is now to take a 'new Look* at the Party se we can better meet
the challenge of our tasks today and on the morrow.

Comradely

,

TEE STATE BOARD

June, 1956



mtiO ON PARTY DISCUSSION:
S
Suggestions far Division of Subjects for Club discussion.

1. OUR POST-WAR ESTIMATES AMD TACTICS

(Reading; Dennis report, pp20-28; also: PA Articles - June, '48-
Sept., *49- Jan., 1 51- Feb., '51 - July, 51 - Sept., '53 -

Oct., '54)

FIRST DISCUSS I Old

;

(This discussion could deal mainly with the estimates of
the danger of war, fascism, and economic crises and
whether the tactics we adopted fMwing from these esti-
mates were correct.)

FQLLGYiflNG DISCUSSIONS;
One or more discussions couls be held around out. tac-
tics in various fields. Possible questions for discus-
sion could include;

Trade Union; (Reading; Dennis report :8-10; 12-13; 28-31; 38-40}
Also PA - Aug. ,'47 - Bee., '47 - Feb., *48 -Bar,, '$8
Sept., '43 - Jan., '49 - Aug., f 49 - Sept., *53

Political Action; (Reading; Dennis} PP 15-19; 31-34; Lightfoot
report ) Also ; PA * Jan., *43 - Dec,, *48 - Jan., '51 -
Feb,, 'SI - July, *53 - Sept. -Oct. *54.

Negro Work; l Reading; Dennis pp. 10-12; 34-35; 43-44) In addition,
Foster in Political Affairs, May* 1955: Hastings-Eann

,

PA - March '55- Stevens, PA - Bay ,
'55)

Summary :

After specific discussions of various phases of our work,
we believe the overall questions should be posed on In-
corporated into one of the tactical discussions;

Do you agree with the National Committee's characterization
(pp35-37) that "most of the erroneous analysis ans tactical mistakes
our Party has made since 1945 have been chiefly of a left sectarian
character -

? 'What's significant about such a characterization?

11. INNER-PARTY DEMOCRACY AND CbR PmRSPECT IVES

FIRST DISCUSSION - Collective leadership and Party Democracy
(Reading: Dennis report; 35-40; and Discussion Bulletins)

(Two discussions may be required to deal with this question)

SECOND DISCUSSION -For a Mass Party of Socialism
(Reading; Dennis report pp40-48)





























September 10, 1956

TO ALL CALIFORNIA CLUBS

Dear Comrades: (Please read and act japon at your next Club meeting)

We address this letter to you with the urgent appeal that it be
given serious consideration* We are taking this extra-ordinary step
because we are convinced our membership can determine the final out-
come of the PEOPLE'S WORLD fund drive, guaranteeing the continued ex-
istence of the paper whether as a daily or weekly.

When the drive was launched in July the State Committee in its state-
ment of support pointed to the honorable record of the PEOPLE'S WORLD
of serving the best interests of the American working-class and the
whole nation* Not the least of its services is its present role in the
great process of re-appraisal and self-criticism going (bn in all pro-
gressive circles and in providing a forum for debate of ideas and
opinions.

The statement also said: "Now as never before the PEOPLE'S WORLD
needs and deserves the unstinting support of its readers, friends and
supporters, The discussions now going on regarding the role of the
PEOPLE'S WORLD and the criticism of its content and proposals how to

make it a more effective paper are a part of the healthy process of
self-criticism and re-evaluation which will have beneficial results
for the whole progressive movement. But just as the struggle for peace
and democracy goes on every day, just so ftust the struggle to maintain
the PEOPLE'S WORLDbe conducted unremittingly, even while these discus-
sions are continuing,"

At this writing the fund drive has reached 52.6$ altho two-thirds of
the time has elapsed. The tempo in dangerously slow despite the fact
that some areas record higher achievements. As the PEOPLE'S WORLD it-
self points out, the relatively slow pace of the drive makes it extreme-
ly difficult for the paper to meet current obligations along with the
pressing debts that have accumulated. More seriously, unless the ob-
ligations are met, the existence of the paper is placec in jeopardy.

We ate confident that our membership, recognizing the gravity of the
problem, will join in finding ways of broadening the participation in
the drive and help carry it rhru to a successful conclusion.

Sincerely yours,

STATE BOARD,

,l\ |jr (.
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September 15, 1956

TO ALL COUNTIES

Dear Comrades:

We are planning for the Conventions to be held thruout the Party.

The date of the National Convention has been set For February
9th-12th, and the State Convention shall probably be held -in mid-January.
It is proposed that the major counties hold their Conventions during
December, while the outlying Counties, including Sonoma, Marin, Sait a
Clara and San Bernardino, hold their Convention during the month of
November

.

By way of preliminary preparation, we suggest:

a) That your County designate someone to discuss the Convention
plans with the State office, so that dates and preparations
can be co-ordinated with the state-wide plans.

(£) That an effort be made now to get all members paid up thru
September, 1956, in their dues payments.

(3) That a sub-committee , or your leading County committee, be
authorised to proceed with the Convention arrangements by
vpte pf the Qpunty Committee.

(4) That as soon as the National Craft Resolution is available
(approximately September 30th) it be distributed to the en-
tire membership* The pre-convention discussion will tie n
get underway, and it may be necessary to schedule more fre-
quent club meetings in order to enable the clubs to discuss
and act upon all sections of the Draft Resolution.

The State Committee is meeting on September 22nd-23rd, and will
also act on Convention proposals (date, place, representation, method
of electing delegates, and related matters). The decisions will be
transmitted to Jrou as soon as feasible, after the State Committee
meeting.

Comradely yours,

Louise Todd
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October 1, 1956
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TO ALL CALIFORNIA CLUBS

Dear Friends;

This is to inform you that a coast-wise PEQFLE 1 S WORLD CON-
FEBEHCE is to be held

OCTOBER £7th» 1956

MMm
Your Club is requested to elect a delegate to this Conference

which will be the most repeesentative press conference to be called
together since the birth of the DAILY PEOPLE* S WORLD.

The purpose of the Conference will be to review and estimate
the present status of the paper* s political and financial problems
with the aim of arriving at the most responsible and realistic, con-
clusions regarding the future perspective of the paper.

A special report is being prepared to be presented to the Con-
ference. It will incorporate all facts and data required by the con-
ferrees. A sub-committee is now at work looking into certain facts
with regard to circulation, costs and futureafinaneing*

As you know, the paper faces the most serious financial situa-
tion in its nineteen year life. The futxme existence of the PEOPLE'S
WORLD actually depends on the successful completion of the present
financial drive whether it continues as a daily or a weekly. The
financial obligations of the paper are so pressing as to require it's
reaching the goal of $150,000 without fail.

Furthermore , it is becoming increasingly clear that the vast
majority of the paper's supporters strongly concur in the conviction
that regardless of the outcome of the discussions and debates regard-
ing the future perspective of our organization, to face the future
without a voice for the progressive movement on the Pacific Coast
is unthinkable and that all efforts must be made to keep the paper
alive

.

We urge that >our Club discuss this question. Your -vote for the
continued existence of the PEOPLE'S WORLD can best be registered by
completing your quota in the financial drive and having your delegate
cpme to the conference armed with your determination to keep the
PEOPLE'S WORLD in the fight.

The fact that we will have gathered together representatives from
all Clubs thruout the State will guarantee that the decisions of the
Conference will express the will and judgement Of our organization in
the most democratic way possible.

Sincerely yours,
STATE COMMITTEE

P.S. You will be notified of the time and place of the Conference
your Section officers. The conference is to be an all-day meeting.
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October 10, 1956

Dear Friend;

We have reluctantly come Id the conclusion that the
People* s World conference will have to be held in two regional sessions*
This change is necessitated by the high travel expenses involved for
the majority of delegates, a fact which threatened to limit the
attendance at the Conference*

We now propose that hte southern area conference be he£
in Los Angeles on Saturday, October 27th; and the the northern area
conference be held in San Francisco on Sunday, October 28th*

This arrangement will permit for the exchange of repre-
sentative delegates from each conference to the other to report on
and help co-ordinate the actions of both sessions.

We understand that the People's World will in the coming -

weeks continue to inform its readers on the status of the financial
drive, the over-all financial problems of the paper, and vfaen ready
w&th the factual material, comparative costs of daily or weekly
publication.

We also wish to take this opportunity to once more urge
that all efforts toward reaching your goal in the financial drive

be strengthened. County organizations which are close to reaching
100 % should especially aim to conclude by the date of the confer-
ence, and in those areas where more time is needed, estimates shou3L
be made as to when you can complete your quota, so your delegates
can report to the conference.

Final information as to the t-jue and place of the confer-
ence will be given to subsequently.

/T

Regards

,

State Seer
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October 10 t 1956

TO ALL COUNTIES

Dear Friends ; . CONVENTION ASSESSMENT

The NC decided on a Convention Assessment which is to
be collected now in the course of the dues oontrol. Representation

at contentions will be based on membership in good standing and

status of convention assessment.

JEhe assessment is #2*00 for employed and 50£ for house-

wives and unemployed members.

The entire sum is to be turned over to the State Dues
Secretary for transmission to the center.

Regards

,

State Org. Comm.

1

</^
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September 28, 1956

TO ALL COUNTY ORGANIZATIONS

Dear Comrades;

CALIFORNIA STATE CONVENTION

The State Committee of California agreed on the calling of the
State Convention on JANUARY 12th and 13th, 1957, to be held in LOS AKfb

This letter is to inform you of the decisions made by our Com-
mittee with regard to representation, pre-convention discussion and other
matters pertai&§&g to the Convention;

Basis of Representationir^
1) Representation shall be based on the number of members in good

. standing (paid through the month of September, 1956),

2) To assure the broadest participation, yet meet considerations
of practicality , we agree that the basis of representation shall
be one delegate for every fifteen dues paying members or major
fraction thereof,

3) To base the number of alternates on 20# of the number of regular
, delegates elected by the County or Regional Convention,

- County organizations entitled to 5 delegates or less shall
be entitled to at least one alternate,

4) Delegates and alternates to be elected at the County Convention
by secret ballot. Nominations for delegates to the State Con-
tention may be made at Division or Section Conventions , not
limiting such nominations necessarily only to members in their
own sub-divisions*

5) Alternates to be invited to attend the State Convnetion which
will decide whether such alternates will have voice in the Con-
vention.

Pre-Convention discussion and actions:

1) The National draft resolution shall be the major material for
pre-convention discussion, and all Clubs, Sections, Divisions
and County organizations are expected to act on the resolution

in in the course of the pre-convention discussion period and at
conventions*

2) A national discussion bulletin will be published beginning
November 1st, to contain the views of Party members and lead-
ers on the draft resolution.

3) All additional materials, such as resolutions on specific
questions, reports by committees and other discussion material
will be submitted to all Clubs, Sections, Divisions and Counties
in advance to be used in the pre-convention discussion,

uV
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4) Copies of all Club, Section, Division and County resolutions,
proposals and actions taken on the national draft resolution
or any other matters before the Party in this period, as well
as actions tdken by County Conventions to be submitted to the
State Convention Committee prior to the State Convention (or as
they are acted upon by the respective bodies).

5) The State Committee will set up the following subcommittees
ta aid in the Convention preparations:

-Resolutions Committee (to receive resolutions and prepare
report to Convention)

^Constitution and Structure Committee
tfTrade Union Committee (to aid in the preparation of report

to the State Convention)
-Regro Committee (to aid in the preparation of report to the

State Convention)
-Youth Committee (to aid in the preparation c£ report to

State Convention).

Agenda of Convention;

1) The Agenda for the State Convention shall be decided upon at the
next meeting of the State Committee.

Recess State Ccnysfttiott.t

1) It was agreed that the State Convention shall recessRto reconvene
* after the Rational Convention.

2) This re-convened session of the State Convention shaLl $ear re-
ports on actions taken by the Rational Convention, act on State
By-Laws, resolve the questions of state structure andelect
leadership.

County Conventions:

At this writing the following Connty Convention dates have been set;

Los Angeles... December 15th- 16th
San Francisco. .... .December 8th-9th
Bast Bay ..December 1st and 9th

The date of the RATIONAL CORVMTIQHis February 9th- 12th

Comradely regards

,

STATE COMMITTEE
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO :SAC, SF (100-11889) DATE : 6/27/56

FROM :SA ROBERT F. SAVAG-E

SUBJECT : CP , USA, DISTRICT 13

3F l60li-5, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, on 5/22/56, furnished SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE a
copy of a survey of the California Agricultural situation
presently being conducted by the CP. SF I6OI4.-S orally
advised SA SAVAG-E on 6/4/56 that copies of this Agricultural
survey were furnished by CARL RODE LAMBERT, CP State Board
representative to the Northern. California outlying counties,
to CP delegates from the outlying counties at a regional
meeting of the CP held in San Francisco, California on 5/20/56,
LAMBERT Instructed that these surveys are to be made and
returned to him. A copy of this survey form is sot out verbal

h

as follows and the original is being maintained In
( 28 );

1 - Los Angelos
1 - San Diego

100-28630 (CP STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
100-27792 (cp farmers matters)
100-31499 (ANMA)
100-17989 (CP SACRAMENTO COUNTY)
100-26388 (CP STANISLAUS COUNTY)
100-21284 (CP MONTEREY COUNTY)
100-21286 (CP SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY)
100-3730 (cp Santa clara county)

RFS/af S-

(13)
S earche d /Indexe d ^
Serialized '

/ filled

& /onAA/ »

FBI - SAN FRANCISCO



SF 100-11889
RFS/af

"To survey the industry along the following lines:

"1* Situation in the industry
—Main trends and developments in the industry

—Field
—Packing Shed
--Processing

-«Prom 19\\5 to 1955
a. Industrialization and rationalization

--Crops and areas and how affected. For example,
the lettuce pack has now become a field operation
and has completely changed the character of this
job,

--Crops in their relative importance. For example,
cotton has become relatively much more important
in recent years.

b, Trade union situation and working conditions
1. Trends in this regard

—Effect of mechanization
*—Main trade union developments and experiences

2, Situation in the main ag. areas for the Industry
as well as for the general trade union movement,

a. Sacramento and North Valley
b. Stockton and Modesto
c. Fresno
d. Bakersfield
e. Salinas
f. Santa Clara
g. Imperial Valley

— How does trade union base compare to previous
base and situation
—Effect of industrialization and growth

of these areas
--Relative trade union base and strength
—Role of unions politically in the

communities and areas, etc*

2* National group make up of Ag, workers
—Trends and developments relative to stabilizing
working forces

—Mexican-Americans and Mexican Nationals (and now
the added possibility of Philippine imports of
workers) and policy in regards to these Nationals.

- 2 -



# #

SF 100-11389
RFS/af

3. Effect of labor merger and perspective for co-ordx org.
drive among un-organized sections of industry.

4* Party progran for the Industry.

ACTION: File

- 3 -
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO ; SAC, SAIT FRANCISCO (100-11889) DATS : 7/6/56

FROM : SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP, USA* DISTRICT 13
IS

The following written report was furnished to
SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE by SF 1604-3, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, on June 20, '1956. This report,
dated June 18, 1956, concerns a joint ^regional meeting of
the Communist Party leaders from San Joaquin and Stanislaus
Counties with CARL RUDE LAMBERT who represented the CP State
Board. This meeting was held on J une 14, 1956 at Stockton,
California, and the repnr»t -Tg r>nt with the
original maintained irj | ^7^

TiReport on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

dune 18, 1956

,J0n Thursday evening, JurjS 1956, there was
a meeting of the Communist Party at the HOWARD THOMPSON
home in Bathrop. It was the first meeting under the
new set-up for regional meetings and was attended by

23 ** S^n Francisco
inn nflfln/c? USA LIST. 13 )

[SF 160T-S

)

100-21286 CO.)
100-2638Q
6l-h09
100-2798G
100- 2833^

100-r300W
100-300kC
100-29506
100-314)1
100-2047
100 ., 281 [

2$
RFS :DAS

(23)
(s-4)

100-26165 (CP PAMPHLETS & PUBS.)
100~30717(CP PARTY LIRE)
100-25085(CP FUSES)
100-25347 (CP POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
100-265^-6 ( CP EDUCATION)
100 ~ 28630 (CP STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
,L00-27792(CP FARMERS MATTERS)

h6
h7C
b7D3jIls,RCHED _

SERIALIZED
__

JULY 6
,

FBI ^ SAN

DEJOED,

led(

NCigtfo



RFS :DAS
SF 100-11889

members from Stanislaus and San Joaquin Counties and
RUDIE LAMBERT from the State Office.

"Those persons present were:
Stsn islaus County:
MAY MURRAY
GEL BERG (He arrived with the KEYLOR^
of San Joaquin Go.)
PHIL and HARRIET .'DAVIS

Mr, and ROBERTS OH

San Joaquin County:
HOWARD and LULU 1'iAE fB0MP3 OU
LEILA H0LA1H)
JACK JILBERT
HOWARD and EVAHC-ELIHE KEYLOR

"The meeting was opened at 8: If? PM by RUDIE
LAMBERT and he made the distribution of literature the
first order of business. &e stated he had three
pamphlets the State considered so important that they
had agreed to pay half the cost for each Club. They
were

:

*^he Communists S’ake a New Look* by EUGERS DEMIS
*The Meaning of the XXth Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Cni 0n* by MAX WEISS
^he Challenge of the *56 Elections 1 by CLAUDE LIGHT]?OGT

’'Each Club bpught the number needed for their
members and then they bought some copies of *^he ^nemy
Forgotten* by GILBERf GREER* ROBERTS OH was handling the
Club funds for Stanislaus County and MAY MURRAY remarked
that he had not been treasurer very long.

"Also handed out was a mimeographed pamphlet
on discussions to be held prior to the Rational
Convention, (Copy enclosed)

"RUDIB announced that the first California
State Bulletin would be ready in a day or two and he
would mail them out.



RFS :DAS
SP 100-11889

"There was a lengthy and pointless discussion

of the *56 elections, based mainly on the primaries and

their outcome.

"The next item on the agenda was a request
by lAilBJRT for the information needed by the State
Agriculture Committee. Neither County had the information
and LAMBERT told them it is very important that the

Committee have all the needed information in order to

decide what can be done about organising the field
workers

•

"At the close of the meeting the date for the

Agricultural Conference in San Francisco was set fpr

duly 15, 1956 and the next meeting of San Joaquin and

Stanislaus Counties for ^uly_ 2?th at the THOMPSONS.
The meeting closed at 10:i5

"RTJDIE LAMBERT hnd arrived at the ^GMPSGN»s
at about 3 00 PM and had supper with them, and L3ILA
HOLAND who was their guest for a few days. Following
the meeting, HARRIET DAVIS left for San Francisco with
RUDIE LAMBERT to spend her vacation in San Francisco."

SF l604-S was thoroughly interviewed by SA ROBERT
F. SAVAGE on June 21

?
1956 and could furnish no additional

information. Copies of "Letter to All Clubs on Rational
. jt

Committee Meeting Discussions’ and "Memo on Party Discussions'

which were received from informant with above report are

being exhibited under separate cover memo.

Action: Pile.



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT

:

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-30717)

SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE

CP PARTY LINE
IS -

DATE: 7/6/56

SF 1604-S, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, on June 20, 1956 furnished SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE
with copies of a letter to all CP clubs from the State Board
and a memo on Party discussion. These were furnished to
representatives of the $an Joaquin and Stanislaus County-
Communist Parties at a regional CP meeting held in Stockton,
California on ^une 14, 1956, ^hese discussion guides are
set out verbatim and the original is being maintained in

"LETTER TO ALL CLUBS ON NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEETING
DISCUSSIONS"

——^ ^ '

h7D

"Dear Members

,?0ur National Secretary, EUGENE DENNIS, has called
his report to the National h$B3?d, iThe Communists Take
a Ne^ Nook 1

, This means that every member -- pot just
the leadership -- should take a ’new look *' at our
Party,

13 - San Francisco

,
10flT.mi.7l CP PARTY LINE)

|
[SF 1604-3)

I00-2I286(cp SAN JOAQUIN cp.)
100-26388 (CP STANISLAUS CO.)
100-11889 (CP USA, DIST. 13)
100-26546 (CP education)
100-26165 (CP PAMPHLETS & PUBS.)
100-25347 (CP POLITICAL ACTIVITIES)
100-28630 (CP STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
100-9720 (C? NEGRO QUESTION)
100- 28718 (CP DOMESTIC & ADHIN * ISSUES)
100-27793 (CP LEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES)
100- 27747 (CP ORGANIZATION)
RFStPAS
(13)
3-4

b7D
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SE XOO-30717

"We should like to emphasize thatthis i$ not just
another national report, not just a review of our work
in one or another field* It Is a searching reappraisal
of our Party with particular attention to some of the
weaknesses in our own work which contributed to our
isolation from the people in the post-war period*

"It is also the beginning of a fundamental
discussion of what we can do to end this isolation,
of what changes are needed in our policies, tactics,
methods of work and attitudes towards other groups and
forces,

"The development of a f two-way street T — the
fullest ©change of discussion, experiences and ideas
between leadership and membership— is decisive today
for our Party. THIS PLACES RESPONSIBILITY ON EVERY
MEMBER TO ASSUME A ROLE IN THE EVALUATION AjUD MAKING
OF NATIONAL PQLICYas well as local aud club policy.

"We have two months — June and July w- to discuss
and consider the main reports presented at the National
Committee meeting* These reports are not being
presented as the final word." They are being presented
as a basis for discussion. At the National Committee
meeting there was vigorous debate and discussion. We
hope we will have vigorous debate and discussion in
California too. After the opinions, judgments and
conclusions of all clubs have been assembled —r on the
basis of this collective judgement — resolutions will
be drawn up by the National Committee in preparation
for the National Convention* Prior to the convention,
these resolutions will be submitted to the membership.
There will also be County and State Conventions*

"Local and state experiences will, of course,
enrich these discussions* There will be ample time at
the end of this two month period for a thorough review
of state, county, section and club work during the next
few months leading up to conventions at all levels* It
is our hope that at this time the entire party membership
will contribute to^Feviewing" ’and shaping our. overall
policy.



SsDAS
100-30717

"We offer some suggestions for clubs to consider in
planning these discussions:

nl*) Clubs should make arrangements — whether thru
weekly of special meetings— to guarantee ample time
for ^ discussion during this two-month period. It is
obviously impossible to do justice to a review of ten
years’ work in three or four hours of discussion,

"2*) Read the DENNIS report, which is available to
every member, in preparation for the discussions, and
material in the national and -state discussion bulletins
and in Political Affairs expressing individual opinions.

"3*) Make the fullest use of the California State
Discussion Bulletin for expression and exchange of
ideas,

"4*) While we have singled out the DENNIS report,
all members will also have available the other reports
presented at the Rational Committee meeting. (’The
Meaning of the SCth Congress of the CPStI’ by MAX WEISS
and ’The Challenge of the ’56 Elections’ by CLAUDE
LIGHTEOOT)

"5.) In an effort to provide some aid to the plubs
on how to divide up the discussions, we are making some
suggestions*

"It is our opinion that there are two main areas for
discussion:

"1* Evaluation of our Estimates and Tactics in the
Post-War Period.

”2, Inner-Party Democracy and our Perspectives.

"It is up to the clubs to work out their own flexible
plans. Some clubs may want to go into mpre details in
one or another area or select entirely different areas*
The discussion should proceed at the speed and in those
areas on which the club collectively decides.



RFSsDAS
SF 100-30717

*'6*) At the conclusion or this two month discussion,*
we ask each club to register its collective opinion —
in written form, preferably-- ao that the Party
leadership and National Committee will have the bene-
fit of the memberships thinking. Let’s really make
it a two-way street

I

nWe know that the membership shares with us our
concern that at the same time we are engaged in examining,
exploring and discussing the ways of improving our
Party, we will keep in mind the responsibilities we
face m the *56 elections and in the support of the
People’s World* Our job is now to take a ’new Look’ at
the Party se we can better meet the challenge of our
tasks today and on the morrow*

•’Comradely,

THE STATE BOARD

••June, 1956**

•tyjEHQ ON PARTY DISCUSSION:

•’Suggestions for Division of Subjects for Club Discussion.

ill*. .
OUR POST-WAR ESTIMATES AND TACTICS

“{Reading.^ DENNIS report, pp20-2$$ also; PA
Articles -r June, ’48-Sept., ’49- Jan.,
’51- Feb.. ’51 - July, 51 - Sept., T 53 -
Oct., ’54)

•’FIRST DISCUSSION;
U'his discussion could deal mainly with the
estimates of the danger of war, fascism, and
economic crises and whether the tactics we
adopted flowing from these estimates were
correct.

)



+ #

RFS;DAS
SF 100-30717

"FOLLOWING DISCUSSIONS l

One or more discussions couls be held around
our tactics in various fields. Possible questions
for discussion could include;

"Trade Union; (Reading; DEMIS report 5 S-IO 5 12-13;
""

26-31; 33-40) Also PA - Aug., *47 -

Dec., *47 - Feb. ,
*43 -Mar., *43

Sept., *43 - Jan., *49 - Aug.,
*49 - Sept., *53

"Political Action; (Reading; DENNIS; PP 15*19;
31-34; LIGHTFOOT report) Also;
PA - Jan., *43 *r Dec., *43 - Jan.,
*51 * Feb*, *51 - July, *53 - Sept. -

Oct. *54.

"Negro Works (Reading; DENNIS pp. 10-12; 34-35;
43-44) In addition, FOSTER in
Political Affairs, May, 1955 1

HASTINGSr-MANN , PA - March *55 -

STEVENS, PA - May, *55)

"Summary;
After specific discussions of various phases
of our y?ork, we believe the overall questions
should be posed on incorporated into one of
the tactical discussions;

"Do you agree with the National Committee T s

characterisation (pp35-37) that ’most of the erroneous
analysis ans tactical mistakes our Party has made since

1945 have been chiefly of a left sectarian character?
What’s significant about such a characterisation?

"11. INNER-PARTY DEMOCRACY AND OUR PERSPECTIVES

"FIRST DISCUSSION - Collective leadership and Party
Democracy
(Reading; DENNIS report; 35-40; and
Discussion Bulletins)

-5 -





SAC, SAR FRANCISCO (100-42003) 7/20/56

5ft ROBERT F* SAVAGE

MIKE SAHAS HOIXiET

is - i
BA, 1950

(MN Salt Lake City

SF 160^S, who has furnished reliable information is the jcest,

oral2y advised SA BOBStf F. SA7AQS on 7/20/56 that he dees net kntnt TCH
SBRDOGK and that he has never heard of iffiRDOCtfS name being aentiooed In
rrmnartlnp with the a—BmUet Party.

|
poth of ifeom have furnished reliable

information in the east, oraJJgr anvieed SA ROBERT F* SAVA(S m 1/20/$6 that
they do not know £0 TCM MffitDO^K and that they have nover heard of him

being, connected with the {Joacannist Party*



SAC
| SALT LAKE CITY (100-1C47)

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-42003)

July 31* 1956

WAYNE KALLAS HOLLEY
IS - /
ISA, 1950

Reurlet dated June 18, 1956, and report of SA
DELMAR L. LARSON, June 26, 1956*

The records of the Stockton, California, Credit
Bureau were examined by SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on July 20, 1956.
These records reflect that THOMAS 0* MURDOCK, 806 W* Mariposa,
Stockton, California* has been part owner of the Union
Sheep Company, Stockton, for the past forty three years*

His wife’s name is listed as VERA* He has also
been one of the owners of the Golden State Hereford Ranch,
at Oakdale, California, since 1949* His credit rating is
satisfactory.

The records of the Identification Bureau of the
San Joaquin County Sheriff’s Office were examined by SA
ROBERT F. SAVAGE on July 10, 3956, and no record for
THOMAS MURDOCK was located » These records also contain
the files of the Stockton Police Department.

There is no record of THOMAS^MURDOCK in the
indices of the San Francisco Office ; /

1

1

I San Francisco I6c4-S
, and

I all of vhom have furnished reliable
inrcrmaxion in the past, orally advised SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE
on July 20, 1956, that they do not know THOMAS MURDOCK and
that they have not heard his name mentioned In connection
with the Communist Party at Stockton, California. - RUC -



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-11889) DATE: 8/8/56

FROM : SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP, USA^DISTRICT 13
IS

The following written report was furnished to
SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 7/19/56 by SF 1604-S, This report,
dated 7/18/56. Is set nut verbatim and the original Is ,

maintained in
E

’’Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

July 18, 1956

Thursday evening, July 12, 1956, HOWARD and
LULU MAE THOMPSON visited PHIL and BARRET DAVIS at
their home in Empire. LULU MAE THOMPSON delivered the
literature to them which RUDY IAMBERT had left with her
for Stanislaus County and 8 copies of Political Affairs
which she had received in the mail from MARIE GORIN of
Sacramento*

!1 PHIL DAVIS said he would not he able to attend
the Agriculture C onf erence in Oakland on Sunday, July l5j

1956, but he was sure DELMER BERG could attend, and

13 - San Francisco
100-11889

(

CP USA, DIST* 13

)

100-28630 ^CP STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY)
100-27792 (CP FARMERS MATTERS)
100-21286 (CP SAN JOAQUIN CO.)
i nrup^as f cp Stanislaus co. )

100-300^6
100-300ij.C

100-3200C
10—27986
100-28331! -

100-26l65(CP PAMPHLETS &
PUBLICATIONS)

h6
b7C
b7D

SEARCHED,^--—INDRUCED _

SEBXALI^ «=—RILED JS

AUGUST 8, 1956
FBI - 'SAN FRANC IS/G

RFS :DA8

(13)
s-4
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that DEL and MAY MURRAY had been working on a report for
the State Committee.

"August 9, 1956 waa the new date chosen for the
Regional meeting of Stanislaus and San Joaquin Counties
at the Howard Thompson home.

b7D

SF 160U-S, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, was thoroughly interviewed by SA ROBERT F.
SAVAGE ‘on 7/23/56 and could furnish no additional infor-
mation.

Action: Pile.

-2-
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-21286) DATE: 8/8/56

FROM : SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
IS - *

The following written report was furnished to
SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 7/19/56 by SF l60lj.-S, who has
furnished reliable information in the past. This report,
dated 7/18/56, concerns a meeting of the San Joaquin County
Communist Party held in Stockton, California on 7/11/56. The
report in ft fit nut .verbatim and the original is maintained in

"Report on the communist Party
Stockton, California

July 18, 1956

I[

Qn Wednesday evening, July 11, 1956, a Communist
Party meeting was held at the HOWARD THOMPSON home and
the following persons were present:

LURA WOOD (WALTER)
JACK JILBERT
HOWARD and EVANGELINE KEYLOR
HOWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON

I

16 - San Francisco
100-21286 (CP ACTIVITIES,

SAH JQAQTOI CO.)
ISP 1604-S)

100-204721
100-29506|
100-31446
61-409
100-26388
100-3004^
100-30044

HP gTiflirrqT.6TTC! nn
)

100-28630 (op sm'mfY 14
IHDTJSTRY)

100-27792 (CP FARMERS MATTERS)
100-30717 (CP PARTY LIKE)
100~25085(CP fuhds)
97-27 (PW)

SEARCHED ^iBEXED
SERIALIZED ( fel-EED

ATOTJSi^ 8. 1966

11

"^

h7D

b6
b7C
b7D

RFS :DAS

( 16 )

S-4
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'*
i. .

"HOWARD THOMPSON told HOWARD KEYLOR that RUDIE
LAMBERT had seen LULU MAE THOMPSON that afternoon and
he felt that her report should take precedence over all
other items on the agenda and this was agreed to.

"LULU MAE THOMPSON reported that RUDIE LAMBERT
would not he present on July 27th for the Regional meeting
as scheduled and he suggested that San Joaquin County
pick^a couple of dates favorable to them and then
Stanislaus bounty could pick a date from the two.
August 9th and 10th were the dates proposed, ^OWARD
and hULU MAE THOMPSON said thay would contact ?HIL and
HARRIET DAVIS the next night in Empire to establish
this date and to tell them the date and location of the
Agricultural Conference being held by the State
Committee,

’’HOWARD KEYLOR said he had some material for
this conference, but he thought that he might have to
work that day, Sunday, July 15th, and asked HOWARD
THOMPSON if he could be prepared to go in his place.
THOMPSON said he would be able to go but asked KEYLOR
to please assemble all the material.

nLULU MAE THOMPSON then stated that RUDIE LAMBERT
said ^ the State wants all Clubs to give serious consid-
eration to what the future role of the Party is to be
in the U.S.A.^ After some discussion it was decided
that this would be the topic of discussion for the next
meeting of the Ciub.

"LULU ME THOMPSON then announced that LAMBERT
asked if the Club could use more copies of GIL GREEN* a
boo.! lThe Forgotten’, but it was decided that as
each^Club member read his copy, he would see that it
got into the hands of some person who would read It,

1JThe following persons payed dues for June to
LULU MAE THOMPSON:

LURA WALTER
LULU ME THOMSON
HOWARD THOMPSON
JACK JILBERT

-2-

§ .50
$
3.00

•i? *45 (15^ each for June,
July, Aug,

)
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"HOWARD KEYLOR stated that personal problems had
made it impossible for him to get a list of People *s
World readers to HGWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON for them
to^ contact in regards to the Peopled World meeting on
Friday evening, but that he had been seeing readers 1

and talking to them. If they could not be at the meeting,
he had been asking them for their comments on the paper
and changes they would like to see. LULU MAE THOMPSON
said she would bake cookies to serve that evening and
the KEYLOR J s said they would furnish punch.

"The date set for the next; meeting was July 26,
1956 at the THOMPSON home.

b7D

SP l6oi|.-S was thoroughly interviewed by SA ROBERT
P, SAVAGE on 7/23/56 and could furnish no additional
information.

Action: ^ile.
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PROM

OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, SAN Ff&NCISCO (100-28630) DATE: 8/8/56

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT : CP STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY
IS -/

... written report was furnished toSA ROBERT i- . SAVAGE on 7/20/56 by S*
1

1604-S, who has^n
f£/?fl/S

iable inflOi-mation in the past. This resort,dated 7/18/56, concerns a meeting of the State Communist^^Agricultural Committee held in Berkeley, California on
’

.
-^e report i^ QUu verbatim and the original ismaintained ml

’’Report on the G omr(iunist Party
Stockton, California

July 18, 1956

,
mornin§. July 15, 1956, ^URA WALTER

and ^CIL MOOD delivered the Agriculture report preparedby rI0¥ARD EEYLOR to the HGUARD THOMPSON home at about
ie;v“ cwa“”

Greyhound Bus Depot in Oakland at20th and San Pablo Streets at 11:Il5 AM. They were

THOMP^nwT
™ LIM at ab0Ut

f
27oo noon and theTHOMPSON *s followed LAMBERT to BIMA » s home at

b?D

19 - San Francisco

|
1
INDUSTRY)

«SP TAa1.-5!\

iuu-iia«9
100-29506
61-4.09
65-1242
100-31335
100-5867
100-23999
100-17296

(OB USA. DTST. n)

RFS :DAS

(19)
S-l!

97-27 (DPU)
100-25085 (CP FUNDS

)

100-20619 (CP UNDERGROUND 1

100-202^51
100-3730 IGF SANTA flTABA nn T
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6ll5 Dover Street* where they were instructed by phone
to proceed to DAVE FORBES* home at 1216 Talbot* Berkeley,

"THOMPS OUS left their car and proceeded with
LAMBERT to the FORBES* home where they met BOB LIEDSEY
and JOE MORRIS of Santa Ciara County # Later they were
joined by DAVE FORBES* who had been out*

"Preceding the opening of the meeting* RUDIE
LAMBERT

* MICIOE LIMA* JOE MORRIS and BOB LIHDSEY
discussed some proposed meetings (public) in Santa
Clara County and JOE MORRIS (who stated later in the
meeting that he is Santa Clara County Communist Party
Chairman) gave RUDIE LAMBERT some envelopes which he
stated contained money* apparently dues* which RUDIE
accepted* stating that *1 live only three blocks from
the place where it should go*.

"RUDIE LAMBERT told MIGKIE LIMA that while he was
in Sacramento the last week he had talked to a former
Party member, PAT VERBAL* and that she has been working
on a job* gathering information on agricultural labor
for on_ of the Unions and that he had asked her to come
into San Francisco and contact KICKEE LIMA, at the
Communist Party offices and dls cuss with him the
knowledge that she had gained on this job, RUDIE
LAiJBERT stated that he didn*t know* but he thought that
PAT*s case would he reviewed soon and he thought she
would no doubt be reinstated* considering the changes
that have taken place within the Party,

"Those present proceeded with the discussion of
the agricultural labor problem in the State. The aim of
this committee is to gather together all the information
on the agricultural labor situation in California* that
is, what unions represent the workers, what areas are
organised or unorganised and what are the prospects for
organising these unorganised groups* leading up to the
field workers. They want such a complete report that
It will be possible for them to re ccommend to the State
just which Union would be best to organise the field
workers and why.
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"HOWARD THOMPSON gave the report prepared by
HOWARD KEYLOR on the Agricultural situation in San
Joaquin. County, but it was rather incomplete, because
it didn T t have any figures as to how many workers are
organized and by what unions,

IT

Santa CXaraj^CounfcyJs report was also incomplete
and there was not time to hear the report prepared by
BOB LINDSEY on the Mexican Nationals and how they
affect the agricultureal labor situation,

trAfter the reports, VICKIS LIMA asked what the
State members of the committee felt should be the next
move of the Committee. They all agreed, finally, that
they should find a statistician to assemble the material
and facts received so that some conclusions could be
reached. RODIE LAMBERT stated that he had talked to
iPINSKY* previously, but he was having eye trouble and
would not be able to do the job, but he would see him
and get from him the material that he had assembled and
they would try to get someone else to do the work.

"It seemed to be the general opinion of the
Committee that the Teamster *s ^nion is the only one
capable of organising the field workers, but they did
not seem to know how this could be accomplished at the
present time.

11DAVE PORBES left at 3 ; 30 PM, because he was helping
with the serving of a dinner for the People *s ^'orld
and he asked those present to attend at II4.38 Wielson when
the meeting was over.

"The next meeting $Ta$ set for Sunday, August 19,
1956 at 10:00 AM. MlCKIE LIMA said he would try to get
permission to hold it at *ELIZABETH*S * at 9026 Birch
Street, Oakland, and set 96th and Sast lij.th Streets as the
meeting place. If this place Is not available he said
he would notify the Committee members,

nThe THOMPSONS were invited to this meeting and
said they would try to get more complete information
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on the situation in their area,

“Following the meeting all present but MicKIE LIMA,
attended the above mentioned dinner and then LAMBERT
returned the THOMPSONS to their car and they returned
home arriving about 7:00 PM.

SF 160^-S was thoroug&ly interviewed by
BA ROBERT F # SAVAGE on 7/23/56 and could furnish no additional
information.

Action: File.

b7D



SAG, SAN FRANCISCO (122-103)

SA ROBERT F. SAVAG3 (S-4)

9/12/56

VICENTE VICTORIA} CAHSBK, aka

LABOR aAKAOSaSHT RELATIONS

ACT, 1947 (sscurar UATBB) b6
b7C

SF 1604-S* eh© has furnished reliable inforcjation in the past, b 7D
advised SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 9/10/56 that YIHCE CABEBS has not been a

fflsstoer of the Stockton, San Joaquineounty Coaaamlst Party during the year

1956* Informant advised that CABEBB is not trusted by the San Joaquin



SAC, SAN ISAHCISOO (100*31760) 9/H/56

SA ROBMT F. SAVAGE

aETHODist mmmon fob
SOCIAL ACTIOS
IS-05 ISA OF 1950

re Portland let to Bureau* 7/20/56*

AT STOCKTOfl. CALIFORNIA

firs* VUm H. EHSTBGLP, 1*08 W* Euclid, Stockton, California,
was interviewed, by SA ROBERT F* SA7AGS on 9/W^ In connection with
another matter at which time who advised that she tea bean affiliated
with the Methodist Federation for Soda! Action for several years* She
stated that Dr* GBQ&GB H. COIUVSR, professor at the Collage of the
Pacific, is the nominal head of the W&k in the Stockton area* She
further advised that there is no official MFSA group in Stockton and
that there arc no MFS& meetings held in the Stockton area* According to
Mrs* B2RTHGSF, about once a year, during the Methodist convention, a
group of people who are interested in the program of the MPS& get
together for a disctLsaion. She stated that this is not an organized
or membership group. She advised that her connection with the MFSA has
been to subscribe to the SOCIAL QUKSTIOMS KFLLETIH and possibly attend
a lecture or discussion at the yearly Methodist convention or conference*
She further advised that should there be an organized MESA group in
the Stockton area, she would have been Invited to participate* Dus to

the neture of the interview. It was net possible to ask any other specific
questions regarding the MFSA*

SF 1604~3, who has furnished reliable information in the past,
advised SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE on 9/10/56 that the Camxx Ast Party in San
Joaquin county is not aware of or connected with the MFSA*

I I who has furnished reliable information in the past,
advised dk auiuuli r J SAVAGE that the Coaflamtat Party in Stanifilaua oounty
is not aware of or connected with the MFSA. I Furnished this
information on 9/U/56* 1
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED SmffiS GOVERNMENT

T0s fi&Gj, SAN FRANCISCO (100=21286) RATEs lO/j/56

FROM s SA ROBERT Fc SJVACE

SUBJECTS OF ACTIVITIES
? SAN JOAQUIN COUNT!

XS--CT

The following written report was tarnished to SA ROBERT
F0 SAVAGE ©a 8/23/56 by SF X6Q4HS

0
i$h® has ftmslgb®d reliable infor-

mation in t he past0 This report^ dated 8/20/56^ concerns a masting
of the San J©a%uin County OF held at Lathropp , California ©n 8/2/560
This T«a@£k is set out verbatim and the original is maintained In

“Report on the Communist Party
,sStOdsfe©np California

'“August 20
<j 1956

“There was a meeting of the San Joaquin County Communist
Party at the HOWARD THOMPSON home on Thursday evening^ August Z

P

1956 and*.ther following persons attended^ .

HOWARD and EVANCSLB® KEIMH
LBRA WOC© (WALTER)
JACK JXLHERT

-
' S! The discussion for the meeting was ©entered around the

People 0
'

S' World Fund' Drive and ways 1 of tanking money for the 61ufe B s
quota of |250 o00o The Club deoljed on personal ©ontaot of sub=

t

seribers and making 1 'dill pld&Les'to be sold-at ths bazaar in San

1 97-27 '

1 100-29506

FRANCISCO
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SF 100-2X286
RFS/gn^

Fvanaim0

^Ouos for Jim® wsro paid bjB

moMPSQi $3,00
^yjiu ice Thompson .50
LURA, WOOD o50

August and Sspt0

.
JACK JILEEET 0<45 (150. a month)

’’’Next masting date wa© set foa* August l6« 1956 at the
KEXhQR howSo

SF 160^=S was thoroughly interviewed by Sk ROBERT F0

SAVAC^ on 9/10/56 and ©ssuld furnish no additional ^information*

ACTIONS FilOo

- 2 «



CEPICE MMOMDUM UNITED SIAXES OTERKNT

SAG, SAN FBMGISGG (100=018895

SA ROBERT F a SAVAGE.'

SUBJECTS GP, USA, DISTRlCi 13
IS - /

The fallowing written report was furnished to SA ROBERT
F fi SAVAGE on %/£$/§&> by SF 160^=>S9 who Ms_furn!shed reliable in-
formation in the pasfeo XM® report, dated 8/20/56, oonoems a
meeting of -the leaders ©f the San Joaquin,.and Stanislaus Counties
Gcnssnniat parties with GAEL RUSE MBERTj OF State Board>epre=
aentati^e to the outlying o®unii®£ m 8/9/56 at Lathrop, Oalif=
©rnia<>

The report is smt mat verbatim and the original is madr»~

1 100=26388 (CP SMXSUUg WWn)

X 100=25085

1 97=27

1 100=3071

1 100=25687 (gp sEcuRnr)

HFS/gmg^-^H
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SF 100-11,889

^ _ 85There was a regional meeting of th® Communist Party at

th© HOWARD 1 THOMPSON boms ©n Thursday* evening^ August 9 ? 19560 The

following persons were present^ representing Stanislaus ang_ San
Joaquin Countless

_ PHIL and HARRIET DAVIS ,

...(fiJjBCKA OHASTAXNE
HOWARD KEILOE .

HOWARD and LUI2J W& THQJTS0N
BBD2B LAMBERT

raIAMBERT arrived early and had dinner with the THQMPS0NSo

uFHlli DAVIS was elected Chairman of the meeting and called
it t® order about 8§30 PM0

"LAMBERT reported that the People 0 s World Fund drive is
lagging and HOWARD KEYLSS. donated §5oQQ and HOWARD THOMPSON donated

JS0500 o HOWARD HSXLQRtiarned in a subscription and th© money for

ito EDDIE reported that _th© Board for th® paper had decided to
©all a conference to meet' in San Francis©© to discuss th® problems
facing th® paper

9
but no date has been set as yet 0

“The wea3e=end edition will be ©hanged in the immediate
future and ADAM XAPXN wUX be the editor 0

"EDDIE IAMBERT gave a report on the 2nd "session ©f th©
National Gomoittee meetings H® sfcatod that th© ©oiisnitte© had held
this meeting while th© Krn&ehev report was stiH a secreto He mid
they© was a good deal ef friction between GATES and DENNIS^ DENNIS
being of th® opinion that GATES 0 editorial went too far and was
not the statement of th® National Goraitteeo

^LAMBERT stated that th® State B©ard
>

is considering hav-
ing th® State Convention in two ®®@dL®n$j> on© pr®©«dingp th® other
following tbs National Convention^ Th® first session would @p®»
discussions on the problem® facing th© Party and th© second would
be devoted to a discussion of th© conclusions reached by tha
National Q@wmt,±m 0

- 2 -
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®KJL3J MB THOMPSON turned mm? San Joaquin County dims, for
Jim® and <tay to RtDX WWT„

‘"Th® following Xita^ature was distributed

°Th® Statu® and Pr®sp®©tffi of the Negro People 0 ® j©v®=
m®nt and the Th®br®ti®al Proud®®® of th® Communist Party on the
Negro' Question 0 ’ Sy JAMES E 0 JACKSON* My 1951

e CoiGiTOi3t Party Position on Status sM Prospects of the
Black 3?lt° _By JAMES E 0

_
JACKSON

0 Certain Concepts Toward a Resolution on the Communist
P$rty and the; Negro Question 0 By JAMES E 0 JACKSON (pre-1956)

BAlso distributed war© ©sms copies of th© Daily Wrok©r0

^HOWARD THOMPSON reported that th© FBI had visited MAEtX

BERGMAN of Pine Grove and told her that sh@ had applied for and
been refused readadttanc® to th® Communist Party ©n ©ertsdn date$0

THOMPSON said he and hi® wife had t©Xd HOWARD KEYLGR and th© State
Review Committee about the time th® BERGMAN® had code® down t© ab=
tend a meeting with HSXXA NOLAND and h® had refused t© open th©
meeting for security reasons

^RUDIE LAMBERT asked that the next meeting be held so
that he could devote one fuH evening to ©ash Club* with all m®mp
b«r& present o Dates were set for Friday* September X4» 1956 in
Stanislaus County and Saturday September 15 * 1956 in San Joaquin*
C©unty0

»/«/

£F wa® thoroughly interviewed by SA ROBERT Fc

SAVA® on 9/X0/56 and @®uM fumi®h a© additional inf©rmationo

- 3 -
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SAC, SAH FRANCISCO (61-398) 10/5/56

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

ARTIE
IS - <

jN, was*

rename SA BURNETT BMTTOS, 9/25/56

SF 16G4-S, who has furnished reliable information in the past#

on IO/5/56 orally advised SA ROBERT F« SAVAGE that the subject Has not

in attendance at the joint meeting of the San Joaquin and Stanislaus

County Communist Party® held in Stockton, California on 10/4/56# Informant

advised that CARL RUDE LAMBERT was the only representative from the

CP State Board to attend this meeting of CP leaders from these two

counties* Informant will famish, complete written repcrt regarding this

meeting*

cc: 1 fft? is
1

61-409

b6
b7C
b7D



SAC, SP (100-30480) 10/23/56

SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE

JEROME KAYE
was./
SH-flT

SF 1604-S, who has furnished reliable
Information in the past, and who has almost com-
plete knowledge regarding CP activities in San
Joaquin County, California, orally advised SA
ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 10/3/56 that the Subject is
not known by this informant and is not known by
the CP in San Joaquin County*

EFS/af #11
0



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO! SAC, SF (100-11889)

FROM! SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

DATE; 10/2^/56

SUBJECT; CP, USA - DISTRICT 13CP, USA
IS -/

The following written report was furnished to
SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 9/25/56 by SF 1&04-S, who has
furnished reliable information in the past* This
report, dated 9/21/56, also contains a copy of a
letter UT0 ALL COUNTIES" by LOUISE TODD dated 9/l5/56
and a letter "TO ALL CALIFORNIA CLUBS" by the State
Board dated 9/10/56, The report and letters are set
out Tflrhfllilm and the original is maintained in

Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

September 21,

The originals of the enclosed papers were
delivered to the HOWARD /THOMPSON home on Wednesday,

1- CP, USA, DISTRICT 16 (100-11889)

I tx L

106-20472"
100-2842^
61-409

1

100-27747 l UP ORGAN!
100-25085 (CP FUNDS)
97-27 (DPW)

RFS/lpS #11
(9)

{Searched. • • .Indexed.,*!^ .

.

[Serialized. ^fe/TEIled.

,

October^ 24, 1956
FBI - SAN FRANCISCO



SAC, SP (100-11889)

September 19, 1956, by JACK JILBERT and turned over
to LEILA NOLAND. When the THOMPSONS returned from
town she gave them to LULU MAE THOMPSON and told her
that JACK had said that he had received them from
RTXDIE LAMBERT and he had asked that LULU MAE THOMPSON
get one set of them to Stanislaus County*

Also included in the papers was a very lengthy
DRAFT ELECTION STATEMENT

.

b7D

September 10, 1956

TO ALL CALIFORNIA CLUBS

Dear Comrades: (Please read and act upon at your next
Club meeting)

We address this letter to you with the urgent
appeal that it be given serious consideration* We are
taking this extra-ordinary step bepause we are convinced
our membership can determine the final outcome of the
PEOPLE *S WORLD fund drive, guaranteeing the continued
existence of the paper whether as a daily or weekly.

When the drive was launched in July, the State
Committee in its statement of support pointed to the
honorable record of the PEOPLE *S WORLD of serving the
best interests of the American working-class and the
whole nation. Not the least of its services is its
present role in the great process of re-appraisal and
self-criticism going on in all progressive circles and
in providing a forum for debate of ideas and opinions.

The statement also said: "Now as never before
the PEOPLE *S WORLD needs and deserves the unstinting
support of its readers, friends and supporters, ^he
discussions now going on regarding the role of the
PEOPLE *S WORLD and the criticism of its content and

- 2 -
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SAC, SF (100-11889)

proposals how to make it a more effective paper are a
part of the healthy process of self-criticism and re-
evaluation which will have beneficial results for the
whole progressive movement. But just as the struggle
for peace and democracy goes, on every day, just so
must the struggle to maintain the PEOPLE *S WORLD be
conducted unremittingly, even while these discussions
are continuing. n

At this writing the fund drive has reached
£2.6$ altho two-thirds of the time has elapsed* The
tempo is dangerously slow despite the fact that some
areas record higher achievements. As the PE0PLE*S
WORLD itself points out, the relatively slow pace of
the drive makes it extremely difficult for the paper
to meet current obligations along with the pressing
debts that have accumulated. More seriously, unless
the obligations are met, the existence of the paper
is placed in jeopardy.

We are confident that our membership, recognising
the gravity of the problem, will join in finding ways
of broadening the participation in the drive and help
carry it thru to a successful conclusion*

Sincerely yours,

STATE BOARD

September l£, 19£6

TO ALL COUNTIES

Dear Comrades:

We are planning for the Conventions to be
held thruout the party.

The date of the National Convention has been
set for February 9th-l2th and the State Convention
shall probably be held in mid-January. Xt is proposed
that the major counties hold their Conventions during

v 3
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December, while the outlying Counties, including

Sonoma, Marin, Santa Clara and San Bernardino, hold

their Convention during the month of November*

By way of preliminary preparation, we suggest:

1** That your County designate someone to discuss

the Convention plans with the State office, so that

dates and preparations can be co-ordinated with the

state-wide plans*

2- That an effort be made now to get all

members paid up thru September, 1956, in their dues

payments.

3- That a sub-committee, or your leading

County committee, be authorized to proceed with the

Convention arrangements by vote of the County Committee.

1|.- That as soon as the National Draft ResxLution

is available (approximately September 30th) it be

distributed to the entire membership* The pre-conven-

tion discussion will then get underway, and it may
#

be

necessary to schedule more frequent club meetings in

order to enable the clubs to discuss and act upon all

sections of the Draft Resolution.

The State Committee is meeting on September 22nd-

23rd, and will also act on Convention proposals (date,

place, representation, method of electing delegates,

and related matters). The decisions will be transmitted

to you as soon as feasible, after the State Committee

meeting.

Comradely yours,

LOUISE TODD

SP l60i|-3 was thoroughly interviewed by SA

ROBERT P* SAVAGE on 10/3/56 and could furnish no

additional information*

RECOMMENDATION: No action.
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OFFICE ilEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, SF (100-21286) DATE: 10/2Lj./56

FROM: SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
is - d

The following written report was furnished to

SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE on 9/24/56 by SF I6O4-S, who has

furnished reliable information In the past# This

report, dated 9/21/56 ,
concerns a meeting of the

San Joaquin County Communist Party held in Stockton,

California, on 9/10/56 . The report. 1 n net. nut vsr >at run

and the original Is maintained in|

Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

September 21, 1956

On Monday evening, September 10, 1956, there

was a meeting of the doramunist Party at the HOWARD

KEYLOR home and thos^ persons attending the meeting

were : /

b7D

1- CP-SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY (100-21286)



SAC, SF (100-21286)

LTJRA WOOD
HOWARD and EVANC-ELINE KEYLOR
HOWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON
JACK JILBERT

HOWARD KEYLOR the Club chairman called the
meeting to order at about 8 p.m. and there was a
lengthy discussion on the fund drive for the People *s
World* LULU MAE THOMPSON announced that with some
help from HOWARD KEYLOR, nearly 130 quarts of dill
pbkles had been prepared for the People 1 s World
bazaar to sell the pickles and the THOMPSONS said
they would gpt the pickles and the plants donated by
LEILA NOLAND down to San Francisco*

HOWARD THOMPSON reported that he had sold the
TV set owned by the club and had cleared §25,00 for
the fund drive. LULU MAE. THOMPSON announced that
LEILA NOLAND had donated §5*00 to the drive from her
small income and stated she would like to return it
to her* EVANGELINE KEYLOR suggested that the money
be turned in, but that all the club members donate
something toward a gift for her.

(

This suggestion
was adopted. LUKA WOOD donated §4* 00 to the fund drive*

The rest of the meeting, until ten o 1 clock
was devoted to a discussion of the role of the
Communist Party in this area, centered mainly on the
past activities in the County, the results obtained
and why these results were not any better*

The date set for the next meeting was
September 20, 1956, at the KEYLOR home.

SF 1604**S was thoroughly Interviewed by SA
ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 10/3/56 and could furnish no
additional Information.

RECOMMENDATION; No action*

2



SAC, SP (100-11889) 11/2/56

SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE

CP, USA/ - DISTRICT 13
IS

SF 1604-S, who has furnished reliable information
in the past, on 10/11/36 furnished to SA ROBERT F*
SAVAGE a copy of a letter^ all County organizations
regarding the California State Communist Party Convention*
This letter was furnished to SP l6<>4-£ by CARD RUDE
LAMBERT on 10/l|/i>6 at a regional CP meeting bold at
Lathrop, California* The letter la set oat verbatim
and the original is maintained in

September 28, 1956

TO ALL COUNTY ORGANIZATION

Dear Comrades:

CALIFORNIA STATE CONVENTION

The State Committee of California agreed on the
calling of the State Convention on January 12th and 13th,
195? j to be held in LOS ANGELES*

This letter is to inform you of the decisions
made by our committee with regard to representation,
pre-convention discussion and other matters pertaining
to the Consrentlon:

1- CP, USA - DISTRICT 13 (100*11889) b6

;on)T(W( 1 up organizatIi
100-30717. (CP LINE)
100-28718 (OP DQM- ADM. TRS
61-409

RFS/lpe #11
(7)

b7C
b7D



SAC, SF (100-11889)

Beals of Representation

1, Representation shall bo based on the number
of members in good standing (paid through the month of
September* 1956),

2m 3?o assure the broadest participation, yot
meet considerations of practicality, we agreed that
the basic of representation shall be one delegate for
every fifteen dues paying rubbers or major fraction
thereof.

3* Eo base the number of alternates on 20# of
the number of regular delegates ducted by the County
or Regional Convention.

- County organisations entitled to $ delegates
or loss shall be entitled to at least one alternate.

1;.* Delegates and alternates to bo sleeted at
the County Convention by secret ballot, dominations
for delegates to the t't&te Convention may be mado at
Division or Section Conventions, not limiting such
nominations necessarily only to members in their own
sub-divisions*

5 * Alternates to be invited to attend tho
State Convention which will decide whether such
alternates will have voice in tho Convention.

Pro-Conynation d!scur>s5-oa and actions;

1. SVio ‘National draft resolution shall bo tho
major material for ;ore-convention discussion, and all
Clubs, Sections, Divisions and County organisations
are asep noted to act on the resolution in the course of
uhe pro-convention discussion period and at conventions*

2. A National discussion bulletin will bo published
beginning November 1st, to contain tho views of Party
members and loaders on the draft resolution.

2
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SAC, SB1 (100-118891

3* All additional materials, such as resolutions
on. specific questions, reports by committees and other
discussion materials will be submitted to all Clubs,
Sections, divisions arid Counties in advance to be used
in the pre-convention discussion*

If- Copies of all Club, Section, Division and.
County resolutions, proposals ana actions taken on
tho national draft resolution cr any other matters
befor ti>; i'arty In. this period, as well as actions
taken by County ConventIona to bo submit bod to the
State Convention Committee prior to the State Conven-
tion (or as they arc acted ueoVi "by the respective
bodies}

.

$+ Eh c State Committee mill set up the following
sub-comraittoes to aid in the Convention preparations:

Besolutions Committee (to receive resolutions
and prepare report to
ConventIoa)

Constitution and Structure Co^ittc©
Trade Galon Committee (to aid in the preparation

oi’ report to the State
Convention)

deyro Committee (to aid in the preparation of
report to tho State Convention)

Youth Committee (to aid in the preparation of
report to the State Convention)

Aranda of Convention:

1* Tho .Agenda for tho State Convention shall bo
decided upon at tho next ™ertiny of tho State Committee.

Bee eg s State Convent 3 nr :

1. It was agreed thsb tho State Goevention
shall to re -convene after the rational Convention .

2* This ro-convened session of tho State
Convention shall hear reports on actions taken by
tho Hational Convention," act on ftate By-Laws, resolve
oho questions of state structure and elect leadership.

3



SAG, SF (100-11839)

County Conventions :

At this writing tbo following County Convention
dates have been set:

no s **i~ gclo s * » *.»*.*** »

i

* it XJo Xj^ u I i—l6th
San Francisco* •*»••**»*»* .’Heceinber 8th-9th
Hast Bay***.*.****.* .December 1st ,inu 9th

to to to # # w ** to to to to to to

Q?h© date of the imiGT&L CQ^mo?* is
February 9tb**l£th

Ccnradely regards,

OTASE COIUlITBA

SF 1604“-' was thoroughly interviewed by LA
HOSORT F* SAFA&& on 10/17/56 and could furnish no
additional infoxTiation*

iTo action



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, SF (100-21286) DATE: 11/2/56

FROM: SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
IS

The following written report was furnished to
SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 10/l/56 by SF 1604-S, who has
furnished reliable information in the past. This
report, dated 9/28/56, concerns a meeting of the San
Joaquin County CP held at Stockton, California, on
9/20/56. The"report is set out verbatim and the
original is maintained in b7D

.Report on ibe- Communist Party
Stockton, California
September 28, 1958

On Monday evening, September 20, 1958, there was
a Communist Party meeting at the HOWARD KEYLOR home.
Those persons attending the meeting were:

HOWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON
HOWARD and EVAGELINE KEYLOR
JACK JILBERT

T^e meeting opened at about 8 p.ra. with a
report from JACK JILBERT on the People *s World Bazaar.

1- 100-21286)
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SAC, SP (100-21286)

He reported that he had to stay for the three days as
the dill pickles did not seel as fast as was expected,
but he had succeeded in selling all of them and had
turned in $64*80 toward San Joaquin County 1 s quota.
LULU MAE THOMPSON reported that she had turned in $>34*00
the day she too£ the pickles down and that she had
totaled all the figures, the amount previously reported,
what she turned in and the returns from the sale of
the pidles and found that the amount reported in the
People’s World was short about #8,00* HOWARD KEYL0R
said he would contact LURA WOOD and aak her to write
to the paper and ask about this point and he would also
ask about how much was raised from the sale of the
plants which had been turned over to the flower booth
at the Bagaar.

August and September dues were collected by
LULU MAE THOMPSON from:

August September

HOWARD THOMPSON $10.00 $10.00
LULU MAE THOMPSON .50 .50

LULU MAE THOMPSON read the copy of the Election
Draft Statement which was sent out from the State Board
and all agreed that it was a fine statement, LULU MAE
THOMPSON reported that a tentative date had been set for
a meeting in San Francisco on Sunday, September 30th
with a memher of the State Board, but that the date
had not yet been confirmed by RUDIE LAMBERT. HOWARD
KEYLQR said he would go if he did not work and the
THOMPSONS said they would go down, EVANGELINE KEYLQR
said if HOWARD couldn*t go and die could get her sister
to take care of the children, she would go down.

b7D

SF 1604-5 was thoroughly interviewed by 3A
ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 10/3/56 and could furnish no
additional information.

RECOMMENDATION: No action.

- 2



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, SF (100-11889) DATE; 11/2/56

From: sa Robert f, savage

SUBJECT: CP, USA - DISTRICT 13
l

: CP, USA
IS -yC

The following written report was furnished to
SA ROBERT F» SAVAGE on lo/ll/56 by SF 1604-S, who
has furnished reliable information in the past.
This report, dated 10/9/56 concerns a joint meeting
of San Joaquin and Stanislaus County Communist Parties
with CARL RUDE LAMBERT, CP State Board representative
to the Northern California valley outlying counties,
held at Lathrop, California, on 10/4/56* The report
is

|

?ftt nnt Tranhn-Mwi rW the original is maintained

1- 100-11

61-409 'I
.

100-2950^1
100-21286 10P SAN JU

tn -p qmAMTo

100-2884
100-20472
100-32523
100-40329
100-31080
100-30040!

97-27 (DPW)
100-25085 (CP FUNDS)
100-277)17 (m> nwaasTT

97-26

Searched J. .Indexed.

November a, 1956
FBI - SAN FRANCISCO



SAC, SP (100-11889

Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

October 9, 1956

On Thursday evening, October 4* 1956, RXJDIE

LAMBERT arrived at the HOWARD THOMPSON home at about
5:15 p*m* He stated that he was afraid of falling
asleep at the wheel, so he had come by bus, getting
off at Highway 50 and Louise Ave* He was having
supper with the THOMPSONS when HOWARD KEYLOR arrived.
ICEYLOR said he had to work that night, so he would be
unable to stay for the meeting. RUDIB gave him some
literature to read. KEYLOR left at about 6:20 p,m*

While visiting with the THOMPSONS, RHDJE remarked
that his wife was flying to Los Angeles the next
morning, October 5, 1956*

JACK JILBERT arrived for themeeting at about

7:45 p.m. and at about 8:15 p*m. Hr* and Mrs* GURR
from Merced arrived and they had HARRIET DAVIS from
Empire and IEORA CHASTAINE from Riverbank with them*

RUDIS LAMBERT distributed the following
literature

:

Letters announcing the State Convention and
a Statewide People *s World Conference (copies
enclosed)* The People *s World Conference will be
held in San Francisco or Los Angeles* He also
had for each group a mimeographed copy of POSTER*

a

reaction to the Draft resolution which will be

published in the October issue of Political Affairs,
and a "Report to the State Committee~-A Preliminary
State Review of Work", supposedly by BILL SCHNEIDERMAN.

RUDIE called the meeting to order aiid read
several pages of remarks assembled by the delegates
to the last National Committee meeting. He explained
they expressed the opinions of FOSTER, DENNIS and
CATES on the Draft Resolution and the full context
of their statements will appear In the October issue
of Political Affairs*



SAC, SF (100-U889)

RT3DIE -wanted to catch an early bus in Tracy
so the meeting was adjourned early, at about 9:k5
p*m. ana he left with JACK JILBERT

*

. .. Jf?
was set for another meeting. LAMBERT

Conference^
& datS C0Uld be set at the Pe°P3-e*s World

LULU MAS THOMPSON turned in ^17.00 dues forAugust and S eptember to RUBIE LAMBERT, preceding themeeting. °

1^04-S was thoroughly interviewed by
SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 10/17/56 and could furnish
no additional information.

RECOMBINATION: No action,

3



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO; SAC 5 SF (100-11889) DATE: 11/2/56

FROM: SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP, USA - DISTRICT 13
IS -/

SF 1604-S, who has furnished reliable Information
in the past, on 10/ll/56 furnished to SA ROBERT F*
SAVAGE a copy of a letter to all California CP clubs
regarding a People's World Conference to be held on
October 27, 1956* This letter was furnished to SF 1604-S
by CARL RUDE LAMBERT at a regional CP meeting held in
Laihrop, California, on 10/4/56* The letter is set out
verbatim and the original is maintained Ini b7

October 1, 1956

TO ALL CALIFORNIA CLUBS

Dear Friends:

This is to inform you that a coast-wise PEOPLE'S
WORLD CONFERENCE is to be held

OCTOBER 27th * 1956

1- CP, USA - DISTRICT 13 (100-11889)

cc

:

Tip ^ok-sr**'

61 -4,09

97-27 \DFWJ
100-25085 (CP FUNDS)
100-27747 (CP ORGANIZATION)
100-30717 (CP PARTY LINE)

b6
b7C
b7D

RFS/lps #11
( 8 )
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SAG, SF (100-11889)

SAN FRANCISCO

Your Club Is requested to elect a delegate to
this Conference which will be the most representative
press conference to be called together since the birth
of the DAILY PEOFIEiS WORLD.

The purpose of the Conference will be to
review and estimate the present status of the paper r

s

political and financial problems with the aim of
arriving at the most responsible and realistic
conclusions regarding the future perspective of the
paper*

A special report is being prepared to be
presneted to the Conference. It will incorporate
all facts and data required by the conferrees. A
sub-committee is now at work looking into certain
facts with regard to circulation, costs and future
financing*

As you know, the paper faces the most serious
financial situation in its nineteen year life. The
future existence of the PEOPLE 1 S WORLD actually
depends on the successful completion of the present
financial drive whether it continues as a daily or a
weekly* The financial obligations of the paper are
so pressing as to require it*s reaching the goal of
$150,000* without fail.

Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly clear
that the vast majority of the paper *s supporters
strongly concur in the conviction that regardless
of the outcome of the discussions, and debates
regarding the future perspective of our organization,
to face the future without a voice for the progressive
movement on the Pacific Coast is unthinkable and that
all efforts must be made to keep the paper alive.

We urge that your Club discuss this question*
Your vote for the continued existence of the PEOPLE *S

WORLD can best be registered by completing your quota

2



SAC, SF (100-11889)

in the financial drive and having your delegate come
to the conference armed with your determination to
keep the PEOPLE *S WORLD in the fight.

The fact that we will have gathered together
representatives from all Clubs thruout the State will
guarantee that the decisions of"the

'

"Conferenc e will
express the will and Judgement of our organization in
the most democratic way possible.

Sincerely yours*

STATE COMMITTEE

P.S, You will be notified of the time and place of the
Conference by your Section officers* The conference
is to be an all-day meeting.

SF 160lj.-S was thoroughly interviewed by SA
ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 10/17/56 and could furnish no
additional information.

RECOHMSKDATIOH

:

ifa action.



Sac, San Francisco (100-21286) November 1$ , 1956

SA ROBERT F. SAVAOE (11)

CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
IS - f

The following written report was furnished to
3A ROBERT F, SAVAGr on November 1, 1956 by San Francisco
l60i^-S, who has furnished reliable information in the
past* This report, dated October 31, 1956, concerns a b7D
meeting of the San Joaquin County Communist Party held in
Stockton, California on October 25# 1956. The rep
set out verbatim and the original is maintained in

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

October 31, 1956

"On Thursday evening, October 25, 1956, liiere
was a meeting of the Communist Party at the Howard Key lor
home and those persons present were:

"Howard and Evangeline Keylor
"Howard and Lulu Mae Thomason
"Jack Jilbert

"Lulu Hae Thompson collected dues from Jack
Jilbert for October, November and December at 15/ a month,
or 45/ and 50/ for the special convention assessment levied
by the National Committee,

9 - San Francisco



SF 100-21286
HPS:nck November 15, 1956

"Announcement was read of a special conference
on the People's World to be helfl in San Francisco on
Sunday, October 28, 1956 at 321 Divisadero Street.
Howard Keylor said he would be working, Evangeline Keylor
had precinct work to do for the Democratic Party and
Jack Jilbert said he would be in Sacramento. The Thompsons
said they would be able to attend and would represent
the Club. Howard Keylor said enough money had been pledged
to complete San Joaquin County's quota and told Evangeline
Keylor to have Larry Kilmer collect it befor Saturday PM
or Sunday AM and get it to the Thompsons to turn in at the
conference.

"The Club decided thay would like to see the
People's World retained as a daily and approved of the
changes made in the makeup of the paper.

"Date set for the next meeting was November 8,
1956 and the meeting adjourned at 9:30 PM.

t/./l I b7D

flan Francisco l60ij.-S was thoroughly interviewed
by SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on November 1, 1956 and could
furnish no additional infomation*

ACTION: File.

2



Sac, San Francisco (97-27) ffovember l5, 1956

SA ROBERT F. B;iVAOE (11)

DAI LY /PEOPLE 1 S WORLD
IS - k

San Francisco 1604-S, who has furnished reliable
Information In the past, on October 19, 1956 furnished a
cony of a letter from the CP State Secretary, LOUISE TODD
LAMBERT, to the secretary of the San Joaquin County CF.
This letter, dated October 10, 1956. is set out verbatim
and the original is maintained ini

I

I I b7D
11 October 10, 1956

"Dear Friend:

"We have reluctantly coroe to the conclusion that
the People* s World conference will have to be held in two
regional sessions. This change is necessitated by the
high travel expenses involved for the majority of delegates,
a fact which threatened to limit the attendance at the
Conf erence*

"We now propose that hte southern area conference
be held in Los Angeles on Saturday,

1

uctob'er 27th; and the
the northern area conference be held in San Franeisco on
Sund ay; October 23th.

"This arrangement will permit for the exchange of
representative delegates from each conference to the other
to report on and help co-ordinate the actions of both sessions.

8 - San Francisco



SF 97-27
RPSinck November 15* 1956

"We understand that the People* s World will
in the coming weeks continue to inform its readers on
the status of the financial drive, the over-all financial
problems of the paper, and idien ready with the factual
material, comnarative costs of daily or weekly publication.

"We also wish to take this opportunity to once
more urge that all efforts toward reaching your goal in
the financial drive be strengthened. County organisations
which are close to reaching 100/t> should especially aim
to conclude by the date of the conference, and in those
areas where more time is needed, estimates should be made
as to when you can complete your quota, so your delegates
can report to the conference*

"Pinal information as to the time and place of
the conference will be given to subsequently.

"Regards,

"State Seer."

San Francisco l60l{.-S, who has furnished reliable
information in the past, orally advised SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE
on November 1, 1956 that CARL RUDE LAMBERT, CP State
Committee representative to the Northern California outlying
counties, advised him in October 1956 that the proposed
DPW State meeting was restricted to CP members only* b6

- 2 -



Sac, San Francis eo (100-11889) November 15# 1956

SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE (11)

CP, USA, DISTRICT 13
IS

San Francisco I60i^-S, who has furnished reliable
Information In the past, on October 19, 1956 furnished a
copy of a letter from the CP State Qrg, Comm, to the
secretary of Ihe San Joaquin County CP, This letter,
dated October 10# 1956, concerns a special dues assessment
for the National CP Convention, The letter
verbatim and the original Is maintained In

"October 10, 1956

nT0 ALL COUNTIES

"Dear Friends: "CONVENTION ASSESSMENT

"The NC decided on a Convention Assessment
which is to be collected now In the course of the dues
control. Representation at conventions will be based
on membership in good standing and status of convention
assessment,

"The assessment Is |2,00 for employed and 50^
for housewives and unemployed members,

"The entire sura is to be turned over to the
State Dues Secretary for transmission to the center,

"Regards*
"State Qrg, Conn. 11

9 - San Francisco



SF 100-11889
RFS : nek November 15* 1956

San Francisco I604-S orally advised SA ROBERT
p, SAVAGE on November 1, 19>6 that the special assessment
collected from the members of the San Joaquin County
CP was turned over to CARE RUDE LAMBERT, CP State Committee
representative to Northern California outlying counties,
in San E’rancisco* California on October 28, 1956 by LULU
MAE THOMPSON, Secretary of the San Joaquin County CP.

ACTION: File

2



Sac, San Francisco (100-21286) November 15* 1956

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE <11)

CP f SAH JOAQUIN COUNTY

The following written report was furnished to

SA ROBERT F. SaVAGE on October 19, 1956 by San Francisco
1604-S, who had furnished reliable information in file past
This report, dated October 18, 1956, concerns a meeting
of the Communist Party in San Joaquin County which was
held in Stockton, California on October 8, 1956. The
report is set out verbatim and the original is maintained
ini

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

October 16, 1956

b7D

’’There was a meeting of the Communist Party
at the Howard Keylor home on Monday evening, October

8, 1956 and those versons present were:

"Howard and Lulu Mae Thompson
"Howard and Evangeline Keylor
"Jack Jilbert

"Howard Reylor, the Club Chairman, opened
the meeting at about 8:00 PM. He announced that Lura
Wood had moved to Las Vegas for a while, but she wants
to be kept on the Club membership roll in an Inaative
capacity. He turned over $1.00 to Lulu Mae Thompson
as her dues for September and October. Evangeline said she
also had money for Lura's subscription to the People’s
World.
10- San Francisco

~I(SP lfcok-tn

1 - 100-29506
1 - 100-31Vi6
1 - 100-20472
i r\r\

1 - 97-27 (PW)
1 - 100-11889 (CP, USA, DISTRICT 13)

b6
b7C
b7D



$F 100-21286
RFSrnck Nov ember 15* 1956

"The next item on the agenda was the reading
of a letter from the State concerning a state-wide
meeting of Communist Party members only on the People's
World. The conference will be held either in San Francisco
or Los Angeles on October 27, 1958. The Club decided that
it was useless to elect a delegate, but that whoever could
would go on that date. A check-up was made on funds
turned in to the People's World Fund Drive and it was
found that the Club had not received full credit. Howard
Keylor said he would write tp the paper to straighten it
out.

"The letter of instruction from the State
Committee on what must be done prior to the National
Convention was read and there was some preliminary
discussion of the Draft Resolution.

"The date for the next meeting was set for
Monday evening, October 22, 1956 at the Keylor home.

"The meeting adjourned at about 9:^5 PM.

tt/4

"The enclosed are cbpies of two letters
received by Lulu Mae Thompson on October 11, 1956. n

San Francisco l6o!|.-S was thoroughly interviewed
by SA ROBERT P. SAVAGE on October 29* 1956 and could
furnish no additional information. Separate memos
have been written describing and setting out letters from
the State Committee received with this report.

ACTION; File



bkc, oo (iyu$$2$) 11-21^6

Ok H0IE3S 7* CAVACK

uram:
ai

Esamp dA HftlffiX W* BBGOm, dated 9-£-£6.

]

bb
b7C
b7D

£F-l£Qb^, who has furnished reliable information in the past,
and Is thoroughly familiar with all phases of activity in San
Joaquin County, orally advised £A HOBBS F* am® on 11-18-^5
that the name CEOfXIE 0H3IKE has not, to b-ia knowledge, been
mentioned in connection with the CP or DP?T in San Joaquin County*

A check of the Stockton City Directories froa 19i£ through 1952
failed to disclose ary record of {J3QRGE UHiJLKLb

'"'ill nMHI Tg* based on information received frost
onl

Cairo
| which reflected that (EOBCE 8H>XK£, Stockton,

ornia, bad made a $100 loan to the DPBT* .

toff furalglfflti reliable infnraal^n in the past.
CP activity

iq Joaquin Cflgfty, California, mllY adrtSfld IA SAVA(E m
thatfmm uhjikk.

Hie records of the Stockton Credit Bureau and the San Joaquin
County SO, Identification Bureau, ware checked by SA ROJMT F.
SAVA® and no record for the Subject was located* This check
was made on 11-14-56

o

The Voters Register for San Joaquin County was examined by SA
SAVA® on 11-06-^6 and no record of Subject located*

In view of the above, it is reasonable to assume that the name
OBOES® UPDIKE is a fictitious name used ty the DFff of Icials
in San Francisco* Therefore, it is recommended that this case
be closed*

cc 1004^29,
1

[flF^Aohas)
—1

cc 100-21206 (CP, San Joaquin Co.)
cc 97-27 (DH7)

RFff/ras



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, SF (100-21286) DATE: l/lQ/57

FROM: SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
IS -'0^

The following written report was furnished
to SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE on 11/30/56 by SF l60ii-S,
who has furnished reliable information In the past.
This report, dated 11/29/56, concerns a meeting of
the San Joaquin County CP held In Stockton, California,
on 11/27/56 » The report set mvh P~n rt the
original is maintained ini

T

Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

November 29, 1956

There was a meeting of the Communist Party
at the HOWARD KHYLOR home on Tuesday evening,
November 27, 1956, and those present were:

1- 100-21286

ocl 1st? I6OI1-S)

100-29506
100-3X446
100-32136
97-27 (DPlf
100-
100 -

100-26546 '(6P EBTOATMM)

bo
b7C
b7D



SAC, S3? (100-21286),

HOWARD and LHLTT ME THOMPSON
HOWARD and EVANGELINE KEYLOR

HOWARD KEYLOR stated that LARRY KILMER had
been at their house earlier, but that he had refused
to stay to the meeting* He also remarked during the
evening that the FBI was questioning the subscribers
to the People *s World. They visited OSSIE BARREL and
his wife and also MARY CHRISTMAS EASTER,

T*ie meeting was devoted to the discussion
of the Draft Resolution, but the time ran out
before the discussion was completed and KEYLOR asked
that the members continue the study and perhaps the
discussion could be completed at the County Convention
meeting which will be held at the THOMPSON home on
December 6, 1956.

b7D

SF 1604-S was thoroughly questioned by
SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE on 12/3/56 and could furnish no
additional information*

RECOMMEHDATIOH : Ho action.



1/10/57
SAC, SF (100 -21236 )

ixA AOBvuti P. CJ’IfCfA

Of fiVSlUTI'-v. EA-? JOAfMTi;? OOijTJTx
IE -V

' 'I'hr : fo n% written rooo* b ues furnished
to kA. hoe..; SAWGj, on 11/30/56* by £3? 160't-s, who
lies fumisnoa reliable info rantion in the past, 'Ahis
report, dated 11/29/56, concerns a Meeting ol’ the San
Joaquin County Ctcwisailst Party hold la Stockton,
Cali- vruxa, © i 11/19/^6 , fho rooort is set out
voroutln £fid ths ori^iual is

K>rt is set
itf:in:ed inr

Report on the Cor^itmisu Party
Ltoeh'con, California

hoveaber 29 , 19>0

J1
*'1 ; 's®d*?- «>v®nlns, ;c-vc.-.:!fcor 1?, 1955, tea re

X7ttS a aoew.u f

_; oi oho ucMinis t party at tho HOT-JfSD
lufflOR hoao ar.o. those ©t tootling wore:

HO'vAKD and Lina *!&; ^O-iPCbll
H0?-A}tD KB.'ILOH
'CARfil kiiue»

, ,

- ILi t-.' R is still on tho inao tivo /j^/ibcr *

s

kkis noobla;- because FaKOR,
hea sasGfstea to the club that luUmx be inoludin their ais cuss ..on of the draft Resolution* Tois is

Convenbio
’8

!;
011 *°* tb° 9min^> “tcfce

1- X0J-2123C

cc

iOD-32i^
Ol-lO^T

vt_Lo. . 4

j
1 " ir,pi,-c\

^4rl
L

1CO-265VP ( 6? "W

BF3/loa
, ii

( 7 )

:r: ::La,
'

!*UK9

SMitm/
h-ViriCl^oi

'CAflOh,



Tho whole evening yas spent in those
discussions and then a date was sot for the next
noeting, when the discussions will bo continued.
The next tfioeting is to be hola on h'oveQber 27? 1936.

b7D

SF l60k~S was thoroughly interviewed by
SA ROBERT F. SA VAG-B on 12/3/56 and could furnish
no additional information.

RROOiCliliBATIOif: For infomat! on.

2



sac, m mucisco (1054939) 1/11/tt

Si ROBERT F. SAVAGE

PAUL BARSEM

Ream SA THOMAS J, PADDEI, dated 11/30/56.

The records of the Stockton Credit Bureau were

exaalned by Si ROBERT F, SAVAGE on 12/12/56 and reflected

tbit the Subject, PAUL H, BARHETCH, resides at 1931 %t
Sonora, Stockton, California. He la eaployed as as

accountant at the Stockton Box Coapany, He vas fsmerly

eaployed by Biiea and Platek at 1601). Hast Harding, Stockton,

California, at in accountant, fm 1950 to 1952. He iy

single and lives irlth his parents, BE3 and MART BARIETCH,

at 1931 East SOaera, Hd fomerly resided at 2285%

t

Vashlngtas tfem in Stockton, His age Is listed as 27

in 1956, He mi fcraerly egolsyed as an accountant by

the %le Freight Bines in Htsekton, aid in 191)7 ip Stephens

Trucking C*Mptyf as a bookkeeper la Stockton, California.

The records of the Identification Bureau of the

San J«a$dn Sheriff's Office were ezoslned by SA ROBERT

F. SAVA® on 1/X0/57 and these records did not contain a

record for the Subject or his parents.

Hr, HAROLD E* RILEI, Manager of the crlsple

Potato Hdp Ceapaay, E*yfc Preesont Street, Stockton, advised

SA ROBERT F. SAVA® on 1/10/5? that the Subject was euplsyed

by his as an accountant fra 11/1/51* to April, 1955, at
'

which tins he released the Subject because the Subject m
eaotifiisOly unstable. The *f this fira inflect that

the Subject ins bom on I bt Stockton, California,

His nationality 1$ listed as American, and as a Basque. He

finished the 12th grade in school and bock correspondence

courses fruft the Hfliremlty if Cllifcwla and frn La %lle
In accounting. His bank is listed as the Union Safe Deposit

Coipany In Stockton, California. Subject lists references as
CHESTER BAIBI, 1*20 Berth A Street, Stockton, Csilfernla,

( 3 )
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SF 1054939

and GEORGE POME, City of Stockton. Subject lists bis

religion as Student of Philosophy and father and mother's

religion as Catholic.

Mr. HAROLD E, RHET advised on l/lO/S? that the

Subject was very unstable and that If something upset him In

the offlee he would cry. He stated that the Subject is such

an unstable individual that he had to release him. He further

advised that the Subject's work as an aeoountant was brilliant.

He stated that at one time the Subject advised him that his

only interests were finance, philosophy and history and that

if he did not have to work he would Just read on these three

subjects.

The records of Local Draft Board 33 were examined

by SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 1/10/57 and these records disclosed

Selective Service file number 3-33*28-589 concerning the

Sohjeot^ which disclosed his address to be 1931 Bast Sonera

Street, Stockton, California. These records also contained

an additional address of 310 Vest Virginia, San Jose,

Califfltmift. ip wJj, subject has Social Security Humber h r

I On 8/1/52 the Subject was rejected for induction
Dv

ey ime u
(

a, as sub-standard physically (psychiatric), b7C
He was classified h*E, psycho-neurotic disorder, The file

further reflects that the San Francisco A.FAS. has on file

a psychiatric consultation (a,F (
Q,T-2-78-II), His description

is listed as height, 5'5i I
weight, 123 pounds} hair, black}

eyes, brown} build, slender,

Also contained in this file was an application to

the local draft board to consider this Individual as a

conscientious objector inasmuch as he was a member and believer

In the Christian Science faith,

b6

b7C

b7D

b7E

-2-



In view of the Subject's great emotional instability

plw the fact that the Subject has resided in and around

Stockton, California during all of his life, and that he has

not been connected with CP activities, no further action

is being taken in this flatter.



SAC> SAH mucisoo 1/1S/5?

5A ROB5T F. SAVAGE

cp cqmio®

5EKE30 Supervisor HARRY F. CLIFFORD, 1/6/57*

1, San Joaquin County Coramniot Party*

2* Bight members,

3, ifilSD KEM - deleft* to State Convention

wm TTDUP30H * alternate dilflgatfl to State Convention

4* Only discussion so far on National Coraoitte Draft Resolution*

5* -lone,

6, Local Embers are still waiting for the correct line to com dona to ties*

7* CP officers will remin the sans. M3 KIM » chairman* ID'JffiD

THOMPSON - delegate to regional meetings, LOLA BE TOIPSQN - secretary*

8, The San Joaquin County CP passed two resolutions whichHM KETlLOR

will present at the State Convention, One states that State officials

should give more consideration to local conditions before assigning

work to Clubs, because som areas will respond better to some projects

than others without leading to red baiting and sone clubs are too mil
to be able to work on all projects* The second resolution referred to

State and National Committees and set up the standard that at least

% of the meters of all committees should be active trade union

r&iabers, not nebers who have been out of active contact with the unions

for many years, which is the present situation.

(sourcet SF 1604-S to RFS on 1/18/57)

10Q-212& i®mmm mm)
(SF 1604-3)^

—



1/18/57SAC, 5F (100-21286)

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

c? activities - m joaquin corn
is -X*

The following written report was famished to

SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE on 12/13/56 by SF 160K who has

famished reliable information in the past. This

report, dated 12/11/56, concerns a meeting of the San

Joaquin County CP, for the purpose of holding its

County Convention, held at Stockton, California, on

December 6, 1956,

The report is set out verbatim and the original

is maintained ini I b7D

Report on the Communist Psrty

Stockton, California

December 11, 1956

On Thursday evening, December 6, 1956,
Howard Thompson received a call from al Richmond at

6:30 p,m, RICHMOND stated that he was in Tracy and

would have to wait another half hour for a bus that

would bring hk to Louise temt and the Thompson home.

HOWARD THOMPSON left immediately to pick him* up and when
they arrived back at the THOMPSON home LULU MAE THOMPSON
bad prepared dinner for RldKOHD.

HOWARD and EVANGELINE KEILOR arrived just
before 8 p,m, and when no one else had arrived for the

meeting at a few minutes past eight, HOWARD KEILOH
called the meeting to order and stated that since this
was not a regular meeting, but a County Convention, he

felt that a Chairman should be elected for the evening,
THOMPSON remarked that he thought there was no need to
change the Chairman and the rest agreed so EEYLOR
conducted the convention,

b6

b7C

b7D



AAC, SF (100-21200)

wain part of the coating was taken up with
a sirviary of the previous discussions on tho Draft"
Resolution, for the benefit of AL EldHUDIID, Tnis was
fclloxced by tie election of delegates, RXCHllOiJD counted
tbo votes and HOWARD KAYLOR was elected a a tie delegate
and HOWARD and, LFijTF XiAii fHoilPfOW were tied for alternate.
DULTJ SlflTJ 55£OI3?GCj: stated that see would withdraw in
favor of HOWARD and this was accepted*

*. fuopo was no statement or discussion of tee
Hungarian situation at any tine during $jb& evening*

b7D

gf lGOA«k vos thoroughly interviewed by
S& ; OPLK'f F. £ AVAGE on 12/19/56 and could furnish
no additional inf: eraatioa+

i*Ai • k^JuUTjQW: For information.

2



2/28/57SAC, SP (100-42504)

sa eobsrt p. zmtm

AIBERE Ellas RADEISKY
wa* Albert Ellis

Mr. GEORGE HUMPHREYS* 7412 larkspur Bane* Stockton*
Calif** was contacted on 12/19/56 and on 1/2/57 at which time
HUMPHREYS advised that he could famish no additional information
regarding this Subject*

Mrs* EDITH SNYDER* Stockton Credit Bureau* advised on
13/19/56 that the records of this credit bureau contain no file
for the Subject.

Ufoe files of the Identification Bureau of the San
Joaquin Co* SO were examined on 12/19/56 and found to contain
no record for the Subject* These files also contained records
of the StocktonH>.

She SFPD Bureau of Identification files were searched
by Technician PETER LEO CURTIS* on l/lS/57 and no record for the
Subject was located*

She records of the SP Retailers Credit Association were
searched on l/l8/57 by Mr* PRANK J. MO ADDAY* Supervisor of Files,
and the following information regarding the Subject was furnished*

Report prepared for Denver* Colorado dated 3/8/49
reflects that the Subject is the owner of several large pro-
perties In SF, Calif.* and that he at one time owned a business
known as the Bell Haven Realty at San Mateo* Calif* Subjects
wife is listed as HEMBXETTA DENBY. This file indicates that the
Subject was divorced on 6/24/40 from HEJ3EIETTA DERBY and it is
not clear if a reconciliation has taken place.

On 12/17/44* the Subject was reported to this Office
as illegally wearing the unifom of the U.S. Navy in and around
the Hotel Devonshire* 35 Stockton St** SF»

X - 100-42604
|(S? 1604-S)

RFS/aT
(2/

^;CT:P 1
strainitpj '* —''fcMfH

'

J5&U1937.'
FBI— PAN FRANCISCO 1M



S3* 100-42604
WS/zt

to 1/17/45* S& ABECAS B. 0BA8& is&erviewed Sublet
Ms home, 3145 Jackson Stv and the Subject exhibited to SA ClaWK
Msoharge oilers dated 12/17/44 executed and endowed on 12/20/44
to be effective 12/27/44^ These orders were indicated as medical
discharge signed by F* W. COBMAH, Chief Fhaimacist, Halted States
Navytfavy and by E« W* CTAHBBKTER, Commander 12th Haval Districts
This discharge listed m the Subject's. legal residence to&ver,
Colorado. It further indicated that he had enlisted at Denver^
Colorado, 6/7/42.

to 12/19/44-, $& G&fiBK telephoxdcally contacted Chief
Phamaciat Kate HEbTIK COMSTOCK, Oak Knoll Hospital, Oakland,
Calif., who advised that the Subject, who gave Ms address as
3145 Jackson Street, 8m Francisco, was released from active
service by honorable discharge on 12/20/44. COr&TQCK indicated
that thw Subject had been a patient at that hospital immediately
prior to Mo discharge.

In an effort to ascertain th& SubJoet*s former Kavy
Serial Euaber, Oak Xaoll Eavsl Hospital was contacted on 1/16/57
and no record of the Subject was located*

£t* J0HESOE, USEE, 12th HB, advised on 1/16/57 that
she could not locate a record of the Subject in the Keserve
Officers Begister*

lira. SBrngAR CfiHPOS, 7424 Barkspar Bane, Stockton, Calif.,
on 1/21/57 advised that feha Subject and his wife, HEUEXSTT/i, are
presently in Denver, Colorado, on business*

SF l6o4-S, who hm furnished reliable information in the
past, and is directly familiar frith €P activities in San Joaquin
Co., Calif., advised on 1/2/57 that the Subject is not known to Met.



m
„ j

OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, SF (100-31355) DATE: 1/18/5?

FROM: SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT : DAVE FORBES
3d

The followin'- written repcrt was furnished
to SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 12/13/56 by SF teOli-S, who.

has furnished reliable information in the past. This
report dated 12/11/56 is set out verbatim and the
ori- Inal is maintained in

| 1

Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

Cec ember 11, 1956

DAVE and GRACE FORBES of Berkeley stopped
at the HO 1 ARD THOMPSON home at about 1 p.m* on
Sundsy , December 2, 1956.

They stated that they had been in to see
the H oward KEYLORs and were going down to Modesto
to see MAY MURRAY when they left the THOMPSONS and
the purpose of their trip was to line up items for
the Christmas Baaaar which is being given jointly
by the California Labor School and the People ! s World*
They had been contacted by Dr, HOLLAND r0BERTS and
they were making the trip at his request.



SAC, SF (100-31335)

LULU MAE THOMPSON aave them some padded
coat hangers which she had made and promised to make
ten pair of hand crocheted earrings which she would
mail to 0-RACE FORBES to deliver to the sale »

The FORBES left at about 2:45 p.m.

SF 1604-S orally advised SA ROBERT F. SAVAOE
on 12/19/56 that HOWARD KEYLOR is the chairman of the
San Joaquin County CP, HOWARD THOMPSON is the San
Joaquin County CP regional delegate and that LILLIAN
MAE MURRY is one of the leaders of the CP in
Stanislaus County*

Informant could not furnish any additional
information.

RECOMMEN DATION: For information*.



I
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SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (lQO-11889)

SA ROBERT' F. SAVAGE

cp, tssA, district 13

2/5/57

The following written report was furnished to SA ROBERT F,
SAVA® on 1/10/57, by SF 1604-S , who has furnished reliable information
in the past. This report , dated 1/17/57. is set out verbatim and the
original is maintained ia

| |

Report on the Ccmmunist Party
Stockton, California

January 17, 1957

"On Monday evening, January 7, 1957, BEX. BERG of the
Stardslaus County Club of the Communist Party arrived at the HOWARD
TIIOi PSON home at about 5t45Bf*

joined the ThOKISOlS at dinner and stated he had come
over to see if the TH0MES01& had received any message concerning
the State Convention* He said they had received no information
zl> to location or time* He stated that ho had been elected the

delegate and Bobbie 1 had been chose

d

as alternate. He questioned
as to how many delegates each club was allowed and said Stanislaus
County has eleven members in its club* IHIH MAh TRQMXSON looked
up the delegate representation and it is one for first fifteen
members, and one alternate*

"hUiO left at flout 6*45PM and said he would keep in touch
with tho ThGMFSOiR about the convention."

ST 1604-S orally advised SA fiOHEET F. SAVA® on 1/25/57
that DEIMER BERG and COIE ROBERTSOh (ROBBIE) were the delegates from
the Stanislaus County Communist party to the CP State Convention held

in los Angles, California on 1/19,20/57. Informant further advised

that lx/Ad) and XiBXU KAR TiiOiGSCh are officials of the Ssa Joaquin

County CP*

100-11889

100-279S3]
|

100-2638C(ffP Stanislaus Co,)

100-212S6{CP San Joaquin Co.)

BIS irk #11
(7)

l €0 S 1*5/



TO: - SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-11889) Date; 2/5/57

FROM: SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CF, USA, DISTRICT 13
IS

The following written report was furnished to SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE
on 1/18/57, by SF 1604-5, who has furnished reliable information in the
past* This repeat, dated 1/17/57. la set pnt verbatim and the original
is maintained ir

| |

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

January 17, 195?

"DEL BERG visited the HOWARD THOMPSON home on Tuesday evening,

January 15, 1957, arriving at about 5:40PM. The THOMPSONS were
just having dinner so he sat down with them. He said he had received
the information on where the State Convention of the Communist Party
will be held, but he did not say how or from whom it had been re-
ceived.

"LULU MAE THOMESON copied the information for HOWARD THOMFSON
and it was as follows:

"10:00AM Saturday (That is January 19, 1957)

607 South Western
Los Angeles

"Anyone arriving Friday and wanting a place to stay is to go

to 323 S. Western or telephone ALTA REED at Plymouth 5-6307.

"BERG said he thought he and ROBBIE would drive down and asked
HOWARD THOMPSON to have HOWARD K2JIL0R call PHIL DAVIS and leave a
message for him if he is going by car. HOWARD THOMFSON stated he
would make the trip by bus and expects to leave Stockton at 10;10PM
on Friday.

"BERG left at about 7:10PM."



SF 100-11889
RSSsrfc

SF 1604-S orally advised SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 1/25/57 that DELMER

BERG, COLE ROBERTSON (ROBBIE) and PHIL DAVES are all officials in the

Stanislaus County Communist Party* Informant further advised that the

THOMPSONS are officials in the San Joaquin County CP, Informant is not

acquainted with ALTA REED*

ACTION: File*

2



• p
OFFICE MEhmAlffiUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TOs SAC, SAN ERANGISCO (100-21286) Dates 2/6/57

FROMs SA ROBERT F e SAVAGE

SUBJECTS CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN GOUJjTY
' IS

The following written report was furnished to SA ROBERT F 0 SAYAGE

on X/i$/57P by SF 1604=S, who has furnished reliable information in

the pasto This report, dated 1/17/57, concerns a meeting of the San Joaquin

County Conmmist Party held in Stockton, California, on 1/15/57* This

report is set out 'verbatim and the original is maintained in
j

~

‘•Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

January 17, 1957

ttA meeting of the San Joaquin County Club of the Communist Party
was held at the HOWARD KEYLCR home on Tuesday evening, January 15, 1957
and the following persons were presents

“HOWARD and LULU MSB THOMPSON
HOWARD and EVANGELINE KEYLOR
JACK JILHBRT

^LULtJ MAE THOMPSON announced at the opening of the meeting that
the Club due© were paid up to the first of the year except for the
KEYLORhs and LIRA WALTER^ who all owed for November,, This was due
to the fact that the only meeting held in December was the County
Convention and when KEYLOR had some to the house to pay up, the
THOMPSON^© had company and LULU MAE THOMPSON was unable to look up
the records, so he had paygd for December only* KEYLOR then paved
for he and EVANGELINE and for LURA WALTER* JACK JILBBRT paygd $ .45

which,at 15£ a month, psggd his dues for January, February, and

March*



St 100-21286
R$3jrk

"The main part of the meetin^ was taken up by discussion of plans

for attending the State Convention of the Communist Party* EVANGELINE

KEXLOR reported that she had been out on Saturday and ids n she returned

her sister told her RUDXE LAMBERT had been there and left a note with

the addresses for the State Convention* He called on tte phone later

and verified the information*

"HOWARD THOMPSON said he would take the bus down and, HOWARD

KEXiLOR said he might drive or he might fly down and take the bus back

or he would take the bus both ways* It would depend on his work*

"HOWARD KEXLOR will present a couple of Resolutions to the

Convention which were adopted by the San Joaquin County Club* One

stated that, in planning future work for the Clubs, consideration

should be given to several factors, such as size of membership,

locality (some projects being more acceptable in some areas than in

others) so as not to lead to red baiting and isolation* The second

concerned the 5make»up° of State and National Committees* It stated

that, at the present time, most committees are made up of members

who have been out of active participation in the labor movement for

many years, though they may still be union members. This resolution

states that, in the future, at least 5$ of the members of all committees

sh^LX be drawn from active trade union members*

"HOWARD KEXLOR reported on the activities of the United Democrats

Club, and stated that he had been re-elected to the executive board*

during the evening, L&RRX KILMER and JACK RODIN came to the

KEXLOR HOME, and HOWARD KEXLOR went outside and talked to them for

about 10 minutes*

"The meeting adjourned at 10 s00PM*

"

SF X60A«S orally advised SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE on 1/25/57 that

LURA WALTER, presently living in Las Vegas, Nevada, is carried as a

member of the San Joaquin County Communist Party* Informant further

advisfb^. that HOWARD KEXLOR is the Chairman of the San Joaquin County CP*

ACTION! File*

2



SAC, SAN fWCISCQ (fiWM) 2A9/57

4H?d Jch

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

carlm vmss
SM-X^

SF 1604-5, who has furnished reliable information in the past,

orally advised 3A ROEi.T F. SAVAGE on 2/11/57 that subject visited officials

of the San Joaquin County CP at Stockton, California on 2/10/57*

IAMRT advised that DEttiER HEiiG, CP delegate from Stanislaus

County to the Rational CP Convention, should get together with the CP members

in San Joaquin and Stanislaus counties and report to them on the National

convention of the CP. IALiBEHT further advised that the CP State convention

to be held in March of 1957 will probably be held in San Francisco, Calif.

RFS (desk 11)

100-27938 T

100.21286 '(SitiMmWbi)
100-26338 (CP STAKISMUS COUNT!) b6

b7C

b7D

In.-aiC }{

{ f/e-zP-iw





SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-273W

SA ROBERT P, SAVAGE

2/23/57

BERNARD DB VETO

SM - O'

SP l6(JlifS* who. has furnished reliable information

in the past, orallv advised SA ROBERT P. SAVAGE on 1/29/57*

that BERNARD DE V^O and HOWARD THOMPSON, CP official in San

Joaquin County, are to drive to Los An eles, California,

together to attend the CP state convention to be held in

3/57, if the state convention is Held in Los Angeles.

3F I60l'.-S father advised on 1/29/57* that subject

represented Butte, Yuba and Sutter Counties at the state CP

convention in Los Angeles on 1/19-20/57*

The informant further advised Sacramento County was not

represented at the state convention on 1/19-20/57.
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sag, cam rv.Akcisao (ico-21236 )

C\ FObCAT F. SAVAGC

gp Ac?iviTir.;$ # sak javimj comm

4/10/57

The folloaine v-ritten report mas fomirhed to 0\

POS'AT F* SAYAGA by TF 1604-S, v;ho V-s furnished reliable

information in the past, on a/26/57* This report, dated

?/i£A7. ifl sfit out verbatim and the original is maintained

^Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California
February 13, 1957

MThere mas a tiestin- of the Communist Party
at the rtov-ard Keylor hone on Friday evening,
February 1, 1957** Those persons attending mere:

^Hovrard and Lulu !>e Thompson
l?o;nrd and Fvon^elino Keylor
Jack Jilbert

n'osb of the meeting x;ac taken up vath the
report on the State Convention of the Communist
Party vjhich \;as held in Los Angeles on January
19th -^nd 20th. The report \ns made by the dele-
gate, nomard Keylor. The alternate, Mov/ard

Thompson added a f e.; points.

f,Lulu I'ae Thompson read a letter she had
received from the People’s 'orId \rdch asked the t

the £lub flive immediate attention to the need of
the ohper for nev subscriptions. Tho names of

the subscribers uho ;rere due to ranevr mere read
by Homord Keylor and each member took some to
contact. Ihrvngeline Keylor and Lulu Ilae Thompson
made arrangements to eo out together.

1 - Can (ifTUPIP^n)

1 - SF 1C0-11oo9
1 - SF 100-29506
1 - SF iCO-31446
1 - SF 100-20472
1 „ c- 97.27 (

RFS/.rmrt

(3)
‘ *

j. 13

)



t

CS 100-21236
EFS/ynp;

"Date for the next mootin'* uos sot for Thurs-
day eveninr:, February 21st • t the Peylor T s»

''/s/ I

b7D

$F 1604-3 orally advised CA E0.3.ET F. on

3/14/57 that Ho'. AED iCTLO": is chairman of the fan Joamain
County OF. Informant further advised that HO AEO HTfLOE and
HO ;AFJt) EH0AFS9H from the San Joaquin County CP, attended the
State CP convention in los Angelos on l/l9j20/§7*

A OfI01i : File,
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-27348) DATEs 4/11/57

SA ROBERT F . SAVAGE

SUBJECT: BERNARD DE VETO
SM -X.

The following written report was furnished to SA

ROBERT Fo SAVAGE on 2/26/57 by SF 1604-S, who has furnished
reliable information in the past* This report

„ dated 2 /iff/'

is set out verbatim and the original is filed ini

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton- California
February 13 s 1957

"On Saturday morning
,
February 9 P 1957*

Howard and Lulu Mae Thompson left home at about
7s 20 AMo They had made arrangements to meet
Barney Deveto in Roseville to attend the auction
held there on Saturdays*

"They stopped in Sacramento at the Art
Gorins to leave some jelly glasses for Marie to
use for the Peopled World Bazaar* Marie was
not home

j,
but the Thompsons had coffe_‘with Art

and Marie* s aunt who was staying there*

"During the time the Thompsons were with

1 = San Francisco ( 100=2734$

)

SF 100=31414 ( GF
SF 100=17939 (CP

SF 100=31412 (CP
SF 100=21236 iHL
SF 100=32000
SF 65-1561

YUBA COUNTY)
SACRAMENTO COUNTY)
PLACER COUNTY)
SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY)

•

Searched* *<

Serialized
*
^indexed*;,
ed«>*^iledo^

SAN FRANCISCO
/n/57

Tbs'



SF 100-27343
RFS/gmg

Ramey* there was no opportunity to discuss the
the Party because of the crowd at the auction

„

”/s/ I

SF 1604-S orally advised SA ROBERT F 0 SAVAGE on

3/15/57 that ‘BERNARB BE VETO represented the Marysville ' are
C'P group at -the State CP’ convention held at los Angeles,
California on 1/19*20/57* Informant further advised that
MARIE GORIN is the nominal 'head of the Sacramento CPo
According to the informant* the THOMPSONS are leaders in
the San Joaquin County CP*

ACTION; File 0
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100~11$$9) DATE: 4/11/57

FROM: SA ROBERT F„ SAVAGE

SUBJECTS CP, USA^DISTRICT 13

The following written report was furnished to SA
ROBERT F 0 SAVAGE on 2/26/5? by SF 1604=3, who has furnished
reliable information in the past. This report, dated
2/lS/57« is set out verbatim and the original is maintained

Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California*

February IS 1957-

tfRudie Lambert dropped in at the' Thompson
home on Thursday evening, February 14, 1957<* The
Thompsons had just finished their supper, but the

table had not b een * cleared ,
so Rudie sat down

and had his supper 0

!*He stated that he had been up in Butte
County and Sacramento trying to build up enthus!am
for the People 7 s World’ subscription drive, but
he hadn 0 1 had much luck. He said they were not
having a meeting in Sacramento until March 8,

1957o He was glad to hear that Stockton had met
and were going ahead with plans to help the paper,

Fran elfijBO- ( 100-118&9 3

RFS/gmg d #11
( 11 )

st m-zim'lQ?* m imsjb qqunty)
SF 61-409 I 1
SF 100=212 $77(CP ,

BUTTE COUNT!

)

SF 100~179$9 (CP, SACRAMENTO COUNTY)
SF 97-27 ,fnpw>—:

,

SF 100=279$$ I ^
SF 100-263$$ (OP a STANISLAUS COUNTY)-SF 100-263$$ (CP a STANISLAUS COUNTY)’ *

V

SF 100“250$5 (CP FUNDS) Searched, ;lnde?ced;
SerializedoTTTFiled, 0

1

,

,

FBI ~ SAN FRANCISCO
4A1/57



SF 100-11SS9
RFS/gmg

TfHe said that Bel Berg of Modesto had been
able to attend the National Convention in New York
and suggested that San Joaquin County ask him to
attend their meeting on February 21st to make a

report on the Convention*

,fHe reported that the next session of the
State Convention will be held in San Francisco or
Oakland and he told Lulu Mae Thompson that it
would be alright for her to come with Howard

P
but

it would "belbest if others did not come*

ttLuXu Mae Thompson turned over the State's
portion- of tthe dues for San Joaquin County for
October s

November and December to him and also
the Southern Solidarity fund of f13*47?

"/»/

SF 1604-S' orally advised SA ROBERT F 0 SAVAGE
on 3/S/57 that CARL RUDIE LAMBERT is the CP State Com-
mittee representative to the Northern California outlying
counties* Informant further advised that DELMER BERG
attended 'the CP National Convention in New York City in
February

, 1957* SF X604-S further advised that the State
convention referred to as being held in San Francisco or
Oakland is the CP' State Convention*

ACTION ; File*
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO? SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-21256) DATES 4/ll/57

FROMs SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT! CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
IS -'9^'

The following written report -was furnished to SA

ROBERT Fo SAVAGE on 3/4/57 by S
il 'l604~S

?
who has furnished

reliable information in the past* This report
2
dated

2/2§/57, is set out verbatim and the original is maintained
in

i 1
"Report on the Communist Party

Stockton. California
February 2$

s 1957

Tf0n Thursday evening
s
February 21 , 1957?

Belmer Berg arrived at the Howard Thompson home
at about 6s30'PM„ The Thompson's had invited
him to dinner ,

after which they”were to go to the
Howard Keylor^s for a meeting of the Communist
Party.

"After dinner at about 7*30 PM
S Jack Jilbert

arrived at the Thompson's and they all left to go
to Keylor ? s for the meeting. Keylor opened the
meeting at about SslO PM with the following
persons presents

1 -

CCS

"Howard and Lulu Mae Thompson

San Fraaci-scLO. (100-

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

RFS/gmg

,

( 10 )

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

100 *

100 *
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lOO*

100 *
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lOO*

=263 88
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=31446
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“30717
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(SF 1604*
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SF 100-21236
RFS/gmg

Howard and Evangeline Keylor
Jack Jilbert
Delmer Berg (Modesto)

"Keylor stated that he felt the most import*
ant thing concerning the Club was to hear Berg’s
report on the National Convention of the Communist
Party

9
and

5
since there were no objections

,
the

meeting was turned over to Berg and he gave a

report which was not based so much on the action
taken but on the attitudes of the delegate s« He
stated that neither the extreme right nor the
extreme left forces could get the support of the
majority of the delegates and so the legislation
passed took a "middle of the road^ course* Since
this was his first report

9
he had^not organized

his material so that a complete report on the
legislation could be made* He suggested that
he would like to have an open meeting after the
State Convention to which enough people who were
sympathetic to the Communist Party could be
invited so that it would not be obvious who were
Party members ,

so everybody could be acquainted
with the action taken at the Conventions*

"Another meeting date was not set*

”/a/

SF 1604"S orally advised SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE on

3/21/57 that the above meeting was 'a meeting of the San
Joaquin County CP held in Stockton* California on 2/21/57*.
Informant further advised that BELMER BERG is qhairman of
the Stanislaus County CP

S
and that BERG*s report was so

poor that little information of value was furnished by
BERG regarding the National CP convention in New York City

ACTION t File*



sAe, 8an miisco (mm)

SA ROBERT h SAVAGE

CP, USA, DISTRICT 13

IS->^

81 1604-S, who has furniehed reliable infcmtion in the peat,

orally advised SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE on 4/4/57 that a regular setting of

the San Joaquin County Cowinlat Partym held at the hose of BTO
mm, lathrop, California, on 4/m

SP liOZrS advised that the folMng aenbere of the San Joaquin

Ce. CP lore preaenti

mm and IPJiiGUB KE2L0R

HO'.'WHD and RJU M THOMPSON

IRVIRGm J1IMT

SP 16G4-S further advised that an election for delegates to the

CP State convention on April 13, 1937 was held. KflttBD THOMPSON m
elected se the delegate and UIU HAS TIICOTI as the alternate delegate.

HDtftRD KEUOR had previously been the delegate and HO ARP THOMSON was

the alternate delegate.

SF 1604-S advised that the State Coaratitee representative to

the Valley counties will be elected at the meeting on 4/13/57 as well as

^legates and altemtee to the National Coraralttee,

EPS (11)

10>20472

100-29506

100»3U46

b6

b7C

b7D
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ST/iT-i -I 0 ON POLICY QUESTIONS

(prepared by William Schneiderman on behalf of the State Committee For State
Convention, January 19 and 20, 1957.)

The National Committee Draft Resolution has pointed out that we made an

erroneous estimate of the war danger, of the fascist danger, and of prospects for an

economic crisis, and that these errors led to a whole series of tactical errors in

various fields of Party policy and its mass work. This was reflected in our trade

union work, political action, Negro work, and in our fight for peace, and in numer-

ous other questions.

X. foade Union Work

At the beginning of the cold war, the alliance of the Left and center foijces

in the CIO was put under an ever increasing strain. The support of the Murray

forces to the aggressively imperialist policies of the State Dept., and the opposi-

tion of the Left forces to those policies, brought about an inevitable clash. This

growing conflict within the coalition created problems in California even greater

than elsewhere. In California, the situation was unique because the Left forces

were in the top leadership of important unions, held secondary positions of leader-

ship in others, ahd were consequently in key posts of leadership of CIO state and

local councils. There was, therefore, in addition- to the conflict between the leader-

ship of individual unions and the CIO national leadership, a conflict between

the ClOjstdte and local councils and the CIO national leadership.

In assessing whether the breakup of the Left-center coalition could have been

avoided, we should carefully differentiate tactical questions from questions of

principle. Some argue the split was inevitable, and that it could not have

been avoided without giving up the fight against the war danger. Without attempting

to speculate whether the Left could have avoided the split or not, the fact is that

it should not have forced the issue ^to a split on the Marshall Plan and a third

party (which will be discussed later). The position of' some Left leaders did not

fully reflect the level of thinking of their membership on these questions, even ip

the most progressive unions. This was even more true of the CIO Council leaders,

which represented a large number of unions including right-led unions of a more

conservative character.

The Left forces should not have forced the foreign-policy issues to the fore,

in the way they did, either in individual unions, councils or in CIO conventions.

It would have been far better to center the fight Oh the right of autonomy for

international unions to determine their own policy, as some Left leaders did*

Our State Board, tho it went along with general national policy
j
concurred in

this viewpoint at the time of the expulsions, but it was not accepted nationally.

-1-
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t only would such a policy have at least minimized the effedts of the split, but

it would have lessened the chances of the split being carried further into individ-

ual unions, and undermining the positions of Left leaders in those unions. (As a

result of stressing the autonomy issue, the IL1U leaders were in a comparatively

better situation in their union than existed in other unions, altho there were

other factors contributing to this).

In CIO Councils, and in right-led unions like Auto and Steel, the left forces

should have striven at nearly any cost to maintain an alliance with the center forces

in these unions, even in the face of a national split.

While we did not challenge the main national policies, in practice an Attempt

was made to be more flexible in applying them in CIO Councils. As a result, our

national leadership (March, 1948, F.A. ) criticized the fact that in a state CIO

convention, Left trade unionists did not hry to get the convention to adopt a

position on foreign policy and on the third party, and characterized this as the

hangovers of Browderism.

The most serious results of carryihg out these policids was evident in the

MCS where the leadership went the furthest in presenting and fighting for an ad-

vanced position on peade and foreign policy questions. While it appeared on the

surface that the leadership had the support of the membership on these questions,

actually it represented a leftist line, rigidly and mechanically applied, without

due regard for the relation of forces in the union and the industry, and the

precarious and peculiarly vulnerable position of this upion in the industry, (While

this waw one of the contributing factors to its ultimate defeat, another important

factor was the problem of how to fight for Negro-white unity mosteffectively, which

will be discussed separately.)

To summarize: Our tactical line in the CIO was not one of trying to maintain

unity by every possible means, but one which inevitably forced a split. We engaged

too much in top maneuvers, and not enough in work below. Our methods left us open

to the charge of "interfering" in the internal affairs of the unions. Within the

framework of fighting against war policies, our trade uijion forces should have had

the most flexible tactical approadh to avoid or minimise a breakup of the Left-

Center alliance and the isolation of the Left. Even after the national split, the

most serious efforts should have been made to maintain our relations with broader

forces in the unions below, on a united front basis, on economic issues and any

other issues which lent theselves to common action.

Regarding our work in the ALL, we must examine much more concretely to what

extent a left sectarian line affected it, and no such sweeping generalization can

be made, fi conscious policy of concentration in the AEL, because it is by far the

lsrgest part of Organized Labor in the state, resulted in significant advances,



particularly in the Building Trades. Because of the difficult problems of working

in right-led unions, in practice a much more flexible and realistic appro adh was

adopted of how to worknan a rank and file way. There were many examples, however,

where sectarian approached, sometines due to our leadership and sometimes due to the

inexperience of rank-and-file comrades, isolated our people and led to jeopardising

their position in a union or industry. Life eventually taught us that in unions

where our forces were subject to expulsion or physical violence on the slightest

pretext, we could not impose any pre-conceived ideas of how to work, and there was

a greater effort to grapple with their problems.

Nevertheless, the effects of our general policy were also felt in the AFL.

While there- were heavy losses c’ue to the objective situation, screening, etc,, we

also suffered considerable losses due to reyyvrevarerer.-Yw^-r,- - y

our own errors. For example, in AFL local unions where left-progressives came into

leadership, these forces consistently over estimated their strength, came into

clashes with district councils, state federation, and international leadership

which often resulted in ousting them forom leadership and expulsions.

Secondly, we should examine the role of rank-and-file bulletins to see to

what extent they contributed to the isolation of our forces, and constituted

interference in upion affairs, which ordinarily could not be justified except

perhaps in extreme cases where all channels of trade uni on democracy are completely

wiped out.

Finally, and this applies as a general characterization ofall our trade union

work, AFL and CIO, we have looked upon the trade union leadership at times as tho

it were the main enemy, and have often centered our main fire against the Center

forces and the Social-Democrats. As a result, we have too BSten emphasized the

question of ousting the leadership, of challenging them for leadership in elections,

often resulting in unnecessary collisions with forces with whom we should be in

alliance, or who could be neutralised, and sometimes unnecessarily provoked the

most reactionary forces to move against the Left.

All these lessons did not come to light just in this pre-convention discussion.

We have been in the process of learning them, thru painful experience, over a period

of years. But we have learned them piecemeal, we have not drawn the general

conclusions necessary until we came to the source of the errors which we are now

examining

,

In our recent trade union work, we have many good examples of how our forces

are working, who have either avoided some of these mistakes, or have learned

well from them. Ones we determine our basic approach, resolve the question of the



most effective organizational forms and methods, and clarigy what the role of the

jbarty should be in this period, we can look forward to a great resurgence of our

mass work and ties in the tradeunions.

##################

II. Our Negro Work

In reviewing our Negro work, we should do so on the background of an estimate

of the present state of the rising upsurge of struggle of the Negro, people, the

role of Labor and the white masses in the struggle, and the growth of the Labor-

Negro coalition in the fight for civil nights.

The most striking thing that must be noted is that while the Parfty has partic-

ipated in many important struggles on these issues, its role has lagged far behind

the present level and high p&int of the struggle today. We must analyse what part

of this lag is due to objective factors, and what part is due to our own weaknesses

and mistakes,

Among the objective factors that must be noted are: l) the concessions won by

the Negro people, as a result of their struggle as well as the tactical consider-

ations of the bourgeoisie, both at home and abroad; 2) the new role of Negro leaders

and organizations like the NMCP and the churches, in actitsly and militant ly leading

the struggle ; 3) the inimidating effect of McCarthyism, which hampered the Party's

role.

What were the subjective factors?

6 l) There has been a serious slackening in the fight against white chauvinsim

during the past few years, aggaavated by the fact that the then-existent system of

leadership made it more difficult to grapple with this question adequately, during

the worst period of repression. The effect of this slackening has been to retard

the party's full participation in the struggle for Negro rights, or even its under-

standing how to do so.

2) The party leadership incorrectly sought to deal with white chauvinism by

organizational measures solely, without treating it as an ideological question that

must be understood by the membership. It was fought almost solely as an inner party

struggle, without relation to the fact that it required ^inning the masses to fight

for Negro rights. This led to all kinds of distortions.

3) We also fought Negro nationalism in the 'arty in thq wrong way. There

were growing nationalist tendencies among some of our Negro members, partly reflect-

ing the role of Negro bourgeois and petty-bourgeois leadrs in the mass movement

and their ideology, but also fed by white chauvinist tendencies which were not

effectively combatted by the party leadership. Without tackling the souce, there

-4-



fore, our fight against nationalist tendencies gave the impression that we considered

this the greater danger, and that whits chauvinism was no longer so serious* This

was as great a mistake as giving in to nationalism. Furthermore, we wrongly labelled

as nationalism some concepts of Negro comrades which should be at least debatable

and worthy of consideration. We allowed their distortions to obscure the real source

of the problem.

i) Flowing out of a wnong estimate of the role of Negro leaders and mass

organizations, the policy of Left centers, specifically the NLC ,
had a disastrous

effedt in isolating the Left forces from the main mass organisations and centers

of the Negro people's struggles. While many recognized this fact earlier, the party

leadership in the state and counties was reluctant to draw the full conclusions

until the flastings-Mann article appeared in PA.

5) Our theoretical position on the Negro question was a factor which separated

us from many Negro leaders. While it is a debatable question to what extent the

slogan of self-determination helped isolate us from the Negro community and struggles

it has been an issue used against us both by enemies who distorted it as well as

potential allies.

As a result of this combination of objedtive and subjective factors, the

status of our Negro work nationally and in this state has been characterised by

some as in a crisis. Never before have we had a situation like now where the

relations between Negro and white comrades ahve become strained, and where the

Negro members' confidence in the party has been shaken.

We must recognise that t is is primarily because our Negro members do not see

the party in action among the white masses in recent times, in the struggle

for equal rights, comensurate either with its own past history or the present stage

of the mass struggle. It is also a subject for justified criticism when too often

the shaping of our policy in relation to 'the Negro community is done by the party

leadership without sufficient consultation with, and sometimes ignoring, our Negro

forces who know best the Negro community and mass movement. And finally, we must

wit i>. * ^
z
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re-examine our policy toward Negro cadres, with a -view to determine whether we

did not set up erroneious standards which helped isolate them from the w egro

community, once they became Party leaders, and contributed to their not having a

close relationship with the Negro members in the Party.

But all this should not blind us to the mapy great contributions of the Party

in recent yeqrs to the struggle for Negro rights, and the victories won when a

correct mss policy at times was able to rally large munibers of non-left forces

to the struggle.

Outstanding among these was the struggle around the Wells case initiated

originally by the ORC and other left forces, which became one of the broadest mass

movements ever seen in our state. This movement, involving eventually the widest

participation of all sections of the Negro community, together with some white

allies, finally sqved the life of Wesley Wells from a death sentence. It was an

example of how the independent initiative of the Left can help set into motionn

masses of people far beyond our influence, on issues which otherwise would be

neglected and ignored. Nevertheless, there were sectarian tendencies present which

sought to limit this movement to aurselves, under the guise of "not hiding the face

of the Left". But on the whole the Left forces showed an excellent example of how

to work with non-left forces without triiing to "tqke over" the movement.

The fight for Negro representation has been one of the issues on which the

Party has shown the most initiative over the years, This fight in the past ”'as hamp-

ered by our narrow election tactics from 194& to 1952, but nevertheless it -kept

hammering away at the is ue until it was picked up by other forces in the two major

parties. In the 1951 and f 56 elections, as well as in municipal campaigns, we have

begun to learn how to fight for and apply a coalition policy and build alliances

in the Negro community. What we have been weakest on, however, is in the winning

of support of white voters and the labor movement genreally to support the issue of

Negro representation around specific candidates.

In the fight against segregation in housing, there have been individual cases

of struggles around this issue, particuMrly in Los Angeles, but generally we cannot

say that wehave done very much on this issue in the state, altho it is one of the

most aggravated problems facing the ^egro people.

The fight for jobs remains one of the most crucial questions for the Negro

people. There werfe two state-wide actions for PEP legislation, in 1 53 and *55

which tabor and the NAACP sponsored. However, due so their policy of exclusion of

the Left, plus our own isolation in many labor and Negro organizations, the partici-

pation of the Left- was extremely limited. As a result, there never was a mass



campaign for signatures to FEP petitions developed, and we were unsuccessful in

breaking thru the ban. Vfe were more successful in playing an active role, with

other progressive forces, in local FEP campaigns, which took on ness character in

Los Sngeles,

The breakdown of Jim Crow in a numberof unions has progressed considrably

in recent years, and this trend has in some unions been directly dus^ to the init-

iative of- white progressives. Side by side with this hag to go a fight for upgrad-

ing, removing all inequalities in the industry or union, and ewpecailly in represent-

ation in union leadership. In these latter tasks, the T'!ork of progressives in

unions is at its weakest. Some object to pressing the issues of discrimination on

the grounds that the white workers are not ready to support such a fight, and that

Left forces who raised it would be isolated. Undoubtedly^ the tactics of many

Communists and other progressives have alienkted others; ^ut this should not be

used as an excuse to give up the fight; rather to find the correct approach and

make the fight more effectively. This is easier said than done, and we should be

patient and try to help solve these problems concretely in each industry and union;

but comrades who are skillful and resourceful in solving allkinds of tactical

questions in their unions have the responsibilit y to apply it also to the ifkkxx

fight on discrimination.

In this connection, we should examine the role of Negro caucuses which have

functioned in various unions. We were wrong in our initial negative attitude to

these coucuses, since they sprang up as a resuot of the unsolved problems in the

unions and the desire of Negro trade-unionists to have some channel to take them up.

On the whole, they have played a positive role. But in some cases their ,rgo it alone 1 '

tactics, plus the weakness or failure of white progressives to take up their genuine

gfievances, has created a greater gulf between Negro and white members. This gulf

must be bridged b"r fighting for a policy of Negro-white unity in breaking down all

forms of discrimination in the unions.

The great struggles in the South, which developed around the Till murder and

others, the bus boucott, and the school de-segregation issue, have aroused a deep-

going feeling of emotion and solidarity in the Negro communiteis of the North, The

powerful mass demonstrations that took place thruout California on these issues,

under the leadership of the NAACP and the churches, shows the feeling of kinship

that Negroes everywhere have with the struggles in the South. But altho at top

levels there is a labor-Negro-liberal alliance on the question of civil rights,

there had not been a corresponding movement below, in the unions and communities

in support of that struggle. That is ono of the responsibilities that white pro-

gressives have. -7-



It should be emphasised that Negro Marxists can play an important role in this

mass movement^, once we get over our sectarian hangovers in our attitudes to the

Negro mass organizations, their leaders, and the churches. And there are times

when these leaders will not move without pressure, and the independent initiative

of the Left. But the key question £s that our Negro comrades must become an

integral part of the Negro community and the freedom movement.

The critical situation in our Negro work is amply reflected in our registration

which shows a steady percentage drop of Ne to members since 1950, and just holding

our own in the past year or so. Ife have also suffered losses of Negro cadres who

have become inactive or dropped out, or who are not given responsible assignments

because of past disagreements. We should review how to rp-activise these comrades.

We should also review the role of some of our present leading Ne-
sro cadres, as to

how they can more effectively play a role as Marxists in the Negro community and

as Party leaders. We should re~constitute the State and County Negro Commissions,

or their equivalent, in their composition and functioning, so that they can have a

more decisive part in the shaping of our policy on the Negro quesion, as well as

in Party leadership in our Negro work.

############## ###

III, Political Action

One of the clearest examples of the miscalculation of the relation of fordes

on the political scene, and the mood of the masses, was in the launching of the

third party movement. In this, we in California share a special responsibility.

Our state has seen many mass political movements of an independent c haracter within

the last two decades, finding expression raainoy within the Democratic party.

In 19J+7-48, this ferment was growing again, around the economic situation and the

cold-awar policies of the Truman Administration. In the spring of 1947, our State -

Board reviewed the third party prospects that were being discussed nationally, and

came to the conclusion that we did not see the basis as yet for a mass breakaway

from the Democratic party and the formation of a third partyl We qualified this,

however, by informing the National Committee that if a national third party movement

was launched, we thought it possible that sufficient forces would support it to put

a third party on the ballot in California. We justified this apparent contradiction

by pointing out that the job of putting a new party on the ballot was such an

enormous one in California, (requiring half a million signatures) that it would

have to be started a full year ahead of time. The National Committee estimate was

that conditions for a third party would mature by 1948; we therefore helped launch

the signature drive for a new party in 1947 j in spite of our estimate that we did
-8-



not see a sufficiently broad mass base for it, because of our expectation that by

194S the conditions would mature for such a base.

We underestimated the hold of the two-party system on the masses., and over-

looked our California experiences where mass political upsurges took place within

that framework. We had a faulty estimate of the economic situation, as the expected

recession did not fully materialize. We also did not take fully into account the

fear of the masses of a Republican victory and the demogogy of Truman on the peace

question and economic questions, under mass pressure including the pressure of

the Progressive Party.' .

Our mistake in helping launch the Progressive Party, and after the ’48

elections still viewing it as the possible vehicle for a mass third party movemtent,

contributed considerably to isolating us from progressive forces within the Demo-

cratic party, and from important forces within the trade union movement as a whole.

The narrow and rigid third-party line which we followed in the 1950 and 1952

elections excluded any possibility of a coalition approach,- even tho we spoke

about acoalition, on our own terms, of course.

In the 1950 elections, we did not see the possibility of supporting a

coalition around the campaign of Helen Gahagan Douglas, Vfe adopted a doctrinaire

approach that as a 'matter of principle we could not participate in a coalition dor

a candidate that was supporting the Truman war policies, and more specifically,

the Korean war, That we failed to take into account was not only the tactical

consideration of our relations with laborb^rogressive forces in the Democratic

party and the Trade unions, but that the main threat of reaction and war came from

the Knowland-Nexon camp and the HacArthur policy.

After the 1952 elections and the Eisenhower victory, the National committee .

adopted a Draft Resolution for discussion inthe party which marked the beginning

of a turning point in corndcting our tactical line. It characterised the Eisenhower

election as a victory for reaction, and the Republican party as the chief vehicle

of Big Business reaction, instead of the "plague on both your houses 1

,

1 approach we

.had adopted; it recognized as an error the formation and continuation of a third

party without a mass base; and it pointed to the need for a coalition with Labor

the Negro people, and other forces whose main political expression was thru the

Democratic party. The adoption of this resolution marked a big step forward in

starting to overcome the sectarian isolation which our political action policies had

led into, altho the full implications of this Resolution in regard to Left centers

and other tactical questions in other fields of work were not gone ihto until much

later, because it did not deal with the source of the errors.

###### ####
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IT. The Fight For Peace

Our Party has made a great contribution to the fight for peace over the past

years. In 1950, the Stockhom Peace Petition campaign dramatized the fight to ban

the A-bomb, and succeeded in getting tens of thousands of signatures even during

the hysteria, hccodpahying the outbreak of the Korean war. We fought for the ending

of the Korean war by peaceful negotiations, and against the danger of it spreading

into a world war; at the time we sounded like a lone voice in the midst of the

rising war hysteria, but as time went on a change began to take place until it

became the majority position of the American people. We likewise participated in

the fight against German re-armament; and against the threat of American armed

intervention over Indo-China and Formosa. The rising peace sentiment of the

American people, together with the decisive change in the world relation of forces,

headed off the mere serious threats of war, and the courageous fight of the party

together with other peace forces played a positive role to this end, which finally

reached a turning point marked by the Geneva and Bandung conferences, and the

United Nations 10th Anniversary Conference in San Francisco,

In connection with the latter conference, one of the high points of the

activity of left-progressive peace forces was the petition campaign to outlaw

atomic warfare, whith in a short time gathered about 50,000 signatures, mainly

from the San Francisco Bay Area, which were presented to the United Nations,

But the party's peace fight suffered from a number of serious shortcomings

and mistakes:

1) While we said we did not believe war was inevitable, we acted at times

as the war was not only inevitable but imninent:

2) Vie mechanically adopted the slogans of the i';orld psqce movement, at

times, without considering whether they fully applied to the situation in the U.S.,

and to the level of understanding of the masses;

3) We uncritically supported, with few exceptions, the Soviet Union's peace

policy, without differentiating between its guenuine desire and fight for peace,

and some individual measures which harmed and set back the peace fight (Yugoslavia,

etc,).
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The Fight for Peace (con't)

4) We centered our peace activities largely thru left peace center s, and did

not give sufficient attention to the broad peace movement that was growing and

expressing itself in various ways in churches and civic organizations, among

Quakers, pacifists, trade unions, farmers and Negro organizations and women’s

groups. While Left peace centers played an important and positive role in initating

some campaigns and raising more advanced peace slogans, they also tended to be

sectarian, and our main activity should have been directed to the broader channels,

5) Because we said the central issue was peace, many of our trade union

forces unnecessarily isolated themselves by artificially raising foreign policy

questions as tho these questions were paramount to theif union, thus leaving

themselves open to the charge of bringing in "outside 1 ' issues,

6) We have been slow to adjust ourselves to the decisive change in the

world situation and increased prospects for

peaceful co-existence, and we have still not sufficiently adapted our slogans and

tactics to the period ahead.

But here as in other fields of work, we should not over-simplify the question

by simply listing achievements and mistakes.

In the Stockholm petition campaign, as well as in the '55 petition campaign,

the orientation of the State Peace Commission was to broaden the campaign, and there

were some limited successes in getting broader local sponsorship. There was also

a recognition by some of qur mass forces in the peace movement of wrong mechanical

application of world peace campaigns and slogans, in some cases as early as 1949.

But the agreeing with the criticism, we did not change our main approach.

In regard to the Left peace centers, there was a long recognition and growing

criticism of the futility of the AFC, but we took no initiative for a long time in

raising the question of dissolving it. Our worst distortion, however, was in regard

to the organization of the Labor Peace Committee and its maintenance long after it

was clear that it represented nothing but ourselves. Growing out of the artificial

concept that labor must lead the fight for peace, we put many trade-unionists in a

precarious position by this approach, and established wrong standards about how to

judge the work of our trade union comrades. (The 1950 National Convention declared

that' "Every club would be judged by how much it did on the peace question").

In the campaign for China trade, the Left took the initiative and made

some progress in the trade-unions on this issue, but our overall estimate undoubtedly

affected our efforts to make this a broad mass issue.

Thus it can be seen that whan experience showed up some of our wrong policies

and approaches, we were unable to' draw the necessary conclusions as long as we had

not come to grips with the erroneous political estimate we had.



The Fight for Peace (con't)
page 3

New and challenging tasks face us in the coming period. In more difficult

times
5 our party earned the right to call itself the peejce party. To earn this

title anew, we must learn how to advance the fight for peaceful co-existence and

trade, the end of colonialism, disarmament, and banning the H-bomb, under the new

conditions of today
,

as Americans who love our country and want to see it play a

democratic role in a peaceful world.
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AGENDA 0# ,x 4*"*

STATE CONVENTIOK CALIFORNIA COMMUNIST PARTY

JANUARY 19th and SOth^ 1957

1) Registration of delegates 9:00 a.m* to 10 3 00 a.m,

2) Convene at 10 a„m B

3> ™4 °Penlr® of Convention by Wm. Sohneideraan

4) Election of temporary Chairman

5) Election of Secretary

6) Election and affirmation of Convention Committees
(a) rules and procedure committee
(b) credentials committee
(c) resolutions committee
(d) constitution committee
(e) balloting committee

7) Report by Wm. Sehneiderman on behalf of the State Committee

bunch recess 12*30 p,nu

8) Re-convene at Is 30 p.m.

9) Report of Rules Committee and adoption of Convention rules and
procedure

10)

Special report on the press by A1 Richmond on behalf of the
State Committee

11} Discussion and action on the report

1U) Report of the Credentials Committee ’

13) Report of Resolutions Committee

14) Discussion and action on Resolutions Committee report

* Recess 6 p«m, to 8 p.m .

Continued discussion and abtion on Resolutions

16)

Adjournment of this session at 10 p.m,.

Reconvene Sunday 9:00 a,m.

17) COUNTY DELEGATION CAUCUSES 9;00 a*m. to 10 S 00 a.m.

18) Continued discussion and action on Resolutions

Lunch Recess 12; 30 p.m* to 1*30 p»m.

49 > ^Report on ballctting procedure and the balloting on National
ConVenition delegation

20) Report of Constitution Committee

21) Discussion and Action on Constitution Committee Report

22) Adjournment 5:30 p«mg
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“Beport on the Communist Party
“Stockton, California
“January 31, 1957

“Report on the State Convention of the
Communist Party

0n the evening of Friday, January 18, 1957,
Howard Thompson and Howard Keylor took the Los Angeles bus
from Stockton at 10:10 HI, arriving at Los Angeles at
approximately Thereupon they took a'S street
car to TTestem Ave^ getting off at 8th Street, they then'
walked to the Tfestgate Hotel at hh£

'

S . 7restem Ave. where
they procured a room, They left the' room at approximately

AH and walked to the Park Jianor, at 607 S. ¥estern,
going to the second floor where they were met by Fudie Lambert
and Louise Todd, whereupon they were allowed to register. The
registration form consisted of the following:-

Name of Club
Name of County
Name of person
Age
How long in Party
Union member or not

A
“later report to the convention disclosed the

follovangt-

193 total registered
Los Angeles 113
San Francisco 32
East Bay 21
Others 27

Delegates and alternates
« II tt

» ii tt

ti it ii

’'There were 66 union members and 99 non-union
members, the rest did not state.

"The convention convened at approximately lOiOO
AH. Schneiderman greeted the delegates and a ^Charley* was
elected Chairman of that session and Bemiece as Secretary*
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•‘The proposed agenda was accepted with the
exception of ’No. 19 being moved to No. l£. (Agenda
enclosure #1.)

“There mas the election of committees by County
Gaucus. These were as listed in the Agenda, item No. 6.

“After this had talcen place, a report was given
by ¥illiam Schneiderman (copy enclosed, enclosure #2) which
v/as a statement On policy questions covering trade unions
work, negro work, political action and the fight for peace.

“Lunch recessed at 12:30 PM. Sandwiches and
coffee were sold to the delegates.

“The' convention reconvened at 1:30 PM. There
was a report of the Rules Committee and adoption of Convention
rules and procedures,

/
“A1 Richmond galre a special report on the financial

status of the People* s World, with the recommendation that it go
to a weekly* After a great amount of discussion by the Los
Angeles delegates, under the leadership of 1Sadie*, it was
brought to a vote with 119 for the change to a weekly, 26
against and I4 abstaining.

“The report of the Credentials ^committee gave
information previously stated in this report*

"Discussion and action on the Resolutions
Committee report continued until 6:00 PIC. at* which time the
convention recessed for dinner intil 8:00~BI, and at that time
the discussion continued. It was later agreed that copies of
all resolutions accepted by this convention would be mailed to
all _clubs, ’ The meeting adjourned at 10:00 PM and reconvened
Sunday at 9:00 AM.

-
3
"
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"County delegation caucus T were held Sunday

from 9:00 AM to 10:00 AH, at which time delegates to the

National Convention were chosen* All persons thus chosen

as delegates to the National “Convention were later accepted

by the convention as a whole *

"later in the convention in the" voting for

delegates at large, the following persons were chosen as

delegates and alternates

"Bill Schneiderman 110 votes
"Louise Todd 99 "

"A1 "Richmond 73
"

"Bill Low 52 "

"Balt (Sharp?) 50 «"

"Adam Lapan 28 "

"Some of the persons at the convention were:

" Micky Lima
Leo Barroway
A1 Richmond
lludie Lambert
Louise Todd '

Barney Neveto, Marysville
Bobbie 1 ' Hobertson, Hodesto Club

Del Berg, " "

ICen Howard
Howard Keylor, Stockton Club

Howard Thompson, " "

Bill Schneiderman
Bill Low__

T.
ralt " Stock

A. 0. Bell
Sam Kicks'

Bill Keedy (Karin County?)

Bob Linsley
Lee Kutnik
Vera Ballard *s father
Lynn Childs*
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’’The convention adjourned at 5*30 PM Sunday to
reconvene on March 16 and 17* 1957, following the National
Convention,

“At the Los Angeles bus depot, Barney Deveto
and Bobbie Robertson were waiting for 'the bus when they
met Howard Thompson and Howard Keylor. During the wait
for’ the bus* there was not much discussion on the convention.
Deveto, ICeylor and Thompson caught the 7*^5 FM but, but
Robertson was unable to get on this bus ans had to catch
a later one'* Deveto stated that he had to""maxe a report
on the convention to the Sacramento Club* It was tentatively
agreed between Thompson and Deveto that they would drive down
to the next convention meeting. It was further agreed that
the Thompsons would drive up to MarrysvIHe to see Deveto*

"M
b7D

SF l60l|.~S was contacted by HA HCBERT SAVAGE on
2/8/57 and on 3/19/57* regarding above convention* Informant
was able to verify listed persons as being present from photos
furnished by Los Angles Office*along with prior personal
acquaintances with these people*

ACTION : Pile
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PitoBOSED A023DA

SEC.JO SESSION SIATE 00iTV?.‘!®I0H

:;areh 16 - 17

0

SATORDAY

Registration of & el< gates 9 a»n* to XO

Convene-
ut? oj\oAin<3 convention by Vim* £ch&Eldorcanf State Ohmsn#

Flection of Convention Chairman

Election c>f jfl^crotary

Election of cAvantion Committees
(a) Roles\nd Procedure Committee
(b) Credentials and balloting committee
(o) Resolutions end Program of Action cormitt.ee
(d) Committee on State Structure

Opening Report by Vta* Sehneiderman on behalf of State Committee

Presentation of draft Program of Action

(Lunch Recess X p+m* to S p*m*)

Discussion on Program of Action 2 p*m* to 4 p*n#

Reading and discussion on draft resolution **03E lEABPRSHIP1* 4 turn. to 6 p«ri #

Report bjr Balloting Committee on procedure in election of Hat »1 Comm* members

(Dinner Recess 6:30 p*m* to 8 p.m,

)

cowpimo;* con^ws^m a p*m* to 10 p.m* to io S3o p*m*
(’2aXs to include meetings of the Hesolutions and Program of Action
Committee* Committee on State Structure and the Balloting Committee*
if necessary)*

SUNDAY

COMITY CACC'iSES 9;30 a*m* to 11:30 a em» - to make nominations for members

of the Rational Committee*

Report and discussion on Si'AiL SiRdClUHi: 11:30 a.m* to 1 p*zi.

(Lunch Recess 1 p,m* to 2 p*m.)

EPiCXATi oxo :k or bdSIuESS • Abomination and election of members of t h- XO

Report and discussion Program of Action and othor Resolutions

Action on ysattors resulting from deoiaion on State Structure (whatever
the outcome on this question)#

AOJOCRNHEi^P 5:30 p*m.

# * & # # <#,
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Credentials Report

Total number of delegates - 141
' Los Angeles - 63

San Francisco - 36
Last Bay - 19
Small counties* - 23

^Includes; San Diego, Santa Barbara, Larin, Santa Clara,
Fresno 4 San Joaquin, Tulare, San Mateo, Riverside, San Bern-
ardino, Sonoma, Humboldt, and Yuba.

18 to 25 years -

£5 to 35 — JS

35 to 50 - £

over 50 - £

Time in Party

1-5 years - 8
6 -10 - 23
11 - 20 -4 52
over 20 - 27

T.TJ. Membership - 75

Resolution on Rational Minorities

Whereas; there are more than 14 million foreign-born within the
__United States, and
"whereas ; the" hative-borh~a^hend£uTt^of trie'se foreign-born - -

enen unto the 1st and 2nd generations are affected by the
discrimination, deportation and persecution of their fore-
bears under the Walter-KeCarran Ace, and, in the case of
those of Chinese, Japanese and Filipino origin, racial dis-
crimination as well, and

Whereas? these National Groups and their descendants still
have ties with the country of their origin; and

Whereas; with the rising importance of events in Europe, Asia
and the Middle East, certain national groups are being wooed
by our government with the aim of aiding United States foreign
policy, and

Whereas; the Party has underestimated the importance of this
question and nas made some grievous errors, therefore be it

Resolved: that the CPUSA. should analyze the history and present
status of the National Groups in our country ;;and be it further

Resolved? that the districts tahe appropriate organisational
steps to coordinate the work of minorities and implement the
above, and be it finally

Resolved; tint the National Committee be informed of this reso-
lution for appropriate action.

Resolution Adopted as Amendment to Program of

Our Party, despite its crisis, is still the strongest
organized force for socialism in the United States. As our
program is applied and developed, the basis is laid to rein-
vigorate the Party, strengthen and build it. Those who have
dropped or become inactive are needed by the Part} to realize
this possibility and we are confident that the Party remains
the most effective channel through which they can express
their beliefs.
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As a special aspect of this problem:
There are groups of socialist minded youth and young adults

formerly in the L1L which has now been disbanded. The com-
mittee recommends xxx that the districts take immediate »teps
to maintain contact with and to develop a program for these
groups, and where possible to recruit them, and where they
are already in the party that immediate steps be taken to .

assign them to clubs.

We should also seek to develope continued relations with those
socialist minded individuals who are not at this time following
the path of (joining or rejoining our Part}

,
on the discussiom of

immediate issues.

Resolution Adopted as Amendment to Program of Action Report

The most pressing issue-in American life today continues to
be the struggle of the Negro people and their white supporters
for Negro equality and an end to the terror in the South. Rot
a day passes without new dramatic actions, especially by the
Negro people themselves in the South, (The Negro student body
at Alcorn, Mississippi.) The point has been reached where
Southern Negro leaders have raised the possibility of a mass
xxx pilgrimage to Washington if Eisenhower fails to act.

Nationally , the struggle centers around two main demands:

1) For Federal intervention against the White Citizens Council
violence; for Eisenhower to speakout against the terror and
for prompt enforcement of the Supreme Cou±t desegregation
decisions

;

2) For immediate passage of Federal civil rights legislation.
All democratic-minded forces are convinced that late March,
April and May is the crucial period in the fight for these
demands.
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-Decisions on State Co-ordination
Unanimously adopted J&arch 16-17, Second Session State Convention

1. A California Coordinating Council shall be organized to carry

out' statewide- coordinating of these specific investigations, consult-

ations, analyses and ’implementations of policy which may be assigned

to the Council by the -Northern and Southern Districts, This coordinat-

ing Council is to be responsible to the Districts Councils and does

not supersede their authority.

2. On Statewide problems and questions such as:

a. Statewide electoral and legislative questions

b. Questions pertaining to the statewide labon movement
and federations

c. Questions pertaining to statewide coordination and
questions of the Negro people.' s movement and other
minorities.

d. Questions ef agriculture,

e. Questions' of youth.

f. etc.

The coordinating council will have the responsibility for the

developing of statewide policies and approaches, including the calling

together of caucuses or other forms involving people in these speci-

fic fields of work.

3. vVe consider at least for the coming period, tne press presents

special problems and requires a special approach. We propose:

1. Statewide Press committee to be established by the State

Coordinating Council,.

We recommend tne following composition of this -committee;

a. Chairman of the IJorth^r and Chairman of the Southern

Districts. ;

. b. .one at large from the North and' one at large from the

South. .

e.' One .rep* from Editorial from the North and 1 from South

d. One rep. from management from the North and 1 from Souhh.

. The press committee is to have responsibility for overall prob-

lems of circulation and the broadening of support for the paper aid

of advising oh policy questions, of the paper.

4. The size of the state coordinating council is to be 12, six of

whose members are to come from the Northern California District and

six from the Southern California District. It is the sense of the
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committee that included among these six will he at least a minimum

of those members from eacfr district who have the major responsibility s

in their districts, members of the State Co-ordinating. Coundil shall

be designated by the respective districts. The State Co-ordinating

Council shall have co-chairman, one from the North ana one from the

South. (The Council will determine whatever other officers or forms

of coordination ie, trade union caucuses, Hegro caucuses, etc. that

it deems necessary in performing its function.) The overall committ-

ee to meet at least three times a year, the first meeting to be held

within three weeks after the completion of the district conventions*

Continuation of Report on Structural Committee .

1, The first meeting of the State Coordination Council should be

held within three weeks after the conclusions of the District Conventions

2. Problems of interim leadership;

Pending the conclusion of the District Conventions, we are confronted

with a number of problems that require an interim leadership. A speci

ial problem is faced by Northern California which consists of a con-
is

siderably larger number of Party Organizations. This especially

true in regard to the setting up of the District convention, and

therefore we make a special proposal to deal with this Northern

California Problem.

1, That separate caucus meetings be held during this final con-

vention session; hast Bgy San Pnancisco, Santa Clara, 1st

Congressional, and Sacramento-San Joaquin,

a. That these caucuses will elect representatives to a

Northern California convention arrangements committee.

b. That this convention committee will have the respons-

ibility for setting the dates of the Dist. Conv.
,
the sequence of

Conventions, as well as the proposed agenda for the convention. This

committee will also..prepare the preliminary for the internal structure

of the Northern California district to be presented to the district

convention. It is urged that the caucuses held this afternoon re-

flect, as much as possible, their thinking on these questions so as t

enable their representatives to bring their thinking to the convent-

ion arrangement committee.
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The basis of representation to the convention arrangements

committee is proposed to be as £ollows:San Francisco. 3; East Bay 3;

Santa Clara 1; 1st Congressional 1; Sacramento -San- Joaquin 1,

3. Hecommendation that the District Conventions meet and act on elect-

ions to the National Committee in time to meet requirements set by

the National Coma&ntion. The timing and working out of this and

other problems to be discussed in the Districts and to be decided by

the Convention Arrangements Committee* (Southern California can work

out their own methods of determining date of convention.)

4. That the present State Officers, that is, those who now constitute

the secretariat, continue in office and help in any problems of trane

sit.ion until the holding of the District Conventions, at the complet-

ion of which the distance of the present State Offices will be ter-

minated.

5. It is understood that all of the above is dependant upon the National

Committee approval of the 2 district set-up.

6. Auditing:

It is proposed that an auditing committee be established to go over

the present State books and financial records, prepare^financial

statement, for approval and action, to the 2 Districts. We propose

that the committee consist of the following: X representative from

each of the following counties: Los Angeles, East Bay, San Francisco.,

7. Two resolutions wre presented to the structural committee by the

small county areas with, the request that we refer these to the North*,

ern California- District Convention. Xhe Qommit-tee- acted on this and

recommends .that the Convention approve the motion 'to refer.

S. That a time now he set aside for fchucus meetings this afternoon

to act on those necessary proposals flowing' out of ' agreement of this

convention of the above recommendations.

We propose separate caucus meeting for the following: San Francisco,

East bay, Santa Clara, 1st Congressional ,District
, Sacramentp-San Joa-

quin, and Southern California.

9. That personnel of the PW Editorial Board and representatives of

the District leadership have responsibility for editorial policy of

the paper.
'

' '
'

, .
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whether tney are able to fulfill their responsibilities in accordance

with the political criteria we have indicated.

At the National Convention 3 Californians werec§lected among the

SO §,t~large members. These were Charlene Alexander, a Negro Woman

youth leader^ from Los Angeles; Dorothy Nealy, present chairman of , .

the Los Angeles party ;and A1 Hichmond, editor of the People's World,

of San Francisco. With these 3, the 5 to be elected should constitute

a representative group,, capable of continuing and expanding Californ-

ia's role in the struggle to deepen the unity of the party

*

##*

Hesolution on Factionalism

adopted by Convention.

Whereas, we should keep open debate to guarantee full and free

expression so that there may be a healthy resolution of our

ideological differences, and

Whereas, we must make a sharp distinction between ideological

differences whicn inevitably come about ana must be debated out,

and factional activity on the basis of such differences, and

Whereas, the National Convention was marred by the participation

of some delegates in factional groups, and

Whereas, any continuation of such factional activities as were

present at the National Convention would be disastrous to the

unity of the party and its ability to carry out the convention

program,

Therefore be it resolved, that the 16th Convention ot the Communis^

Party o£ California now in session condemns organized factionalism

and demands tbat.all factional groupings be discontinued in accordance

with the National Constitution, and tht the Party proceed to carry

put the mandate of the National Convention.



Drafit Memorandum on readership Questions

(This draft memo was referred to the coming district conventions
by the second session of the state convention. ' The election of the
California members of the National Committee will be conducted at the
District conventions, three in the Northern and two in the Southern

Districts. The District conventions will also act on the election of
a District chairman and such other officers as it may decide, and the
members of the District committee. This memo should be considered in
relation to all of these elections.)

leadership is one of the major questions confronting this con-

vention. The convention will probably act only on the election of 5

National Committee members from California* hence, these observations

are directed mainly to the National Committee eletions, but tie ap-

proach determined by the convention will have some bearing on leader-

ship questions in the counties, and on the state as well, whatever tie

final decision on the state structure may be* in this regard, some escell-

ent points for consideration were made in iHartha Stone’s article In the

National Discussion Bulletin No. 4/

While leadership was similiarly a central matter before the Nation-

al Convention, less preparation had been made in developing a policy

and direction than on any other major question. We must correct this

shortcoming to the extent that we can at this convention.

A discussion on leadership was opened in the first session of

the State Convention, The report of William Schneiderman for the State

Committee stated.!,

"Futhermore , while this session of the convention will not
be called upon to deal as yet with the question of leadership
to reflect the changes in the party, the delegates and the
whole party must start giving the utmost thought to this
question, in relation to the National Convention in February

,

anu the election of National, state and county leadership*
It would be well that from the clubs on up, this question is
thoroughly discussed so that j&ou will be prepared to act on
your conclusions when these queations come before you."

As a result, some counties have established leadership committees

which have begun to explore an approach to the question. And we can

draw on some of the conclusions of the National Convention as an aid

in developing an approach for our convention.

The conclusions and direction of the National Convantion must

be the staiting point for the election of leadership. The line which

energed from the National Convention called for a creative approach

to the interpretation and application of Karxism-Ieninism to our count-

ry! for a mass li£e which recignized left sectarianism as the main dan-

ger; and for the democratization of our Party. We should Judge which

cpmrades can and will fight for this line in the party. The struggle



to strengthen party unity around the convention decisions will continue

for some times Sectarianism in our party is very deep' rooted. It will

be overcome not only by continued debate - but by the fight to carry

out a correct mass line in practice*

This convention must mdse a start in the process of refreshing

the leadership. The present situation in the party requires that we

seek a proper combination of old and new forces to constitute the lead-

ership. fill should be judged not only by their experience, but also

their ability to fight for basic changes in the party's method of work

and concept of its leading role, by their ability to learn from the

membership and the mads movement.

An important part of our overall policy must be a fight to place

new forces inti leadership. In this regard, however, we do not belioe

tne approach should be adopted that the way to refresh the leadership

is to throw out all the old, nor the theory that only the leadership

is sectarian and only the rank and file has a mass approach. This is

a dangerously over-simplifibed statement which poses the rank and file

against the leadership iri^ distorted way which is not helpful to the

party.

The bringing forward of new forces into leadership is hampered

by our lack of cadre development in the past, by the losses of Valu-

able forces, and by the security problems facing comrades in industry

or certain mass organizations. In the present semi-legal status of the
not

party, we are/going to overcome the security problem overnight, espec-

ially in regard to national and state levels of leadership. It will

be a process, for which we must have a policy and orientation that the

whole party will fight for, until we have more thoroughly transformed

the leading corps to reflect the needs of the party.

Neverless, there is a "cadre Pool" which we can take as our

starting point, from the present actives of the party. This would in-

clude the following categories, divided for convenience although they

sverlap one another; (1) Members of State and County Committees; (3)

ITon-functionary actives &£ county, section, and club level; <3) Shop

and trade union forces; (4) Negro forces; (5) Actives in mass organi-

zations and communities.

We should try systematically to promote the most promising com-

rades, based on their performance, and with some judgement on where

tney would fit best; whether at county, state or national level, antff
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OFFICE JMOT UNITED STATES GO?M^T

TO 2 SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-1188?)

FR-OMs S'A ROBERT F* SAVAGE

SUBJEGTs CF, USA, DISTRICT 13
internal ssctmxrr^t?^^

li/22/57

SF 160U“S, who has furnished reliable information in
past, on h/2/$7 furnished SA ROBERT F, SAVA® with two documents
concerning the Second Session of the Communist Party State Convention,

held in San Francisco, California on 3/16,17/57* The first docftsnent

is entitled "PROPOSED AGENDA - SECOND SESSION STATE CCTOJNTXCN -
March 16-17” and was received by SF 160U-S via nail on 3/11/5? * The

second document is the report of the actions taken at the State

Convention and received by SF 160U-S on 3/30/57 mail* This

document sets forth the resolutions passed, as well as the credentials

report and the ” Draft Memorandum on teadership Questions These

documents will be maintained in
b7D

SF l60lt="S on h/2/57 orally advised SA ROBERT SAVAGE that

those representing the Valley counties at the Convention on 3/16^X7/57

were, as follows t

BERNARD BeVETO and LILLIAN RANSOMS from Marysville

HOT® KEILCR and HOWARD THOMPSON from Stockton
ESSX* BERG from Modesto
FRANK GOT® from Fresno
Negro from Sacramento (barber| has three man chop).

5F 1601HS further advised on U/2/57 that Sacramento Is not
holding meetings at the present t£me« Informant further advised that

the next State Convention is to be held on lj/13/57 at San Francisco *

ACTONS FILE,

H
B^mlw (11)

CCS I IfSF 160U“3)
100-21286 (CP SAN JOAQUIN CO,)

100-26388 (CP STANISLAUS CO,)

100-21287 (CP BUTTE C0 B )

100-2623? (CF MEMBERSHIP)

100-30717 (CP PARTT LOT)
100-253l|.7 (CP POLITICAL ACTIVITIES

100-27988 [
100-3UOlj (CP OTA GO,)

100-36363 (CP SUTTER CO,

100-1797% (cp sflfiHfliffnm op.

100-273U8
100=31391
100=295061—
LOS ANGELEa

b6
b7C
b7D
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rest of tho nesting was devoted to a report on
the last session of the State Convention which was held in
San Francisco on ilarch 16th and 17th.

1JX£ notification of the date for the Northern District
Conference is not received before liarch 27thJ&e next naotturr
will be held on April 3rd and at that tte delegates to the
Conference will he elected.

«/J

SF I60it-S orally advised SA SAVA<® on h/9/$7 that the
CP State Convention is to he held in San Francisco on h/13/57
and that HOSSTAHD SHOKPSOU and ICLTJ im 2H<MStaf will he the
delegate and alternate frosa the San Joaquin County CP* In-
formant could furnish no further information.

b7D
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SAC, m PRAHCISCO (140-2531) April 19, 1957

SA ROBERT P. SAVAGE

FMKA VELMA HALL, aka.

fiGE

Re memo 3A JACK 8 . BAKER dated April 16, 1957.

At Stockton, California

The following Investigation was conducted by S/i

ROBERT F. SAVAGE on April 17, 1957*

SF 1604-S whom have furnished

reliable Information in the past and are familiar with Commun-

ist Party activities in the Stockton, California, area, advised

SA FQBEET F. SAVAGE on April 17, 1957, that ROtfENA HALL is

not known to then and that they had no knowledge of her ever

being connected with the CP at Stockton, California.

There is no record for toctcr C.A. THOMPSON in the

records of the Stockton telephone Books or Stockton City

Directories from 19^9 to present.

Mr. BOYD TEO'PSON, Secretory of the San Joaquin

County Medical Society, 936 North Commerce, advised on April 17,

1957, that there has been no Doctor C.A. THOMPSON in San

Joaquin County for the past twenty years, he stated that

there is no Doctor THOMPSON in Stockton, California, at the

present time, and that there has net been a Doctor THOMPSON

for several years.

Hr* SIMPSON EOBNACE, President of Austin Brothers

Wholesale Hardware at 301 South Aurora, advised on April 17,

1957, that POWEiiA HALL was employed by this firm as a secre-

tary from April 25, 19^9, to September 1G, 19M-9* He stated

that he does not know the reason she left; however, her

employment was satisfactory, ana that there is nothing re-

b7D
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fleeting on her character, loyalty, habits, or associates.

He stated that she is eligible for re-emplopent.

Mrs, MUFL BALDWIN, Secretary at Austin Brothers

Hardware advised on April 17, 1957. that the employee con-

ducted herself in a good manner while employed by this

company, and that she considers her to be a person of very

good character, loyalty, habits, and associates,

Additional leads set out in this case are being

covered, and a separate memorandum will be submitted by

SA DALY or WHITE.

-2-
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5/2/57SAC., San Francisco (100-20472;

SI UChLUT F. AAVACC

lAVlhg JQh'K JILB&iX

The fo lie * in : i ritten reoort was furnished to SA
nOVZUS F . &AVAGC on 4/10/57, by SF 1604-S, who has furnished
rel ialfi e information in the past. This report, dated 4/9/57,
is set out verbatim, an.! the original is minted ned in

trUeport on the Co’ Hunist Party
Stock ton

,
Cal i fo rn i

a

April 9, 1957

Jt0n Fowhiy evening, April 1, 1957, Hv'.Aun and ItLh
Ih'tu rueUfbeh drove over to Tracy to visit JACA JilhAAt . They
arrived at hir. hone at about 6:30 IF. and stayed for about 1
hour.

"They infer ed him of the fact that ilOb’Ahi) UFYU'tt
had jono to San Francisco several tines to ncct with the
arr urje oats cos i ttoe for the Northern district convention
and had not in horned the Club of his intentions of doing so.
Since this was the type of thing m Flab va? in the habit of
doin ; in the past it vac ju*g jested that it ai Ait be wise
to change delegates for the convention which will be held on
April 13th and JlLDhaT a- reed to this.

lJ.

P
3F 160!—b orally advised S\ A, ''JUT F. jAYaCVd on

4/15/57, that the Northern district convention referred to in
the renort is the Northern District Cor unis t Party convention
and the Club is the an Joaquin County Coiur-imist Party*
Infer-ant advised that all persons referred to in this report
are . > beru of the Fan Jo 1 p.o n County CP,

Action. Pile.

- San Francisco
1 00-20472
cc;

JOC-IM5CT
100-21286

iU’Ssjhd (,11)

t
c 11604-'

w\ imi
\

Km4bV- i





district Cu;.VL*/n

^

aijcu^kts
Ca^ILi^h

Larch 81, 1957.

Ppestnt$ San Irancisco 3: Last Lay 3; Santa ClaraJ: 1st CD 1; San Joaquin
. Volley 1.

Decisions s

1. hold a one aay convention for the district, including in o^emu
district structure, leadership, and at least one political report.

2. Date Dor convention Saturday, April 15, Try to secure either
xd.aiij.sh hall in Berkeley or the St. George hall.

3. Representation should be elected directly from clubs on the basis
of 1 lor evciv 5 members or major fraction thereof, (lor lar^e
counties

*
this i^oiud moan tac delegates to the county conventions

plus tui delegates elected at lai^e^to the state convention)

4 • iitj^nda :

a) ^strict Structure

L/ Leadership

c; K&purt on present situation in labor ueveioping aroung tnc
ieaustor investigation txu an approach policy

,

5. Sub-committees established to prepare convention reports:

a) Structure (Lb, SB'
1

, Darin, Santa Clara, Valley)

b) Leadership (Lb, 3F, Larin, Santa Clara, Valley)

c) Labor report (Lichee, Joe).

i.ote: it was understood &hd stated that each sub-comfittuj was
autiioriaeu to involve any other comrades required to accomplish
the^r tasks.

6.

Conventi^n Resolutions:

a) Sub-committee established to go v&r resolutions referred from
the state convention; and to receive ai$ resolutions coming in
bei ore Jn& district convention. (Roscoe, lien)

b) Clubs, sections, counties, etc. should be encouraged to sand in
resolutions, especially directed to the main points on the
convention agenda.

7. Recoumendea that discussions in toe organisation on the program
of action be hs.ld in advance , based on report as ammended by
State Convention,

8. K< - Letter directed to committee read. Counties urged to revi'
circulation drive; securing loans; and tne coming financial cr

ireurment of the P;y in tne agenda of District Convention ver

to next meeting.
9. hext meotinw - monday , x^pril 1, 3PD at Labor School



Report on the Communist Part}
Stockton, California
April 9, 1957

There was a meeting of the Communist Part} of San Joaquin
County at the Howard Thompson home on Wednesday evening, April 5, 1957.
Those present ht the meeting were:

Howard and Lulu Mae Thompson
Howard and Evangeline he} lor
Jack J'ilbert

Jack Gilbert had dinner with the Thompsons and the Keylors
arrived at about 8:10 PM. Howard he^lor formulated an agenda and
opened the meeting at about 8:15 PM, No dues were collected and the
next item on the agenda was a report b} Howard he}lor an the activi-
ties of the Arrangements committee for the Northern District Convention
which will be held April 13th. He reported that the proposed structure
for the district would be to elect a &roup of 21, seven of these to be
elected at large at the coming convention and the other 14 to be elected
in the districts:

4 from the East Bay
4 from San Francisco
3 from Santa Clara
2 from 1st congressional
1 from San Joaquin-Sacramento Valley

Representation at the Convention will be based on 1 delegate
and 1 alternate for each 5 members or major fraction thereof. Keylor
said it had been suggested that the representative from the Valley to
the new 11 board “ be nominated by caucus at the convention and then elected
b} referendum, -but that the convention be asked to authorize a valley
convention to set up an operating structure for the valley. Lulu Mae
Thompson then stated that the whole thing seemed to have been “cut and
dried** without the Clubs having much to sa} and she did not approve.
She also objected to the fact that Howard He} lor had neglected to re-
port to the Club on the fact that he intended to take an active part ii

the arrangements committee *s plans arid that he had failed to let the
Thompsons know of the date set for the convention when he had reported
it to the other Club members. There was quite a lengthy debate on

these subjects and this was followed b} the election of delegates.
Howard Thompson was elected unanimously as the delegate and Lulu Mae
Thompson defeated Jack Jilbert and Howard Ke}lor ior alternate.

The Club tnen decided to support someone from the former State
leadership for membership on the new “board 11 who would be sympathetic
to the problems faced in the valley. ^Those^chosen to be supported were
Rudie Lambert, Louise Todd, Wes Bodkin, and Bob Lindsey.

Keylor gave Lulu Mae Thompson a copy of the minutes of the
Arrangements Committee for March 21st to read and he forgot to take
it home (copy enclosed)*

At the suggestion of the Thompsons Keylor aaid a resolution
would be presented at the convention which would incorporate the idea
of electing the valley delegate at the meeting authorized for organ-



tlie valley into a compact group.

The next meeting will be held at the Kejlor home on Wednesday
evening* April 10, 1957.

b7D



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, San Francisco (100-21286) DATE: 5/2/57

FROM: SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
IS

The following written report was furnished to SA
ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 4/10/57, by SF 1604-S, who has furnished
reliable information in the past. This report, dated 4/9/57,
concerns a meeting of the San Joaquin County Communist Party
held at Lathrop, California on 4/3/57. Tb
verbatim and the original is maintained in

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

April 9, 1957

"There was a meeting of the Communist Party of San
Joaquin County at the HOWARD THOMPSON home on Wednesday evening,
April 3, 1957. Those present at the meeting were:

"HOWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON
HOWARD and EVANGELINE KEYLOR
JACK JILBERT

"JACK JILBERT had dinner with the THOMPSONS and the
KEYLORS arrived at about 8:10 PM. HOWARD KEYLOR formulated an
agenda and opened the meeting at about 8:15 PM. No dues were
collected and the next item on the agenda was a report by HOWARD
KEYLOR on the activities of the Arrangements committee for the
Northern District Convention which will be held April 13th. He
reported that the proposed structure for the district would be

'

to elect a group of 21, seven of these to be elected at large
at the coming convention and the other 14 to be elected in the b7D
districts:



SF 100-21286
RFSrjhd

r,4 from the East Bay
4 from San Francisco
3 from Santa Clara
2 from 1st congressional
1 from San Joaquin-Sacramento Valley

"Representation at the Convention will be based on
1 delegate and 1 alternate for each 5 members or major fraction
thereof. KEYLOR said it had been suggested that the represen-
tative from the Valley to the new "board" be nominated by
caucus at the convention and then elected by referendum, but
that the convention be asked to authorise a valley convention
to set up an operating structure for the valley. LULU MAE
THOMPSON then stated that the whole thing seemed to have been
"cut and dried" without the Clubs having much to say and she
did not approve. She also objected to the fact that HOWARD
KEYLOR had neglected to report to the Club on the fact that he
intended to take an active part in the arrangements committee*

s

plans and that he had failed to let the THOMPSONS know of the
date set for the convention when he had reported it to the
other Club members. There was quite a lengthy debate on these
subjects and this was followed by the election of delegates.
HOWARD THOMPSON was elected unanimously as the delegate and LULU
MAE THOMPSON defeated JACK JILBERT and HOWARD KEYLOR for
alternate.

"The Club then decided to support someone from the
former State leadership for membership on the new "board" who
would be sympathetic to the problems faced in the valley.
Those chosen to be supported were RUDIE LAMBERT, LOUISE TODD,
WES BODKIN, and BOB LINDSEY.

"KEYLOR gave LULU MAE THOMPSON a copy of the minutes
of the Arrangements Committee for March 21st to read and he
forgot to take it home (copy enclosed).

"At the suggestion of the THOMPSONS, KEYLOR said a
resolution would be presented at the convention which would
incorporate the idea of electing the valley delegate at the
meeting authorised for organising the valley into a compact
group.

"The next meeting will be held at the KEYLOR home on
Wednesday evening, April 10, 1957.

M/sJ
b7D
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SF 1604-S orally advised SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on
4/15/57, that HOWARD and LULA MAE THOMPSON represented San
Joaquin County Communist Party at the State CP convention
held on 4/13/57 at San Francisco, California", Informant
further advised that the valley CP members are voting for
their representatives (2) to the State Committee and that
HOWARD THOMPSON has been designated by MI OKIE LIMA to receive
and count the. votes.

ACTION, File

-3 -
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SAC, San Francisco (100-21286) 5/2/57

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

C? ACTIVITIES, SAK JOAQUIN COUNTY

The following written report was furnished to SA

ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 4/17/57, by SF 1604-S, who has furnished

reliable information in the past* This report, dated 4/17/57,

concerns a meeting of the San Joaquin County Communist Party

held at Stockton, California on 4/10/57, The r

out verbatim, and the original is maintained in

"Report oh the Communist Party

Stockton, California

April 17, 1957

"There was a meeting of the Communist Party Club of

San Joaquin County at the HOWARD KEYLOR home on Wednesday evening,

April 10, 1957, Those present were:

"HOWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON

HOWARD and EVANGELINE KEYLOR

The Club Chairman, HOWARD KEYLOR called the meeting

to order at about 8:15 PM and the following persons paid dues:

WARD KEYLOR $10,00

EVANGELINE KEYLOR ,50

HOWARD THOMPSON 3,00

LULU MAE THOMPSON .50

These dues were for the month of March,

"The balance of the meeting was devoted to a dis-

cussion of plans for the convention which is to be held in

San Francisco on April 13th, and to suggestions for the

organization of the Northern District and the Sacraraento-

San Joaquin Valley organization,



SF 100-21286

RFSijhd

"It was decided to have the next meeting on Wed-

nesday evening, April 24, 1957, unless something of importance

comes up at the convention that will need attention before

that date,

SF 16G4-S was thoroughly interviewed by SA ROBERT

F. SAVAGE on 4/24/57, and could furnish no additional infor-

mation.

ACTION; File,

-2-





Recommendations on District Urbanization

Submitted by District Committee Arrangements Committee

SIZE AMD COMPOSITION OF DISTRICT COMMITTEE

A committee of 21 members is proposed, of which one third, or seven mem«
hers, are to be ejected at large at the District Contention,

The remaining two thirds, or fourteen members, are to be elected direct-
ly from the counties. The basis of representation is roughly, but not

.

strictly prppprjional^with^c-Qnaldfer^-i^giLig^n^o-Aiia^m^o^^^^-^^area xn tne axstrTetTMa 3or empnasTsnas been placed on guaranteeing
representation from all aresa. The proposed number from each area, and
the suggested method of election, follows:

a) San Francisno - 4. To be elected at County Convention,

b) East Bay' - 4. To be elected at Regional Convention.

c) 1st Congressional District - 3, 1 from Marin, 1 from Sonoma, and 1
from Humboldt-Iendocino. To be elected at County Conventions.

d) Santa Clara-Santa Cruz - 2. To be elected at Santa Clara County
convention, at which Santa Cruz could be represented.

e) San Joaquin Valley - 1. Nominations to be made in Valley Caucus at
District Convention, elections to be by referendum vote of all clubs
in the area.

2. DISTRICT OFFICERS

a) Recommend that the District Chairman be elected at the District Con-
vention

b) Recommend that the full District Committee should be authorized to

decide upon and elect whatever other officers ina} he needed,

c) Recommend that tne 7 members of the District Committee elected at
large should serve as an interim board untilfe ,the election of the full
21 members is completed. The full committee should then decide upon
the size of a feoard on a permanent basis, and elect such a board fmm
amongst its members.

d) Recommend that the Convention set a deadline for completion of elect-
ions to the District Committee; and that this deadline be 30 days
after the convention, or by May 15.

3. DISTRICT BI-LAWS

a) Recommend that the incoming District CbaifiM'bee should set up a com-
mittee to draft district by-laws to the Constitution; and that a
delegated conference to act upon by-laws be convened in about six
months

.

4* SPECIAL CONFERENCES

fi) Since many important fields-of-work have not, because of time
limitations, been thoroughly explored at the conventions, it is

' recommended that the incoming District Committee plan a number of
special delegated conferences for such discussions. Particular
attention is directed to the need for such a conference on youth
problems, as well as on other issues.

1



OFFICE i'lEi'IORAHDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-11889) DATE: Hay 9, 195?

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

CP, USA, DISTRICT 13

8 - Los Angeles (REG)
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The following written report was furnished to SA
ROBERT F* SAVAGE on April 17, 1957, by San Francisco l60lj.-S,

who has furnished reliable information in the past* This
report, dated April 17, 1957? concerns the Forthem California
District Communist Party Convention held on April 13? 1957?
at San Francisco, California* T

and the original is maintained i

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California
April 17? 1957

"There was a Northern district Convention of the
Communist Party on Saturday, April 13, 1957? in California
Hall, Poll: and Taylor Streets? San Francisco. The Northern
District of the organisation represents all Communist Party
members from Lindsey north* The Credentials Committee
report was not read before the convention so it is not
known how many were present, but following is a partial list
of those present at the session:

Loretta Stack
Walter Stack
Grace Forbes
Dave Forbes
Delmer Berg
Jim Ballard
Frank George
Joe Figaroto (spelling?)
Lillian Ransom
Howard Thompson
Lulu Mae Thompson
Barney DeVeto
Louise Todd
Rudie Lambert
A1 Richmond
Mason Robeson
Oleta 0>Connor Yates
Bill Schneiderman

—

2

—

I-Iickie Lima
Archie Brown
Bob Lindsey
Lynne Childs
Joe Morris
Laible
Billie Wachter
Ozao Morrow
Lee Kutnik
Tom MacPherson
Frances Fink
Ralph Tzaard
Merle Brotsky
Leo Barroway
Wes Bodkin
Ken Howard
Decca Treuhaf
Ernie Fox
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!! The convention was called to order by former

State Chairman, Bill Schneiderman at 10?30 AM, He stated

that the Party must continue to support FEPC and work to build

the circulation of the People's World,

"At lQslj#, Loretta Stack was elected as Chairman

of the Convention. Ozzo Morrow was elected sargaent-at-
arms and Ralph Izzard and Grace Forbes were elected as

secretary.

"The Chairman declared a 1$ minute recess for

caucuses. Each area elected one member to each of the

following committees;

Rules Committee
Press and Resolutions Committee
Elections and Balloting Committee

11 The Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley caucus elected

Howard Thompson as their chairman. Jelmer Berg stated he

was the arrange sent s committee representative to the Rules

Committee so he was chosen to represent the valley. Jim
Ballard of Lindsey was elected to the Press and Resolutions

committee and Frank George of Fresno to the Election and

Balloting Committee,

11 The convention was called to order and the

delegates elected to serve on these committees were excused

to meet together. During the time these committees were in

session, Joe Figaroto read a report on labor to the delegates

remaining in the hall.

"Oleta Yates then gave the report of the

arrangements committee on the proposed organization for

the Northern District (copy enclosed). The only change
made in the proposed organization was to make the District
Committee a committee of 22 members and the added member
was alloted to the Sacramento - San Joaquin Valley.

"A recess for lunch was declared at about 1:1$
PM and following lunch, Archie Brown was elected chairman

of the convnetion. The balloting committee, which had

-3-
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given a partial report just prior to lunch, completed
their report. The convention then voted that anyone running

for any office and not wanting their full name placed
before the convention and on the ballot, must be present
so they could be fully and personally identified by the

delegates.

"Following this action a recess was called for

caucuses to select nominees for the following offices:

3 national Committeemen
7 District Committee Members
1 District Chairman

"The Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley group caucused
with the Santa Clara-Santa Crus and 1st Congressional
District organizations and Bob JLindsey was made chairman
of the caucus. There were several naraes presented as

possible candidates for all offices and then the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Valley delegat .s left and held their own
caucus to nominate candidates for their own to be representative

to the District Committee, who will be elected by a

referendum vote. Those nominated were:

Howard 0. Thompson
Lulu Mae Thompson
Howard J'eylor
Delmer Berg
Jim Ballard
Barney DeVeto
Lillian Ransom

"The convention was caled to order and the
following persons were nominated for office:

District Chairman: Mickie Lima
national Committees

Mickie Lima
Bill Schneiderman
Laible
baiter Stack
Joe Figaroto
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District Committee!
Billie Wac liter

Louise Todd
A1 Stanley (not present)
02zo Morrow
Matt Crawford (not present)
Archie Brown
Joe Figaroto
Oleta Yates
Laible
Bill Sctaneiderman
Walter Stack
Lee Kutnick
Tom MacPherson
Martin L. (not present)
Frances Fink
A1 Richmond
Ralph l22ard

"While the ballots wpre being' printed- the nominees
were allowed the floor for 3 minutes each for acceptance
speeches. Following balloting and while the ballots were
being counted, A1 Richmond presented a report and resolution
on the proposed People ! s World fund drive* The proposed
quota is {>50,000 .00, &65>, 000.00 to be raise_ in the Southern
District, $26,000 in the Northern District and D9000 in
Oregon and ’Washington* This report was accepted with an
additional amendment- presented by Decea Treuhaf which
recommended the establishment of an advisory committee for
the paper, made up of Party and non-Party members.

"The report of the balloting committee was not
ready by 6:00 PM and the hall was rented for another hour.
Their report was made at about 6:30 PM and the following
people were declared elected:

District Chairman; Mickie Lima
National Committee Members:

Foe Figaroto
Mickie Lima
Bill Schneiderman

-5-
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District Committee Members:
Joe Figaroto
Archie Brown
Frances Fink
Oleta Yates
Bill Schneiderman
Louise Todd
Matt Crawford

nThe names are listed in the order of most votes

received.

uThe convention was closed at about 6;£0 PM and

Howard Thompson contacted the newly elected District Chair-

man, Mickle Lima about how to handle the election of the

District Committeemen from the Sacramento-San Joaquin

Valley area. He said, since Thompson was the elected
chairman of the Valley caucus, that the votes should be

mailed to him.

nDelmer Berg, who had ridden to the convention
with the Thompsons, returned to Sacramento with Barney
Deveto and Lillian Ransom.

//I 1

b7D

SF l6oi|-S orally advised SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on

April 2k 9 1957 * that the Valley counties, including Tulare

County north, will be included in the Northern District

of the Communist Party. Informant advised that Kern county
will be included in the Southern District of the Communist

Party.

ACTION: File
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SA ROBBST h SAVAGE

5/2^57

snsouzut
IS *R* JAPAN

Robulet dated 4/26/57 requesting that subject be Identified and

that it bi detwadnid if eubjeet it engaged in aotiiritiee ditrlwntal to

the beat interests of the United Statu.

8F 16M Ikva furnishedjalMi,
inforation in the pat, orally advised SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE onl I

that subject is not known to the San Joaquin County Couuidit Party and

hai not been engaged in CP or front group activities in this am.

m
MMiaiOTW

"111 review reccrda of INS at San Franoiwo re aubjeot to obottiui

background informtion and any state ante lade by subject to INS re foratr

Ruaetin PON status* [include aerials 1,2 At 3)

f3F

SEARCHED LjNDEXES.v ....
j

SERIA
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SAC, 3AN FRANCISCO (100-21286)

3A ROBERT F. SAVAGE

in

CP ACTIVITIES,
IS —0-

SAN JOAQUIN COTTNTY

Hie fallowing written, repert waa furnished to SA RC
F, SAVAGE on 6/3/5? fey 3? 160^-S, who has furnished pel labia
Inforaat ten in the past* This import, dated 5/27/5?* concerns
a masting of the San Joaquin County CP hold on 5/17/57 at Stoekton,
California* thfi rnnnirti fi yt out verbatin and the original is
maintained In I T

"Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California
May 27, 1957

"There was a meeting of the Gewnmiet Party Club of
san Joaquin County at the HOWARD KEYLQR home on Friday evening.
May 17* 1957 and the following persons were present}

HOWARD and EVANGELINE KEYLOR
HOWARD and LULU MAE THOMPSON

"After HOWARD KEYLQR called the meeting to order ha
asked LOLU MAE THOMPSON to give a report of the meeting of theDistriet Committee which was held In S*n Francisco on Sunday,
May 12* 1957*

~ **P*p there w&a a disouaaitm of thePeopleis Worid Fund drive and LUDU MAE THOMPSON reported that^e had turned in HOWARD THOMPSON'S first dayg pay and HOWARD
-* -* “• * wu-isrs .«

UAftrw
"HOWARD KEYLOR turned in the ballot

WOODS from Nevada*
received from DORA

"
Tl1® next Club meeting will be held at the KEYLOR »

a

on Friday evening* May 31, 195?

,
"HOWARD SEYLOR and MUD MAE TOMPSON were elected to

aSlSSiS T.xSJ,
m
S

”** roS«l«lng M«Urw of tho Sum.,,;

A/I

7^oo-«95o6
jT100-31Wl6

Bted to

r
RFS/er

j

£ 8 )

1 97-27 (m.

,

1 100-25085 (CP FUNDS)

b7D
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SF 16G1|4 w&e thoroughly interviewed by SA ROBERT F.

SAVAGE on 6/3/57 aad oould furnlih no additional information,

ACTION: File,
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM . UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : SAC, SAN FRANCISCO (100-11889) DATE: 6/20/57

FROM : SA ROBERT F* SAVAGE

SUBJECT: CP^USA, DISTRICT 13

SF 160I4-S, who has furnished reliable information in the past,
orally advised SA ROBERT F; SAVAGE on 6/10/57* that a Communist Party-

meeting was held on 6/9/57* at Lathrop, California, and that MICK3E LIMA,
Chairman of the Northern District of the CP in California, and CP leaders
from the various California Central Valley county CP clubs were present
at~this meeting, SF 160I1-S further advised that the purpose of this
meeting was to organise the CP clubs in the valley counties, informant
stated that the next valley conference is to be held on 6/30/57, at

Lathrop, California,

CC IsF 160U—

S

1

fab-iaua
—

100-31391
100-32000
100-273W3
100-36603
100-27988
100-300k6

ioo~3iiaU
100-36363
100-17989
100-21286
100-26388
100-277^7

(YUBA CO,, CP)

(CP, SUTTER CO.)
(CP, SACRAMENTO CO.)
(CP, SAN JOAQUIN CO.)
(CP, STANISLAUS CO.)
(CP ORGANIZATION)

CC: LOS AJGEIES (Vt fm/CI .

100-28272 1 |

100-16828 (CP, FRESNO CO.)
100-16827 (CP, TULARE CO.)

b6
hlC
b7D

REAS BY: _
REVIEWED BI

Se arched . . . I Indexed. . , :

Se ri aLised , l-.’,Filed . . .

JUNE 20 1957
FBI - SAN FRANCISCO

RFSsil

(20 )

#L1
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SF 100-11889
RFS:il

Copies of this memorandum are being designated to the case
files of those present at the above-mentioned CP meeting* Detailed
informant reports are being submitted in addition to this memo*

- 2 -
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WISE MEMGRAIOUM UNITED STATES QOVERBffilWT

TO: SAC,SF 7/0/57

FROM:, SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE

EE: CP ACTIVITIES, SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY

- The following written report was furnished, to SA ROBERT F

,

SAVA® on 6/12/57, by &F l6Q4~S, who has furnished reliable
information in the past* This report dated 6/ll/57, concerns a

meting of the San Joaquin County CP held on 6/7/57 at Stockton, Qalnfi

This report is set out verbatim and the original is maintained ini

“Report on the Comuni st Party
Stockton, California

June 11, 1957

M The Comunist Party Club of San Joaquin County held a

meeting at the Howard Keylor home on Friday evening, June 7, 1957.

The following people were presents

Howard and Lulu Mae Thompson
Howard and Evangeline Keylor

’’Lulu Mae Thomson collected the following dues:

Howard Keylor May §10*00
Evangeline Keylor 11 *50

Howard Thompson n §10.00
Lulu Mae Thompson " .50

"In the report on the People 1 S World Fund Drive, Howard

Keylor reported that Larry Kilmer had pledged §15*00, There was



t #

& 100-21266

no other report on the drive,

"The balance of the evaing was spent in planning the
agenaa for the meeting which will be held at the Thompson home on
Sunday June 9, 1957 to make plans for an organizing convention for
the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley Clubs. There was some discussion
of what forms this organisation should take and several proposals
were advanced to present to the meeting,

"There was no date set for the next meeting,"

f 1604-S orally advised SA ROIERT F, QkVACE on 6/26/57 that
LARRX ilIIidSR has not been at CP meetings lately. Informant further
advised that HOWARD KEXLOR is the chairman of the San Joaquin County
CP.

ACTION i File

-2-
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Juno, 1957

r>

memorandum oh pea.ce activity

The growing world outcry against H-Bomb Tosts and the resulting danger

to lauman life and health has become the major metes peace issue today, and

has taken an unprecedented proportions in the U#S* itsolf, invloving influ-

ential forces in the highest circles of American life* Yihile the big public

issue is primarily concerned with the nuclear tests as the most iirsmediato

egression of the danger to human life, it also has on effect on the whole

question of banning atomic weapons altogether, and on disarmament, as stops

in the direction of banning atomic war* As a result of this tremendous senti-

ment and pressure, there is a roalistio possibility of achieving big-power

agreement to halt nuclear tests, if this mass pressuro emtinuos to maint*

The great variety of public figuros and organizations which have already

taken a stand on this issue should bo duplicated on a local scale in churches

PIA.*s, civic, labor, farm, Negro, and other groups and organizations* City

Councils, County Board of Supervisors, and State Legislatures, and their

corresponding political heads, should be asked to memorialize the Prod, dent

against further H-Bomb tests, as the Washington State Houle of Ropresontativos

did.

Where organizations lilco tho takers oro circulating petitions for the

banning of nuclear tests, overy support and co-oporaticn should be given

to such a campaign*

Somo additional proposals for immediate cm sidorob ion*

1* The paper to plan a spocial edition or supplement cm the issue, with

planned efforts to get a largo sale or distribution of same*

2* Since the petition campaign of other organizations is not likely to

encourago or got all-inclusive participxtion, sponsorship should bo sd licitod

for a petition addressed to tho President or the United Nations, undor some-

what similar circumstances as tho 1955 poiititm campaign, which could be

used on on area wide basis and in which- everybody could participate* This

should not preclude the participation by thoso who can, in tho Quaker

campaign, or that of any other organization, cr tho gotting out of neigh-

borhood petitions by independent groups*

S* If possible, tho same or similar-typo auspices should bo soJAcltoA

far newspaper ads, and a popular mass loaflot*

4* This campaign should bo liunohod immediately and continued till

August, the anniversary of Hiroshima. ’ It is already several wcoke. lmto,

but it is still not too late to affect the present situation furthor, pro-

vided it is startod without any further delay*

5* A national pamphlet is planned which would includo statomonts £y
Swoitsor, tho Pope, Routher, Mrs* PUR vhich would be suitable for wido
cirouh. tion#

6



YOU ARE INVITED to a picnic on Sunday, June 16, beside the San Joaquin

River and close to Ramona Lake. Benefit People’s World $90,000 fund' drive.

Speaker JOHN PITTMAN, P. W. staff member. Come to Ramona Lake, pay

your fifty cents per car to Mr. Hing (which admits to the grounds and confers

fishing privileges for children and licensed anglers), and drive in along the

levee. We’ll have some signs posted to direct you to where the P. W. crowd
will gather. Bring your own lunch; the sponsors will provide free hot coffee

and cold punch. We’ll start eating before 3 and will introduce Mr. Pittman



OFFICE FEMCRANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, S’ (100-11089

)

FROM: SA ROBERT F. SAVACE

RE: GP USA., DISTRICT 13'

IS^ISv

The following written report was furnished to SA ROBERT
F. SAVAGE on 6/12/57 by SF 1604-S, who has furnished reliable infor-
mation in the past* This report, dated 6/11/57, concerns a meeting of

GP leaders frou the 3snramento-San Joaquin Valley with Northern
District GP chairman, MICKIE LIMA, on 6/9/57 at Stockton, California
to plan an organising convention for the valley. The ronort. is set
out verbatim and the original is maintained in

Report on the Communist Party
Stockton, California

June 11, 1957

"On Sunday, June 9, 1957, there was a Comunist Party
meeting at the Howard Thompson hone. Those persons present were:

1-100-11889

1-100-30046
l-100-279$ll
1-65-1242
1-100-27343
1-100-31391
1-100-32000
1^100-27747

1-100-31414 (CP TUBA CO.) cc to MARYSVILIE
^OA-S ) RA for info

I 1-100-36363 (CP SUTTER CO.)

1-100-17989 (CP SACRAMENTO CO.) ce to

- Sacramento RA for info
1-100-21286 (CP SAN JOAQUIN CO.

1-100-26388 (CP STANISLAUS CO.) cc to

Modest f? RA far info
1-New York oa*/ Chicago
3-Lo s Angele s

.^

)

UtGAimATIUN) 1-100-282721 I

1

STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) 1-100-16028 {MmO 66. Op)

POLITICAL ACTIVITIES) 1-100-16827 (TULARE CO. CP)

READ BY:

REVIEWED BY:

|

cc Sacramento for Ident.

BUTTE CO.) CC to CHICO RA for info SEARCHED ..INDEXED

SERIALIZE!# : FILED L
FBI,SF T
7/3/57 .
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SF 100-11S89

Frank George Fresno
-£’hH Davis Entire
Delner Berg Ceres
Mickie lima, Northern District Chairman Oakland
Howard and Lulu Mae Thompson Stockton
Barney DeVeto Marysville
Lillian Ransome Wheatland
Marie Gorin Sacramento

"The meeting was called for the purpose of planning an
organising convention for the Clubs in the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Val3ey 0

"The meeting was opened by Lulu Mae Thompson at about 12:15
and she was elected chairman* Marie Gorin was elected as the Secretary,

"Lulu Mae Thompson then reported on the election held in
the District for two members of the District Committee, announcing
that she and Lillian Ransome had been elected, (copy of the voting
results enclosed.

"Mickle Lamia then gave a report on the first meeting of the
District Committee, He also stated that the National Party Chairman
on Labor, Fred Fine, will be in Northern California from June 20th
to 26th to get information on labor problems in this area* He said
they wanted to hold a conference while he was here to make it
possible for reprewentatives from all the Clubs to participate.
Later in the meeting it was established that this meeting will be
held on Sunday, June 23rd, with the location and time to be set
later* This information will be received by the District Committee
members at their meeting in San Francisco on June 14th.

"Lima also circulated a peace petition which is sponsored
by the American Friends Service Committee and he asked that oil the
Clubs send for these and make use of them. He also gave out copies
of a "memorandum on Peace Activity" ( copy enclosed),

"At aoout 1;30 PM, Delmer Berg and Phil Davis said they had
to leave and it was agreed that those remaining would constitute the
arrangements committee for the planning of the organizing convention
for the area. The date set for the meeting was June 30, 1957 at 11:00
AM at the Thompson home.



SF 100-11809

“The meeting recessed for lunch and when the group was again
called to order it was decided that the officers elected at the
opening of the session would continue to function until the next
meeting.

“Basis of representation for future meetings was set at
two member s, or delegates, per Club, because they did not wish to
reveal the number of members in each Club for per capita representation.
A $2.00 registration fee for each Club will be charged at the next
meeting.

“It was decided that Lillian Ransome, since she may have
difficulty getting to soma of the District Meetings, should ask the
District Committee to allow her an alternate

.

The suggested form of the organization will not be included
in this report, because it will probably be changed at the next
meeting when it will be discussed and voted upon. The meeting was
closed at about 3s 30 PM.

"During- the informal discussion at lunch and after the meeting
closed, the following information was picked up:

"Rudie Lambert and Louise Todd have sent a letter to
Sacramento telling them they must accept a Negro known as Jim or
Cecil into their Club. The letter was given to him to deliver and he
had opened it before turning it over to them. They refuse to accept
him for membership because he is always Dragging, and also because
of a letter they received from the South which said he was not considered
a good member.

“Lillian Ransome mentioned that “they" (those who were former
State Officers of the Party) were trying to get Virgil Cole to take
the man who had gotten him expelled from the Union back into the Party.
Later in the conversation she mentioned the Holapeter s and the trouble
between them and Virgil and it was assumed that it was Holapeter
who wants back into the Party. Cole is trying very hard to get back
into the Union,

"Sacramento, according to 2ferie Gorin, has 10 member s (the
number who voted in the District Committee elections) who attend
meetings and another 3 people who must remain isolated because of
their jobs and the activity of the FBI,

-3“
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“Lillian Ransome remarked that she is the “contact"
for three other Clubs besides her own. According to votes turned in
by her for these four Clubs, there are 11 members altogether.

"Lima mentioned that there will be a meeting of the State
Coordinating Press Committee on June 30th.

"Phil Davis passed out papers announcing a picnic for the
People l s World on June 16th in Stanislaus Gounty (copy enclosed).

"Lulu Mae Thompson turned over dues for May and June for San
Joaquin County to Mickle Lima t:i 1 Prank George gave him $10.00 for the
People’ s World*

"Howard Thompson invited Darney DoVeto to come to his
home on Friday night, June 21st and to stay over and attend the meeting
on Labor on June 23rd."

/s

The "Memorandum on Peace Activity" which was furnished to
those present at the above meeting by MICK23 ZJ¥A is being maintained
as an exhibit with the original of this report.

"Copy of the election result regarding Valley members of the
CP Northern District Committee is being maintained as an exhibit with
the report and the results are set out as follows:

Sacramento Stanislaus San Joaquin -Wheatland Iirulse£_.^Erja-sno-.

Howard 0. 111 11 5

Thompson

Lulu Mae llll'lUl- 1 111 mi nn mi 27
Thompson

Howard Keylor 1 111 4
Delmer Berg 1111,1 111 nn,ii 13

Jim Ballard 1111 raa* im 15
Darney DeVeto m. 3
Lillian Ransone 1111^ 1111 1 11 imm 21

Copy of announcement for Stanislaus County DPW picnic which
was furnished to those present at meeting by PHIL DAVIS is being
maintained as an exhibit with this report.

-4-
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DXTOTCr 13

£F X60Z;-Gj t±o has furnished reliable info/ratioii in the* 'cast,

orally advised £\ rvTTFF F. OiViCn on ?/l/57 that aCP Valley noting me
held on 6/30/57 at Stockton, California, £P 1604-s advised that at this

meeting, LUIA ''FX TUC TSOIJ v/as elected Chair, an of the Valley CP district

and IIIXIM! n.G;i:.T Mas elected Secretary* Informant further adviced tint

the CP Valley district includes all of the CP clubs iron Fresno to

Chico*

FFO (llj

Cc: V 16OL»?A^

100-27747

31957
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Statement by the Fourteen Defendants in the California Smith Act Case
Reversed by the U*S* Supreme Court, June 17, 19^7

«

This decision is the beginning of the end of the Smith Act. A great victory

for the Bill of Rights has been won0 By this victory for the rights of Communists,

freedom of political opinion for all Americans has thereby been made the safer

from the inroads of the inquisitors and the witch-hunters

•

It was the growing revulsion of the American people to these witch-hunta which

has turned the tide. The Supreme Court has heeded this sentiment, and acted in the

best traditions of American democracy. It has struct a blow at the use of paid

informers, at the practice of branding the exercise of political opinions as

crimes, at the whole McCarthyite technique of fear and smear. In this- way, it has

strengthened the cause of American democracy, and made up in some measure the great

harm to that cause by the original Supreme Court decision of 19£l in upholding

the Smith Act, which unleashed the whole wave of assaults on civil liberties which

has darkened the past few years of our country* s history.

The Justice Department should now be compelled to heed the growing revulsion

to their witch-huhts, and call a halt to them. They should dismiss the charges

against the 9 defendants who were granted a new trial, who are no more guilty of

any crime than the $ who won complete acquittal. They should end all Smith Act

trials and appeals now pending, all of which were based on the same flimsy charges

and the practice of turning political opinions into alleged criminal acts, charges

supported by the perjured testimony of paid informers. They should free the re-

maining Smith Act prisoners still being unjustly held.

The decision of the Supreme Court, while it did not deal directly with the

issue, also struck a blow at the Big Lie that the Communist Party advocated the

violent overthrow of the U.S. Government. Let us hope that the virtual out-lawing

of the Communist Party will be rescinded, and that its legal and constitutional

rights as a political party be speedily restored, in the spirit of this decision.



TO ALL CLUBS JURE, 1957

MEMORAHDU|iI OH PEACE ACTIVITY

The growing world outcry against H-Bopb tests and resulting danger

- to human life and health has become the major mass peace issue today* It

has taken on improcodentod proportions in the United States itsoIf, invlvling

influential forces in the highest circles of American life*

While the big public issue is primarily concerned with the nuclear

tests as t he most immediate expression of the danger to human life, it also

has an effect on the ivholo question of banning atomic weapons altogether, and

on disarmament, ds steps in the direction of banning atomic war and peaceful

oo-existenco* As a reslut of this tremendous sentiment and pressure, there is

a realistic possibility of achievelhg big-power agreement to halt nuclear test s

at 2®ast, if ihis mass pressure continues to mount <>

IE THEREFORE PROPOSE*

3U To cojisidor this the min issue to givo our major attention; par tioularly
to give the utmost support to the may different ferns in ifehioh this demand of
tho majority of tho American people is expressing itself# petitions, public
statements, newspaper ads, resolutions, letters to newspapers, omforencos,
appeals or delegations to tho President, Congressmen and Senators*

2* Tho groat variety of such actions taken by public figures and organisations
shoiua bo duplicated on a local scalo in churches, PTA*s, civic, labor, fam,^o^

17^d^thor^roupa_^u^„or^Qui4sttaions
:^.. -City ..Councils^ County Boards, of

Supervisors, and State Legisla turesa or their corresponding political heads,
should bo asked to memorialiso tho President against further E^Bomb tests 0 as
the Washington State House of Representatives did*

S« In
?;

ddi'

b 'lon to supporting tho petition dr other coigns of organisations
.n ce the Quakers, Unitarians, Womens International Laaguo for Peace and Freedom,
national PTA. otc* rt local initiative should be developed to got out independent
potations or public statements, under tho broadest possible auspices on a com-

raunity or neighborhood balais* or by professional categories; or by unions; or
by Hogro community leaders* or just by neighbors or shop^mateso Speakers rep-
resenting organisations already active in the campaign could bo invited to oth or
organizations or groups, especially Labor and Nogro groups, to oncourggo thorn
to act as wolle

4* Tho paper to plan a special edition or supplement on this single issue,,
with plannod efforts to got a largo sale or distribution, and thus to clarify
our viewpoint on tho Imporbaice of the issue and its relation to tho Wiolc
struggle for peace to ^greater numbers of pooplo*

Sffo;rts sbould bo mnd0 to -got out popular Jo aflcts and pamphlets* In
wo should push tho national pamphlet coming out, which includes

stab omonts by Dr* Albort Schwoitaor, tfco Pop^, Mr

s

a FDR, and others, and givo
it a wiao circulation^

Clubs should hctsro at least ono person assigned, or a pcaco activity oommittoo
In tho clubs * This campaign should bo latuacbod immodiatoly and con«*
fc^Jxuod until August^ tho woyXd^wido annivorsary obsc^vanco of E iroshihnao
Wo pro sovoral wooks 3nto c but it is still not too lato to affoot tha prosont
d tuation futher, provided it is startod without further delay,-,

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA DISTRICT COMITTEB
PfS

l
IilBr0 WaS SOT1° 31 session rehtivo to the rolo of tho Forty in tho mass move-

ments of the day* Scaao difforencos of opinion wore oppressed* Ihese differences
arose around tho rolo of tho left centers; what should bo our starting point#
what should bo ourspooial contribution to these moments* It ms agreed that" tho
discussion had boon incompkto and would be followed up in futuro District Com«
mittoo meetings^ bulletins and magazines and by discussions in tho Party clubs*



OFFICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO: SAC, SF (100-11889) DATE: 7/10/57

FROM; SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

SUBJECT! DISTRICT 13

. e . „ followlnS written report was furnished
to SA ROBERT F, SAVAGE on 7/3/57 by SF l60li-S,
who has furnished reliable information in the past.
This report, dated 7/2/57* concerns a Communist
Party Labor Conference meeting held on 6/23/57.
The report is set out verbatim the original
is maintained in

| |

"Report on the Communist Party
"Stockton, California'

"Jbly 2, 1957

m
Tt °n evening, June 21, 1957, BARNETUE VETO^came to the HOWARD THOMPSON home. THOMPSON

had invited him to spend the week-end prior to their
trip to Oakland to the Labor Conference with FRED
PINE, National Labor Secretary of the Communist
Party.

"On Sunday, June 23, 1957. HOWARD KEYLOR
arrived at the THOMPSON home at about 10:10 a.m.
KEYLOR, DE VETO and THOMPSON then left in the
KEYLOR. oar for Oakland. They arrived there at
approximately 11:50 and they went directly to the
Greyhound Bus Depot at San Pablo and 22nd Street.

1- 100-11889

100-29506
65-1242
100-

100-30717
100-28620.

1- Hew York!

RFS-lps #11

jLOO- (BETTY LOU )

LOO- (LOUIE )
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SAC, SF (100-11889)

Knowing they were early, DE VETO and THOMPSON took
a walk while HOWARD KEYLOR stayed in the restaurant,

nAt about 12:15, DE VETO and THOMPSON
re turned-bo the bus depot where they met MICKIE
LIMA and saw FRED PINE sitting in MICKIE *s car,
MICKIE informed them they were to go to a house at
486 24th Street.

’’UPON arriving there, they were met by a
woman who Introduced herself as BETTY LOU. She
invited them in to her apartment (upstairs) and gave
them the use of the front room. While they were
waiting for MICKIE and PINE to arrive, a man came
in. whom she introduced as LOUIE (her husband, age
about 50 ) has only one hand) .

"At about 1:30 p.ra,, MICKIE and FRED
arrived at the house and after introducing PINE
to the other persons present (DE VETO, KEYLOR and
THOMPSON) he gave a short talk on the results of
the last District Meeting and gave out a number of
mimeographed sheets (Copies enclosed)

.

"There was then a round table discussion
of labor conditions in the area represented by those
present, after which PINE asked questions and told
of his experiences in meeting workers across the
Nation. He said the Party 1 s policy was to work
within the union and encourage workers to try to
obtain better conditions, mor’e pay, shorter hours,
etc., as long as these were the things the workers
were already asking for. For example, he stated
that in Detroit some of the auto workers had stated
that they wanted a six hour day. The Party had
encouraged this by saying it would give the worker
more overtime. Some of those present disagreed
with him on this point, saying they did not believe
it was the correct Marxist approach, PINE
countered by saying it was the one thing that help^
to give the workers more money, and that the Party
member is to work within the Union to establish
himself in the confidence and trust of the union.

2
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SAG, SP (100-11889)

"The meeting broke up at approximately
4i30 p.m. KEYLOR, DE VETO and THOMPSON returned
to the THOMPSON home, HOWARD KEYLOR leaving
immediately for his home and DE VETO departed
shortly thereafter for Marysville*”

h7D

SF I60I4.-S orally advised SA ROBERT P.
SAi/AGE on 7/3/57 that MTGKIE LIMA is the Chairman
of the Northern California District CP and that
the others present represented the Sacramento-
San Joaquin Valley CP District*

The "MEMORANDUM ON PEACE ACTIVITY” and
the "Statement by the Fourteen Defendants in the
California Smith Act Case", Which were furnished
by MIOKIE LIMA to those present at the above
meeting, are being maintained as exhibits with
the original of this report.

RECOMMENDATION: Pile, Route copies for BETTY LOU
and LOUIE to SA SAVAGE for further identification.

3
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m&lfflhML SSI*W M Iht SICAkkMUl JU^bl*

VaLIU ShCIlhK

1, itch vlub^vlil be allowed two representatives , except the Club

who hag tbs elected Chaim. This Club will be allowed three

representatives because the Chairmen has no vote. In the event

that only one representative Is present from & Club, that per-

son will be allowed two votes on all questions.

£. The Executive Board shall consist of the two District Committee

members and three elected members*

3. The officers shall be:

Chaim
Vice Chairman

Seeretary*Tmsum

These officers snail be elected from the five mentors of the

keeutlve Board*

4. The ten of office for these officers shall be the sane as the

ten of office for the District Committee members* which it two

years.

5* Clubs shall elect their delegates once a year for Valley com*

aittae, except the delegates serving on the executive board,

who till be elated every two years.

I), hach Club shall elect two alternates.

The Valley comlttee shall meet every three months ana the kecu-

tive board shall meet prior tp each meeting and when necessary.
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SAC, SA?! F -'IANClSCO (100-11339) 7-10-57

SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE

CP USA - DISTRICT 13

The following written report was furnished to SA ROBERT
F. SaVaGE on 7-3-57 by SF-1604-S, who has furnished
reliable information in the past* This report, dated
7-2-57

,
concerns a meeting of the CP leaders from the

various CP CLUBS in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Valley
held at Lathrop, California, on 6-30-57 to organise
this section of the CP. The repo rt is set, out, verbatim
and the original is maintained in b/D

cc 100-31391 cc
cc 100-32000 cc
cc 100-27343
cc 65-1242
CC 100-27933
cc IOO-36603I
cc 100-27747 (CP Org)
cc 100-25035 (CP Funds)
cc 100-26239 (CP Membership)
cc 100-21237 (CP Butte Co.)
cc 100-31414 (CP Yuba Co.)

{ktt'i Marysville HA)
cc 100-17939 (CP Sacramento Co.)

(Att: Sacramento RA)
cc IOO-36363 (Cp Sutter Co.)
cc 100-21236 (CP San Joaquin Co.)
cc 100-26333 (CP Stanislaus Co.)

LOS ANGILAS fU
rc 100-23272 1

cc 100-16323 l CP Fresno Co)
cc 100-16327 (CP Tulare Co)
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SF 100-11539
RF.S:>tJB

"Report on the Coinmuni st Party
Stockton, California

July 2, 1957

i;A Communist Party meeting for the purpose of organising the
.jfx crament o~San Joaquin Valley Clubs, which are spread out
over a vide area, was bold at the Howard Thompson home on
Sunday, June 30, 1957* The following persons" attended the
meeting:

Lillian Ransome
Marie Gorin
Barney DeVeto
Mickie Lima
Delmer Berg
Howard Thompson
Lulu Mae Thompson
Delmer Berg
Frank George

;?The ^ meeting was called to order at about 11:30 AM by the
Chairman, Lulu Mae Thompson and she asked the Northern
District Chairim n, Mickie Lima to make a report on the
last District meeting which was held on June 14, 1957.

'After Mickie made his report and he had answered the ques-
tions of those present, the proposed organization of the
Clubs of the Valley was discussed and the proposals made
by the arrangements committee were discussed one at a time.
The organization will be known as the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Valley Section and a copy of the rules which the organi-
zation will operate under is enclosed.

-An estimated budget of $232.00 for the Section for the
year was presented and it was decided that each Club would
have to approach there members for sustainers, since the
15% of the dues retained by a section would be insufficient
to meet the budget. Anything collected over Section expen-
ses will be forwarded to the District.

- 2-



SF 100-11339
RFS : MSB

"Lulu Mae Thompson and Lillian Ranuome were put on the

Executive Board automatically because they are the District

Committee members from the section and the iollowing per-

sons were elected to serve with them;

Frank George
Delmer Berg
Marie Gorin

"The following officers were elected from the members of

the Executive Board:

Chairman Lulu Mae Thompson
Vice Chairman Delmer Berg
Secty-Treas. Marie Gorin

"While the Club was deciding how the Clubs should be repre-

sented in voting, Lillian Ransoms revealed that the t Cj.uds

which she represented are just one person located one to a

town.

"The meeting was adjourned at about 4:00 PM. Lulu Mae

Thompson had served lunch at about 1:00 PM.

"Marie Gorin said that she dreaded having Mickie Lima in

Sacramento during the first week in July to straighten out

their trouble with Cecil.

"Frank George talked with Lulu Mae Thompson and she told

him she would try to see them in Sanger on July 20th if he

could hold a meeting that night and he said he would try

to get the people from Lindsay to come over at the -same

time.

"Lillian and Lulu Mae were informed by Mickie Lima . that he

was trying to get a location in Oakland for the Districtmeet

meeting which will be held on
.

July 14th and he said he would

let them know as soon as possible.

/4 1
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SF IOO-H889
EPS:MSB

"ORGANIZATIONAL SET-UP FOR THE SAC'RAMENTO-SAN JOAQUIN
VALLEY SECTION

ul. Each Club will be allowed two representatives, except
the Club who has the elected Chairman, This Club will
be allowed three representatives because the Chairman
has no vote. In the event that only one representa-
tive is present from a Club, that person will be
allowed two votes on all questions.

iT 2* The Executive Board shall consist of the two District
Committee members and three elected members.

T73. The officers shall be:
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Secretary-Treasurer

The.se officers shall be elected from the five members
of the Executive Board*

The term of office for these officers shall be the same
as the term of office for the District Committee members,
which is two years.

"
5 * Clubs shall elect their delegates once a year for

Valley . committee
,
except the delegates serving on the

executive board, who will be elected every two years.

t? 6 . Sqch Club shall elect two alternates.

irThe Valley committee shall meet every three months and the
Executive board shall meet prior to each meeting and when
necessary. ,T

SF-1604-S orally advised SA ROBERT F. SAVAGE on 7-3-57 that
the enclosed organisational memo is an original copy of the
memo sent to the CP clubs in the valley.

ACTION - File.

-4-
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